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Gay pride referendum floated 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCIL could hold a 
referendum to ask voters for 
permission to go as far as re- 
quired in refusing to proclaim a 
gay pride day in Terrace, sug- 
gests one city councillor. 
Ron Vanderlee said a vote 
on the issue might resolve any 
questions about whether council 
should issue the proclamation 
and whether it has constituents' 
support in spending tax money 
to fight what could be a lengthy 
legal battle. 
"Maybe a referendum would 
be a good idea," he said last 
week. "Would taxpayers up- 
port the city on fighting this 
issue?" 
The city's own legal advice 




By KEITH FREEMAN 
JOHN SIMMONS is living 
his dream. Looking over 
the 33-foot former gillnet- 
ter berthed in a parking lot 
near the corner of Kalum 
and Soucie in Terrace, 
Simmons, a sawmill  
supervisor, says boats have 
always been an art form to 
him. 
"I've always toyed with 
the idea of fixing up one of 
these," he said, grinning. 
This boat, the 30 year- 
old Lady Glenda, took the 
long road to Terrace. 
Moored in Klemtu, 
owner Francis Robinson 
was looking to get rid of it. 
The boat had a sound hull, 
but the deck and cabin 
was in shambles, because 
of a third of a century of 
continuous use. 
Meanwhile in Terrace, 
Simmons, who has done 
carpentry work, had almost 
given up hope of finding 
an old boat to restore to 
original condition. 
That's where Murray 
Hamer enters the story. 
Homer works as a pilot, 
visiting small communities 
up and down the coast, in- 
cluding Klcmtu. 
A few months ago, 
Simmons and Hamer 
bumped into each other on 
the street. When Hamer 
found out about Simmons' 
desire to fix up an old 
boat, Robinson's Lady 
Glenda came to mind. 
Now it's become a part- 
time project nursed by 
Simmons' own "blood, 
sweat and tears", never- 
mind pocketbook. 
If all goes according to 
plan, the Lady Glenda 
should be on the water by 
autumn as a pleasure craft. 
itial Human Rights Tribunal de- 
cision in response to a com- 
plaint being filed by a local 
group, but that it might be able 
to overturn such a decision later 
on in the courts. 
Vanderlee conceded that 
could take money. 
So far, however, he said he's 
had nothing but support in let- 
ters and phone calls for his po- 
sition in voting against wo gay 
pride proclamation' requests. 
He said some supporters take 
a Biblical perspective in back- 
ing him and opposing a procla- 
mation, while others say they 
want to avoid the erosion of fa- 
mily values. 
In the first vote, on June 26, 
Vanderlee had opposed provin- 
cial gay rights group Rainbow 
B.C.'s request for a pride pro- 
clamation on the grounds that it 
didn't come from a local group. 
Two weeks later a local 
group came back to council 
with a locally requested procla- 
mation that Vanderlee and most 
other councillors also opposed. 
Now, citing the possibility of 
legal action, Vanderlee won't 
give his personal reasons for 
opposing the proclamation, but 
says he's sure he's representing 
people who elected him. 
"I believe the voters that put 
me in don't want me to vote 
that way," he said. 
Other councillors have also 
had to come up with new ex- 
planation's for voting to reject 
the requests. 
Councillor Olga Power op- 
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posed the original pride day re- 
quest because the Aug. 5 date 
would have conflicted with Ri- 
verboat Days. 
"'Terrace has one festival per 
year other than music festival 
and that is Riverboat Days," 
said Power. "This is our time to 
celebrate heritage as far as Ter- 
day not in conflict with other 
local events, Power said no. 
"1 don't think a proclamation 
is the way to go for them," she 
said. 
Although the tolerance com- 
mittee in ils presentation to 
council asked for only a procla- 
mation - not permission for a 
[] Human rights complaint coming, Page A2 
race is concerned." 
Local organizers, in making 
the second request, however, 
said they'd be happy with a 
proclamation for a different 
date that didn't conflict with 
Riverboat Days. 
Asked if she would support a 
gay pride proclamation on a 
parade - Power added she be- 
lieved they were asking for a 
parade. 
"When it 's proclaimed 
people have a right to do 
marching and so on, and it's 
created a lot of ill feelings 
within communities," she said. 
"In Toronto there have been 
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JOHN SIMMONS and his Lady Glenda, the former gillnetter he's fixing up and converting into a pleasure 
craft. Right now, the boat is parked near Soucie Avenue and Kalum Street, but Simmons hopes to have it 
out on the water by fall. The boat was towed up the coast from Klemtu earlier this year. 
Food bank cupboards Dare 
DAVID SESSFORD, director of community and fa' that for about a week, 
The empty shelves are due in part to 
mily services for the Salvation Army, stands by the fewer donations collected by the bank 
empty shelves at the Army's food bank, Food ran over Christmas, explained Sessford 
out last w e e k . .  The food bank does a major drive for 
By SARAH GLEN 
THE SALVATION Army food bank is fa- 
cing a crisis. 
The bank, which relies heavily on do- 
nations from the community, is out of 
food, 
"We are completely out," said David 
Sessford, director of community and fa- 
mily services for the Salvation Army. 
To cover the shortfall the bank is now 
forced to buy food - but they can only do 
donations over the holiday, which helps it 
feed people throughout he rest of the 
year. 
"Donation numbers are down both at 
Christmas and during the year," he said. 
While donations may be decreasing, 
the number of people using the bank 
many of them children - is going up. 
The number of children using the bank 
is up close to 50 per cent from a year ago, 
"Staples like pasta, rice, canned meat 
and powdered or canned milk are needed 
most," said Sessford. 
Non-perishable food items can be 
dropped off at the Salvation Army's thrift 
store on Lakelse Ave. 
reports of violence," she said in 
reference to gay pride parades 
there. "1 don't know whether it 
will achieve what the group 
wants which is more people 
being open and transparent 
about heir group rights." 
Councillor Lynne Christen- 
sen, who also opposed both re- 
quests, drew a parallel to the 
Orange Order parades in North- 
ern Ireland. That's similar, she 
said, because just one faction is 
parading and making the other 
group feel uncomfortable. 
If the proclamation is indeed 
about creating mutual respect 
for people, she said, it shouldn't 
be imposed on anyone. 
"i don't think the proclama- 
tions should be used as a politi- 
cal tool," Chri.~tiansen said. 
PNG wants 
to jack gas 
rates again 
, NATURAL GAS users  sa id  Jones .  
t " face another rate increase this fall. 
This time it's not be- 
cause of higher gas costs, 
but a result of the closure 
of the Methanex methanol 
plant in Kitimat. 
Natural gas flows to the 
northwest hrough Pacific 
Northern Gas (PNG) pipe- 
lines and since Methanex 
was its largest customer, it
paid most of the transmis- 
sion costs. 
But since the plant is 
now closed for at least a 
year, PNG needs to raise 
more money to meet those 
costs, says spokesman 
Peter Jones. 
It's already cut ex- 
penses by laying off 12 
people - 10 per cent of its 
workforce. Three of those 
people are in Terrace. 
PNG is, however, un- 
able to yet indicate how 
much more it wants to 
charge people to make up 
for the Methanex shortfall. 
"A lot of the work has 
been done in cutting costs 
up until now," said Jones. 
The rate increase appli- 
cation is to be filed this 
September before the B.C. 
Utilities Commission. 
In addition to job cuts, 
PNG closed its Vancouver 
head office and is cutting 
capital spending. 
Overall, Methanex ac- 
counts for 60 per cent of 
the gas volume going 
through the PNG pipeline 
and provides 40 per cent of 
the income. 
Having. one large custo- 
mer is good in the sense of 
a guaranteed income flow, 
but it is also vulnerable 
should something happen 
to that large customer, 
Methanex cited high 
costs for natural gas and 
low prices for its alternate 
fuel methanol as a reason 
for the July 1 plant closure. 
Methanex is still provi- 
ding income to PNG 
through a "take or pay" 
provision in a contract be- 
tween the two. It requires 
Methanex to continue pay-. 
ing PNG even though i t  
may not be taking any gas. J 
That works out to 80 per 
cent of what Methanex 
would normally pay. 
And though that is 
providing money, PNG 
still has had to cut costs 
and apply to raise rates, 
said Jones. 
PNG and Methanex are 
continuing to talk about 
having the gas utility re- 
duce transmission fees to 
help meet Methanex's 
need to reduce its costs in 
order to reopen its closed 
Kitimat methanol plant, 
But  Jones noted the 
transmission costs are just 
one cost factor and not a 
very large one at that. 
"PNG is flexible but 
PNG does not believe that 
this single component 
would solve Methanex's 
problems," he said. 
Those .talks fit with Me- 
thanex's plan for what it' 
calls a "co-venture" - a, 
system whereby it wants 
cost reductions when the 
price of methanol is low in ' 
return for sharing profits 
when the price rises. 
In addition to a break 
from PNG, Methanex is 
looking for a drop in natur- 
al gas royalties charged by 
the province and in proper- 
ty tax it pays to Kitimat 
for its methanol plant. 
Nisga'a gov't building open 
THE WORKERS of the Nisga'a Lisims Govern- 
ment moved into their big new building in New 
Aiyansh last week. 
Landscaping and final finishing work is sti IMI~ 
derway on the front entrance to Ihe curved 
house-style building. , 
But by last Friday all tile employees had made 
the move from their previous cramped quarters in 
the old Nisga'a Tribal Council offices. 
An official opening of the new government. 
building is being planned for Sept. 14 and may in- 
elude a totem pole raisingl a spokesman said. 
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City faces complaint 
for gay pride refusal 
By SARAH GLEN 
A LOCAL gay pride com- 
mittee is filing a human 
rights complaint against 
city council. 
The Terrace Rainbow 
Committee, formally the 
Terrace Tolerance Com- 
mittee, decided to file the 
complaint after council re- 
jected its request to pro- 
a settlement conference, 
where both parties meet 
informally to mediate their 
differences. 
"It takes about a year to 
16 months to go through 
the entire process," said 
Boulard. 
But that's not deterring 
the committee from filing 
a complaint. 
on the complaint - it is 
also planning a celebra- 
tion. 
A potluck is planned for 
August 12 at the Family 
Place. 
"It is a low key cele- 
bration that we feel suits 
the needs of the gay com- 
munity here," said 
Bostock. "We know not all 
pride day. 
The announcement 
was made at a July 20 
press conference. 
"We were denied the 
proclamation based purely 
on our sexual orientation 
and that is grounds for dis- 
crimination," said Maur- 
een Bostock, a member of 
the committee. 
The committee is in the 
process of filing the com- 
plaint. 
Once received by the 
B.C. Human Rights Com- 
mission, the complaint 
must be screened to see if 
it follows the commis- 
sion's mandate. 
"We only follow up on 
complaints that discrimi- 
nate on the basis of race, 
colour, ancestry and sex 
and if the complaint hap- 
pened at work, in a te- 
nancy agreement or in a 
public service," said 
Theresa Boulard, the act- 
ing manager for education 
and communication with 
the commission. 
After a complaint has 
been screened, it is up to a 
commission officer to col- 
lect evidence from both 
parties and present he re- 
commendations to a com- 
missioner. 
At this point the com- 
plaint can go two ways. 
Boulard explains that 
the commissioner can ei- 
ther chose to send the 
complaint off to the inde- 
pendently operated B.C. 
Human Rights Tribunal, 
which would call both par- 
claim a lesbian, gay, bi- "The B.C. Human gay people would feel 
sexual and transgendered Rights Commission is. comfortable coming out at 
there for a reason," said a highly public event." 
Elizabeth Snyder, another The potluck is open to 
member of the committee, all lesbian, gay, bisexual 
"We hope that our ac- and transgendered people 
tions will prompt other and their friends and allies. 
groups who feel they've 
been discriminated against 
to step forward and take a 
stand." 
The committee has al- 
ready received support 
from its Vancouver coun- 
terpart, Rainbow B.C. 
"Rainbow B.C. is be- 
hind the Terrace commit- 
tee and we support hem in 
their actions," said Craig 
Maynard, a member of 
Rainbow B.C. 
barbara findley (who 
spells her name with a 
small 'b'  and a small ' f ' )  
is a Vancouver-based law- 
yer has volunteered her 
services to the local com- 
mittee. 
findley acted as the 
counsel for a Kelowna- 
based gay pride committee 
after the city council in 
that area rejected the 
committee's request to 
proclaim a lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgendered 
(LGBT) pride day. 
The committee in the 
Kelowna case also filed a 
human rights complaint 
and after a tribunal hearing 
the council was found 
guilty of sexual discrimi- 
nation. 
"All the information 
that we've collected so far 
, points toward a pretty 
clear cut case. This is a ) ,, 
lworthy complaint, said 
"~ Bostock., . . . . .  
tiesto a hearing (a type of .......... The,.n~,wly..n~e~d.com- 
trial) or it could be sent to ' mittee isn't only focusing 
Bear hunt extended 
!:THE BLACK bear hunting 
season has been extended 
by two weeks here, keep- 
ing it in line with the rest 
of the province. 
"The main reason we're 
doing this is to harmonize 
the regulations," said Sean 
Sharpe of the Ministry of 
Environment "Each reason 
and sub-region had its own 
dates, this makes it easier 
for the hunter who hunts in 
different regions." 
The huge number of 
black bears in the north- 
west wasn't the motivation 
behind the longer opening, 
although it helped make 
the decision easier. 
"Some people would 
say that it's because of the 
bear population, or that we 
have way more bears in 
the area to hunt, but that 
wasn't the main reason," 
he said. "That was only 
part of it," said Sharpe. 
Some of the other 
changes included in the 
annual hunting regulations, 
released July 18, include a 
mandatory training course 
for people hoping to be- 
come a licensed hunter for 
the first time. There is also 
a closure of the sharp- 
tailed grouse hunt. 
The grouse, found 
mainly in southern regions 
of B.C., is not as popular 
with hunters here as the 
blue grouse. 
The other grouse spe- 
cies will have a ten per 
day bag limit, with a 30 
grouse limit over the entire 
season. 
Sharpe said that the 
most important thing to re- 
member is to leave moose 
alone during the rut in late 
September and early Octo- 
ber. 
"There are safety con- 
cerns, and concerns for the 
availability of the animals 
for First Nations," he said. 
The right age 
IN THE July 12 feature on 
grads, Vivian Benson's 
daughter was listed as 
being four years old. Rita 
is in fact six. 
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City to recycle cardboard 
CARDBOARD recycling is about to come to 
Terrace in a big way. 
The city is going ahead with installation of 
bins to recycle its own cardboard and also 
plans to set up public drop-off bins for local re- 
sidents to recycle cardboard. 
Public-drop off will be done as a test for the 
first year and would continue next year if it's 
workable, says city special projects director 
Stew Christensen. 
Canadian Waste Disposal would empty the 
bins and handle the shipping of the cardboard 
to recycling depots. 
Under the arrangement, the city would get a 
30 per cent share of any profits resulting from 
Canadian Waste's sale of the collected card- 
board. 
Cardboard prices fluctuate wildly, Christen- 
sen noted. Right now the price is at a relative- 
ly low $58 per tonne, he said, but at the begin- 
ning of May it was at $300. 
"Canadian Waste isn't pushing this idea 
very hard," Christensen said. "At $58 they're 
not making very much money on it. But it 
could be $300 again tomorrow." 
If the city continues with public drop-off 
bins next year, he added, the bins would have 
to be screened with landscaping at a cost of 
around $10,000. 
It's expected some businesses would use 
the bins, as well as local residents' 
City chief administrative officer Ron Poolc 
said cardboard recycling of things like pizza 
and cereal boxes may be one way some fami- 
lies will help keep their garbage output to the 
maximum two cans per week city crews will 
now pick up. 
"I think the more keen recycling people 
will start using that as well," he said. 
City council also gave Christensen the go- 
ahead to look at whether banning cardboard 
disposal at the dump would be a good idea. 
: I " ,  ' 
If that happens, local businesses that pro- 
duce cardboard would be required to set up a 
separate cardboard bin that would be emptied 
by Canadian Waste crews. 
That would cost each business about $830 a 
year to have a cardboard bin on site, Christen- 
sen added. 
Some city councillors thought Ihat was a bit 
pricey, and were reluctant o force businesses 
to do something. "A lot of commercial places 
in town don!t have room for two bins," added 
councillor Ron Vanderlee. 
A ban on cardboard isposal would have to 
cover both the Terrace and Thornhill dumps, 
he said, so that would mean coordinating such 
a plan with the Kitimat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict. 
Christensen is to report back on the idea 
after he's researched it further. He said card- 
board makes up 15 to 21.} per cent of the mater- 
ial put into the landfill. 
, '  ! ,  
II Paved paradise 
CREWS WITH Terrace Paving finished paving the new skate- 
board park last week. Much of the asphalt work, particularly the 
curved edges, had to be packed by hand. There are still some 
,features - curves and pyramids -~ to go into the park, but they'll, 
be cut in later, say local organizers. Boarders, in-line skaters and 
BMX bikers are now using it. Donations and contributed labour 
built most of the $250,000 skateboard park. The city ended up 
paying $60,000. 
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Assault suspect sought 
A MAN has been taken to V:mcouvcr fl~r medical 
treatment after an assault that arose from a noise 
cornplaint lasl week. 
On July 21, Terrace RCMP responded to the 
assault in the 3600 block of Kalum St. The suspect 
had fled by the time police arrived. 
Police are not releasing names but believe the 
incident started when the suspect appro:~chcd a 
part), house in the area and complained about the 
noise. Alcohol is helievcd to be a factor. 
HIV group planned 
A H.1.V. support group may be in the works. 
The group, spearheaded by Gerry King coordin;~- 
tor of Skeena Advocacy for Everyone (SAFE), is 
tentatively phumcd to start meeting in August. 
"With all the conlpoumling frustrations Ihat go 
along with the disease, it's important to have It 
support system available," said King, 
The group would offer emotional support to 
members while providing medic:d intbrmation and 
references. King hopes doctors and nurses will lend 
their expertise to the group. 
"When you're a low income individual and you 
have to deal with this progressively debilitating 
disease, it's irnportant o have access to as much 
infornaation as possible," said King. "The iuform.'l- 
tion doctors and nurses could provide would be in- 
valuable." 
Anyone interested in joining the group can call 
King at 635-5356. 
RCMP seek video games 
POLICE are on the lookout for stolen video games, 
after a break-in of a pickup truck. The theft, which 
occurred on Lloyde Ave., happened on the evening 
of July 17-18. 
Stolen was a Sony Playstation, a Niutendo 64 
system, as well as a knapsack and a yellow tool 
box. The items were marked with the owners 
name, and are valued at about $3,600. 
Gillnet season over 
DESPITE CALLS by gillnettcrs for a 10 per cent 
mortality rate on upper Skeena coho, the Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans shut down the Skee- 
na River gillnet sockeye season last week, after a 
brief extension. 
Strong sockeye returns led to gillnetters calling 
for a week extension for the sockeye fishery, where 
coho are caught incidentally. 
Coastal stakeholders, including the United Fish- 
ermen and Allied Workers Union, wanted to harv- 
est more sockeye. They cited a draft study by the 
Pacific Scientific Advice Review Committee 
which held that a 10 per cent mortality rate for 
upper Skeena coho would not have a long-term im- 
pact on the stocks. 
July 26. July 30 
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Pride, Part Two 
LET'S MAKE no mistake here. Mayor Jack Tal- 
stra and the city councillors who voted against de- 
claring a gay pride day here did so on personal re- 
ligious grounds. 
Toss out the excuses that the first request came 
from an outside group or that the request for the 
Aug. 5 declaration date would somehow conflict 
with Riverboat Days or that since the provincial 
government has already declared a gay pride 
week, there is no need for a local proclamation. 
All of these are smokescreens, and not very good 
ones at that. 
The decision to reject rests on Biblical prohibi- 
tions of any type of sexual behaviour or lifestyle 
that is not a sanctioned union between aman and 
a woman. 
There's clearly a substantial body of people in 
the community who oppose the concepts of male 
and female homosexuality, bisexuality, and trans- 
gendered individuals. 
So in their actions, Mr. Talstra and the others 
can claim to be acting on behalf of some of their 
constituents. And they did so with the right each 
and every one has to express themselves. 
But to do so as a mayor and council is another 
matter altogether for what's happened is a meld- 
ing of church and state. And that's not something 
they were elected to do. 
But if this council and mayor wants to fully ex- 
press themselves in this combination of church 
and state, then it should not stop with refusing to 
declare a gay pride day. 
It should take a stance against Sunday shopping 
within the Terrace city boundaries. It should seek 
to ban abortions, ban the sale of explicit videos, 
ban the showing of explicit movies, ban the sale 
of items used in sexual acts, ban the sale of tobac- 
co and ban the sale of alcohol. 
Sound a bit crazy? Not at all. Banning all of the 
above has as much of a grounding in Biblical 
principles as does the prohibition of certain types 
of sexual behaviour. (Truth be told, there's a 
strong argument to be made that in doing so, the 
mayor and council would be farther ahead in ex- 
pressing their religious principles than by what 
they did with their gay pride declaration refusal.) 
If the mayor and council really want to express 
their rights, this is what they should have done. 
Declare a gay pride day as requested. Then im- 
mediately have each and every councillor op- 
posed to homosexuality etal state their individual 
positions for the record. 
The mayor and council would then keep church 
and state separate. They would be able to give ex- 
pression to their individual rights and religious 
beliefs. They would also deny the declaration ad- 
vocates a sense of victory for the proclamation 
would be a hollow one at best. 
And they would also be able to get on with 
what they were elected to do as a city council. 
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• F, e rson  of  c lass  and  distinctior  
VICTORIA- His home is one A lieutenant-governor's life l ask him what comes to 
of the most impressive states is not for the faint-of-heart, mind when he looks back on 
in Victoria, but he gets to live Constant entertaining and tra- his five years as the Queen's 
in it only temporarily, vel, as well as preparations or representative in British Co- 
Garde Gardom, Lieutenant- special functions would stress lumbia. 
Governor of British Columbia, out a man half his age. "The young people Helen 
greets me in his study in Gay- On Confederation Day, July and I have met on our travels 
ernment House, the traditional 15, commemorating British through he province are far 
residence of the Queen's re- Columbia's entry into Confe- more worldly than we were at 
presentative, in the capital deration on July 19, 1871, Gar- that age. They want to partici- 
city's exclusive Rockland dam and his wife Helen, ex- pate, not sit in the rusty 
area. petted an estimated 7,000 dusties," he says. 
"Have a cigar," he says, people to visit Government "We have met people from 
but I decline, lighting a cigar- :o ,aM "ru=z r -Ao, - r^i  House. every vocation, age and back- 
:ROM THE. CAP ITAt  ette instead. In all likelihood, The program included the ground and we found again and 
he is the last occupant of Gov- HUBERT BEYER Pipes and Drums of the 78th again that there is a great col- 
ernment House who doesn't Fraser Highlanders, the Pipes lective wisdom in the general 
follow the politically-correct the media with suspicion and and Drums of the Canadian public." 
no-smoking mandate imposed contempt, and few of the ven- Scottish Regiment, a Chinese I ask him for a theoretical 
by all governments on their ture into the press gallery, children Lion dance, the Saa- example of what, in his opi- 
own properties, as well as Gardom was in politics for nich International Dancers and nion, could move a lieutenant- 
those that should be none of 20 years, two months and 22 Marimba Mazuba, Gardom de- governor to unilaterally dis- 
their business, hours. Does he miss it? "Not scribed as "an excellent solve the legislature and force 
At 76, he's as irrepressible really, although I miss some of group." an election. If a government 
and gregarious as he was when the people I worked with back And then, of course, there tried to shut down the free 
I first met him, more than 20 then, I liked the policy part of are, on occasion, 16 grandchil- press, he says without hesita- 
years ago. politics, not the personal," he dren who can turn Government lion. 
Back then, Gardom was a says, conscious of he fact that House upside down in no time "Thank God for a free press. 
member of what was usually politics has become much flat, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It's one of the four pillars of our 
referred to asthe Liberal rump more vicious than it was in his During his tenure¢ Oardom . society, along with the govern- 
in the B,C, Legislature, along time. also undertook a project' to  sent, the legislature and the:, 
with Pat McGeer and Alan Although his five years are make Government House and judiciary." 
Williams. up, he has agreed to have his its expansive grounds wheel- Needless to say I liked that 
Those were the days when term extended for an indefinite chair accessible, a project quote. But even without it, I 
after the House rose to the tra- period, presumably until after which, when completed tSis would say that British Colum- 
ditional shower of ripped up the next election, fall, will have cost $250,000, bians are very fortunate to have 
acts from the press gallery While his predecessor, most of it raised through dana- been served by Garde Gardom, 
seats above, Gardom would David Lam, was the quiet, re- tions, as politician and as lieutenant- 
show up at our working quar- flective, hard-to-get-to-know And speaking of the governor. 
tars, close to the legislative type, Gardom is one of the grounds, consisting of the most Beyer can be reachedat: 
chambers, with a case of most outgoing peoplel know. beautiful gardens you have E m a i ! 
champagne. He puts people at immedi- ever laid eyes on, they're kept hubert@coolcom.com; Tel 
These days, the politicians, ate ease with his boisterous up by 17 full-time staff plus (250) 381-6900; Web 
with some justification, regard laugh alone. 220 volunteers, hnp://www.hubertbeyer.com 
(i,c, od r iddance to this debt  
AFTER MORE than 10 years ahead with their pet plan. And runs open. The report covers 15 
of the regional district of Kiti- while they skied, taxpayers BC ski hills from Apex Alpine 
mat-Stikine annually tinkering stewed, to Whistler/Blackcomb and 
: with Shames Mountain ski In the end the debt bal- Whitewater. Again no mention 
hill's debt juggling the repay- loaned to $620,000 from the of Shames. Why not? And how 
ment schedule to ease of original peanut package of does the ski hill plan to grow if 
delay payments, the provincial $340,000. What you might call it only markets to local skiers? 
government has passed legis- success at any cost. Is Shames trying to assure 
lation enabling the debt to be So far, Shames has man- plenty of parking and no wait- 
wiped from the books. We tax- aged little more than to re- ing at the ski lifts for locals? 
payers were wiped across the cycle Terrace's recreational Wiping off the debt has one 
floor in the process, dollars. And little wonder. Any benefit for taxpayers - now re- 
Granted, we knew almost advertising I've seen has been gional directors can focus their 
from the day Shames Ski Car- in the local papers. The appar- attention on vital issues with 
poration won the Kitsumkalum II-'lllel|le'll|l:ll~0ll.]Ell~l cnt lack of wide angle adver- firmer business plans and 
ski hill assets with the highest CLAUDETTE SANDECKI tieing has always baffled me. brighter outlooks, issues like 
bid that we'd never get our For instance, until the ma- sewer, landfills, and a survey 
money, gazine quit publishing early of the cost of. flying patients hi- 
From the time the first pay- A quick scan of any article this year, "B.C. Woman" car- ther and yon. 
mcnt came due Shames on ski hill management would fled a two-page or more winter I 'm angry Shames was ever 
whined about the rustiness of have told them ski hills rarely sports spread promoting our awarded the Kitsumkalum ski 
the equipment they'd bought make money. That weather, province's ki hills and winter hill assets, but like the Y2K 
and made excuses for why location, transportation links, resorts in it's mid-winter issue, bug, I hope we never hear of it 
they couldn't be expected to and luck must converge before But I never saw Shames again. 
pay even interest, ski hills break even. Mountain mentioned. And if someone ver authors 
That began the annual pil- But guided by a love of ski- Similarly, during the winter "A Panhandler's guide for 
grimace to the regional district ing, advisors who can't wait to the Province prints a daily Dummies" the genesis of 
begging for forgiveness of the buckle on the boards, and snow report giving ski hill con- Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
entire debt on the grounds friends in government circles, ditions, centimetres of new tion can supply much of the 
their venture wasn't profiting, the Shames people forged snow, base, and the number of know-how. 
6~I qS~F.LOCO ANP ~.. " ~f: CRYSfALS FOCOS~'TYoO CAN "~F~ANPtue'LLCAt, C II"A ~_ 
~ SMELL ~OO[~5t,'IOKf: ~ ~Ot~LIGI.I.I- Ot~ FtNES vF ,Ill-('  e AL ,Veef. ON 
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Adding 
it all up 
Human Resources 
Development Canada 
brings a variety of 
benefits to the region 
By KAREN WIENBERG 
Human Resources Development Canada 
EVEN IF you didn't directly benefit from a 
Human Resources Development Canada pro- 
gram, the federal agency's programs have 
served to strenghten the entire northwest. 
Between April 1999 and March 2000, a 
total of $11,199,124 was invested in the 
people of northwestern B.C. on various em- 
ployment programs and services. 
Even if you weren't a direct participant, 
these programs and services did play a role in 
the lives of each one of us. 
The Programs and Services are as varied as 
the people that access them. 
Included are Targeted Wage Subsidies, 
where the cost of wages are shared with local 
employers, encouraging them to hire and train 
individuals they would not have hired without 
the subsidy and providing the employee with 
on-the-job training and valuable work exper- 
ience. 
Local Labour Market Partnerships are used 
to encourage partnership within the community 
to build the capacity of the community to take 
care of their employment-related n eds. 
One such Terrace area project is spearhea-: 
ded by the Northwest Loggers Association. 
The contract objective is to research and 
coordinate the workshops needed to upgrade 
workers skills thereby assisting them in main- 
taining employment within the forest industry. 
Partners involved are the Workers Compen- 
sation Board, Skeena Sawmills, NWLA, Mini- 
stry of Social Development & Economic Se- 
curity, Ministry of Forests, Main Logging, 
IWA, and Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
An exciting project at Prince Rupert re- 
ceived world-wide recognition. 
A local company accessed this program to 
research into making a better "deer browser". 
The trials carried out in various locations 
around the globe were so successful that they 
not only received more orders than they could 
handle (and will need to expand their busi- 
ness, but that's yet another project), but also 
BIG NUMBERS: Karen Wienberg of Human Resources Development Canada adds up 
the local offices contribution through grants, programs and local salaries to the north- 
west economy. 
whether they are public, non-profit or private 
companies. 
Hundreds of students will be able to secure 
jobs this summer thanks to this program. 
The Self-Employment program provides un- 
together here to help you, or your neighbour, 
get the needed training to get the job. 
The Workshare program is used during 
times of economic downturn to give the em- 
• .ployer an alternative to laying off their em- 
researched and designed making "rabbit brow--  ployees. 
sers" for England and some other "pest brow- The Provincial and Federal Government 
ser" for California vineyards, join forces with the Apprenticeship program in 
Employment Assistance Services are provi- an effort to strengthen the trades. 
ded by local organizations that have been con- Those with disabilities can tap into the Op- 
portunities Fund to assist them in moving to- During our last fiscal year, 95 applications 
,,,,wards paid q~ployment o ~ self-employment. . xvere approved for new business ventures. 
tracted under this program to provide services 
such as employment counselling, career,deci- 
sion making, job search, access to the lnternet. 
and computers for resume writing and access 
to training dollars and other subsidies. 
Communities from Houston to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands have places for all citizens 
to go to for this valuable service. 
Training is another big area of HRDC activ- 
ity. 
Over $5 million was invested helping to 
cover costs (not including weekly Employment 
Insurance benefits collected by some students) 
associated with individuals attending 
training/schooling of all kinds. 
Tuition,. books, travel, and allowances work 
employed individuals with coaching on busi- 
ness plan development and implementation, 
comprehensive training and guidance towards 
establishing a viable business and financial 
support for a specific period. 
Due to the relatively high unemployment 
rate in the Northwest area, local companies 
qualify for project monies under the Canada 
Jobs Fund. 
Seaton Timber near Hazelton is one such 
business. 
An employer of approximately 50 people, 
the new economy dictated that in order to con- 
tinue as viable business, they needed to diver- 
sify. 
The expansion and diversification into the 




THE RECOMMENDED applica- 
tions for the Federal Govern- 
ment's Summer Career Placement 
Program have been approved for 
year 2000 job seekers. 
This annual program is de- 
signed to assist students in prepar- 
ing for their future entry into the 
'.labour market. 
A wage subsidy is provided to 
the approved employer. 
The area covering Terrace, Ki- 
timat, Nass Valley, up through to 
Atlin submitted 56 applications. 
A total of 70 jobs in the not-for- 
.profit, public and private sector 
were approved. They're worth a 
total of $158,664 over 743 weeks 
of employment. 
The positions varied from com- 
munity projects that would suit 
the high school student o career 
pathways for the University stu- 
dent. Funding for the program to- 
talled $358,724 in the northwest. 
A number of Youth projects come under the 
Youth Initiatives umbrella in recognition of the 
investment necessary to strengthen our future 
work force. 
One creative project provided unemployed 
youth, some with multiple barriers, with work 
experience and skills to increase their future 
employability and community awareness of is- 
sues facing youth today. 
"Theatre on the Edge" resulted in three out- 
standing performances written, produced and 
performed by the project participants. The 
Summer Career Placement Program annually 
subsidises a wide variety of local businesses, 
OPERATIONS assistant Judy LeMasurier puts together a training package for clients at Human 
Resources Development Canada's office in downtown Terrace. 
Tracing flow of region's HRDC money 
THE HUMAN RESOURCES De- 
velopment Canada (HRDC) office 
poured money into Terrace last 
year through a variety of routes. 
HRDC employees in the hub 
office located in Terrace, and the 
Prince Rupert and Smithers atel- 
lite offices earned $1,842,853 last 
year. 
In order to operate the offices 
$258,869 was spent, primarily 
with Northwest businesses. 
Staff fundraising throughout the 
!i..i,i;: year resu!ted in children's Christ- 
mas gifts for the Anti-Poverty 
,:~ ~ Society, donations for "the Food 
Bank, Cancer Society, Heart and 
Stroke Foundation, and the Salva- 
tion Army Christmas Hamper. 
Employment insurance resulted 
in $54,199,881 ($4,516,656 per 
month) worth of:benefits pald in 
the Northwest last year for regu- 
lar, sick, maternity, parental and 
fish claimants. 
This program helps unem- 
ployed Canadians get back to 
work by providing temporary fi- 
nancial assistance while they up- 
grade their skills or look for jobs 
and by delivering active re-em- 
ployment benefits and support 
measures. 
The local area Investigations 
and Control unit had 265 eases 
last year, resulting in $1,838,215 
in fines and overpayments being 
assessed to the individuals and 
employers involved. 
Human Resource Investment 
(Employmont Programs & Ser- 
vices) - $11,199,124 was invested 
in this area last year, 
Emoloyment, Youth, Learning 
and Literacy agendas are faced by 
enhancing Canadians' employ- 
ability, helping unemployed 
people find and keep jobs, com- 
bating child poverty and assisting 
those most in need. It also brings 
together employers and workers, 
educators and governments o ad- 
dress, on a national basis, the 
human resource challenges facing 
a sector or industry. 
Income Security Programs 
(CPP, OAS, GIS, ete) brought 
slightly more than $9 million to 
Northwest residents each year. 
This program strengthens the 
income security of targeted groups 
by developing, administering and 
delivering programs for seniors, 
persons with disabilities, survivors 
and migrants. 
The Labour Program encore- 
passes employees of banks and fi- 
nancial institutions, the Federal 
government, intra-provincial 
transportation, and First Nations 
bands. In the Northwest, this in- 
eludes 154 employers and 2876 
employees. 
Over the last fiscal year, 114 
inspections were carried out in 
this area. 
The program promotes a coop- 
erative work environment hat 
fosters constructive labour-man- 
agement relations and encourages 
innovation, im'estment and worker 
well-being. 
It provides programs and acti- 
vities to equip workers and their 
employers with tools they need to 
respond to emerging trends in the 
workplace and to adapt to the 
changing nature of work itself. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
I 
What is going on? 
Dear Sir: 
Both children and families minister Gretchen 
Mann Brewin and Claudette Sandecki. in her col- 
unto of July 12, have indicated their belief that it 
has been picketers which have held up the entry of 
two clients into the youth detox facility after it was 
issued an interim operating license on June 19. 
Misspending began however, on April 1. Blaming 
picketers only accounts for less then one month of 
funding misuse. 
The facts are clear; staff was hired on April 1 
and paid to staff a clientlcss-facility 24 hours a day 
seven days a week. The decision to misuse tax- 
payers' dollars, was made well before the neigh- 
bourhood even knew of the facility's existence. 
That knowledge did not become public until April 
27, and pickets dkl not appear until May 20. 
Clients were not permitted to be in the facility 
until June 19. In fact, Jeanettc Anderson has stated 
herself that our pickets are not working and that 
the program really isn'taffectcd at all. 
Ms. Sandecki also states that it is picketers who 
are holding up the licensing, ller only evidence for 
this is an alleged, delay in installing a sprinkler 
system. These pickets are not union ones, and 
there is no reason for anyone to refuse to cross 
them. The sprinklers were only one of many reno- 
vations needed before the facility could get an in- 
terim licence, and it appears renowllions continue 
in order for the facility to receive a full licence. 
It is irresponsible to blame this misspending on 
average citizens when only government and ad- 
ministration of this facility c~m be blamed. If the 
public at large, the Liberal party, and eventually 
the Ministry for Children and Families deems that 
this was an inappropriate use of scarce drug treat- 
ment dollars then only those people within the 
management positions of this facility can be held 
responsible. 
It appears that since April 1 this facility was 
and continues to be months behind schedule in ob- 
taining licensing. In order to hold onto them, an 
entire staff was hired to operate a facility behind 
schedule. It is my hope that the balanced budget 
law will stop such frivolous spending. In the future 
this kind of spending should result in a 20 per cent 
pay penalty for the minister esponsible for Ms. 
Anderson's facility. 
Walter Yeo, Terrace, B.C. 
"Leave a friend" 
Dear Sir 
It's disheartening to have our very own living 
legend in Terrace when there aren't many people 
who appreciate him. 
Mighty Moc's objective in life is to be a friend 
to anyone who needs one. "Come a stranger, leave 
a friend" How can we condemn a nmn for that? I f  
you need your walk shovelled in the winter, he'll 
do it. If you need to pick up garbage in the sum- 
mer, he'll do it. He thrives on helping people. 
Mighty Moo volunteers his time and pays for his 
own gas when he religiously delivers food to those 
in need for Ihc Terrace lbod bank. This is a man 
who sometimes doesn't eat properly because he 
can't afford it. 
I worked at the Terrace Travel lnfocentre during 
the summers of '89-'91 and that's when 1 got to 
know Mighty Moo. Many travellers heading south 
from the Yukon or Alaska would take the Stewart- 
Cassiar Hwy to Terrace or Prince Rupert and 
would inevitably meet Mighty Moo. They would 
come to our infocentre and tell us about this un- 
ique character who lived in a little cabin by a lake. 
I can't remember how many intriguing stories 1 
had heard or how many magazine articles, some 
even from Europe, I had read about Moo before ac- 
tually meeting him. Travellers loved him. What a 
surprise it was when he finally walked through 
those Infocentre doors "I 'm just here to drop off 
some business cards for you gals," he said. 
What harm does his parking at the pull out just 
west of Terrace really do? We may not all agree 
with some of his eccentricities but why not see his 
positive side instead and allow him happiness. 
After all, he's only trying 1o show kindness to 
visitors and help make Terrace a friendly, welcom- 
ing community, 
L. Roldo, Terrace, B.C. 
In appreciation 
Dear Sir: 
It always amazes me how much good can be 
accomplished by individuals who don't care who 
gets the credit, unlike the self-appointed public 
guardians who use their energies to criticize and 
destroy based on innuendo and rumour. 
Members of the Terrace Beautification Society 
deserve out' praise and supp0rl for the tremendous 
difference they have made and the beauty they 
have added in various spots around town. 
The linear park is becoming a signifie.'mt impro- 
vement o the west enlrance mid Fisherman's Park 
has benefitcd because a few solid citizens saw a 
need and did somclhing about it. : 
Many people have expended a lo t of energy 
ranting and raving about the school band crisis, but 
Donna Ziegler, has offered a sohition: S!le knows 
600 citizens can make a difference. 
Individuals and companies who continue to sup- 
port Mills Memorial Hospitiil and Terraceview 
through the Dr, R.E,M. Lee Hospital Foundation in 
this time of crisis have never lost sign ot' file need, 
Funding crisis or noi, the fact is :people get sick 
and need care. Overworked nurses :and doctors 
need equipment that cash strapped Iiospitals can- 
not supply. Politics donor erase tiie need. 
Thank you, one and all, you truly make Terrace 
a better place to live. 
Maryiin Davies, Terrace, II.C. 
About the Mail Ba J F 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. 
Our address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2, You can fax to 638-8432. And you 
can e-mail to standard@kermode.net. No at-' 
tachments please. We need your name, ad- 
dress and phone number for verification, 
q t 
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Boat regs highlight safety 
NEW REGULATIONS make the responsibility of driving 
a boat almost the same as driving a car, says a Canadian 
Coast Guard official. 
So it's becoming more important for boat owners to 
know the rules and for the Coast Guard to spend as much 
time as possible on the water, says Coxswain Jim Camer- 
on from Prince George. 
He and summer student Brett Kelley were in the north- 
west recently doing checks on local lakes and talking to 
people. 
"Everyone's missing a few things. Things could be 
better," said Cameron of the tour. 
Most of the pleasure boats up north fall into the pow- 
ered under six metres in length regulation category. 
Required, among a number of items, is one Canadian- 
approved flotation device Or life jacket for each person on 
board, a buoyant heaving line of not less than 15 metres in 
length, a manual propelling device or an anchor with not 
less than 15 metres in length and an approved fire extin- 
guisher. 
"We find a lot of people don't know about he new reg- 
ulation requiring a heaving line," said Cameron. 
As for life jackets or flotation devices, Cameron said 
purchasers should look for tags indicating they have been 
approved by Canadian authorities. 
Other new regulations are setting standards for proof of 
competency in order to operate powered pleasure craft. All 
operators born after April 1, 1983 now need to take an ap- 
proved boating safety course. 
Certificates for boating safety courses completed before 
April 1, 1999 will be recognized. 
By 2002, all operators of craft under four metres in 
length, including personal watercraft, will need a proof of 
competency. 
And by 2009, all operators of all powered pleasure craft 
will need proof of competency. The new rules came into 
effect last September. 
There are also age-horsepower r strictions in that people 
under the age of 16 can no longer operate apersonal water- 
craft such as a jet ski. 
Young people between 12 and 16 and not directly super- 
vised in a boat can't operate a boat with a motor of more 
than 40 horsepower. Those under 12, can't operate aboat 
with more than 10 horsepower. 
"Our goal for now is education," said Cameron who op- 
erates out of Prince George on a two-week rotation with 
another coxswain. "We talk to people at campgrounds, 
wherever." 
RCMP detachment across B.C. are also charged with 
enforcing the new rules. But that's a problem with the lo- 
cal detachment because itno longer has a boat. 
Inspector Doug Wheler of the local detachment says ob- 
taining a boat is a goal of the detachment. 
The Canadian Coast Guard maintains a website at 





Dear SiP: . . . .  
Regarding the article in 
the June 28, 2000 issue of 
your paper on local hire on 
the new school construc- 
tion in Terrace, we would 
like to clarify some points 
that we were trying to 
make in our letter to 
School District 82. 
Our appeal to the 
trustees and management 
of School District 82 to 
implement stronger local 
hire language in their ten- 
dering documents asks that 
local tradespersons be 
given assurance of em- 
ployment on projects in 
their communities, regard- 
less of where the company 
submitting the bid is from. 
The existing local hire 
language is too weak and 
full of loopholes. 
We are offering School 
District 82 some sugges- 
tions on simple changes to 
their tendering documents 
that can give local con- 
struction workers some 
comfort. 
The Kitimat hospital 
project, currently at the 
foundation stage, is an ex- 
ample of what can happen 
without the changes that 
we are suggesting. 
Applications from many 
local tradespersons were 
made to Spirit West Con- 
struction, (the contractor 
doing the concrete 
formwork), very few were 
called for an interview and 
even fewer were hired. 
This company continues 
to bring in tradespersons 
from outside the area, 
while local tradespersons 
are unemployed. 
By their hiring prac- 
tices, (which are apparent- 
ly condoned by the man- 
aging contractoi, Bird 
Construction from Rich- 
mond and B.C.B.C.), this 
company is telling the 
local construction workers, 
who make their lives in 
the area, buy homes, send 
their children to school 
and for the most part will 
probably retire here, that 
they are not good enough 
to work on that project. 
Ken Ltppett, 
Business Agent, 
BC Northwest District 
Council of Carpenters, 
Prince Rupert, B.C, 
BRETT KELLEY,  left, and J im Cameron,  a coxswain with the Canadian Coast  
Guard are patrol l ing the north this year informing boaters of new safety and 
operat ing regulations. The new rules now require operating certif icates. 
Few log qefl ; here 
THE NORTHWEST has 
been left out of a provincial 
government program with 
Crimestoppers to battle log 
theft. 
But according to Brian 
Downie, the Kalurn forest 
district manager, the exclu- 
sion means that the minis- 
try's small scale salvage 
program, which makes 
small amounts of wood 
available, is working here. 
"[Thefts] are rare here," 
said Downie. "[The minis- 
try] probably wouldn't con- 
sider our area a high risk 
area." 
Last year, the salvage 
program made about 35,000 
cubic metres of timber 
available in the Kalum for- 
est district, all in 300 to 
500 cubic metre blocks. 
The program allows small 
operators access to patches 
of blowdown and waste un- 
der small business charter 
licences if they get ministry 
approval to use the land and 
can prove that they have a 
year's logging experience. 
"There's a lot of demand 
and I think the small scale 
salvage program has helped 
make timber available," said 
Downie. 
The Crimestoppers pro- 
gram, announced by the 
provincial government on 
June 30, covers Vancouver 
Island, and most of the 
southern interior. But there 
are plans to eventually ex- 
pand the program. 
Crimestoppers will be 
able to field calls from the 
public about "hot" timber 
entering the marketplace, 
and advise the compliance 
and enforcement branch of 
the Ministry of Forests. 
The theft problem plagues 
the shake and shingle indus- 
try above others because 
most of it involves cedar. 
"There is an increase in 
the problem right now," 
said forests minister Jim 
Doyle. "We're looking to 
recruit three million people 
to help us with the 
problem." 
The ministry estimates 
that log thieves cost the 
crown $20 million every 
year in potential stumpage 
fees-- money which would 
have gone into general reve- 
nue to fund public services. 
"The thieves are taking 
jobs away from legitimate 
operators," said Doyle. "The 
losers are the people." 
Downie said that the local 
enforcement branch does 
send out patrols occasional- 
ly, but charges are rare. 
"I think most people here 
are honest," he said. 
:i 
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On selected, new in-stock 2000 models 
!iiiili!iiiiii!:i!ii 
iiiiii~iiiiili!~ii 
!iiiiiiiii!i !  
I (  
2000 Taurus 2000 F-150* 2000 Explorer 2000 Windstar 
BE T-selling Canada's BE T. Canada's B T-selling Canada's BEST. s,,,,,.o 
car in ils class line el trucks line ol $UVs full size minivan 
• 3.0L 2V V6 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic 
Transmission • 6-Passenger Seating 
= AM/FM Stereo with Cassette = Securilock TM 
Anti-theft System • Remote Keyless Entry 
• Tilt Steering = Dual-stage 'Smart' Airbags 
• Child Friendly Trunk Release System 
"k'k-k,',k 
The Taurus has earned five stars- the highest 
possible U.S. Government crash test rating -
for front Impact for both driver and front 
passenger- two years in a row. t' 
• Available 4.6L V8 Engine • AM/FM Stereo • 4.0L OHV V6 Engine = 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking 
= Securilock TM Anti-theft System System • Electric Remote Mirrors • Colour-Keyed 
• Standard 4-Doors ,, Removeable Tailgate Body Side Mouldings • Air Conditioning • Power 
= Rear Anti-Lock Brakes = Power Steering Windows • Power Door Locks • AM/FM Stereo with 
,, Second Generation Dual Airbags Cassette • 15" Deep Dish Cast Aluminum Wheels 
Umlted selection. 
Limited time offer. 
= Anti-Lock Brakes e 3.8L 200Hp V6 
Engine, 4-Speed Automatic 
• 7-Passenger Seating • Air Conditioning 
• Power Windows • Power Locks/Mirrors 
• .SecuriLock TMAnti-Theft System 
= AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette 
**** -k  
Windstar is the only minivan to earn a Five 
Star Crash Test Safety Rating six years in a 
row for front impact for driver and front 
passenger in U.S. Government testing." 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'Purchase any now In-s ock 2000 Taurus/2000 F-150/2000 Explotor/2000 Wlndstar and receive $2,000.cashback A rebalos to dealer Taxes payable on u amount o purchase price before cashback deduced 0 g%, urcha . . . . . . . .  
Ing on new in.stock 2000 Taurus/2000 F-150/2000 Explorer/2000 W ndstar fo a maximum of 48 months to oualified retail customers on aoprovea credit =Offers exclude 2000 F 150 SVT Unh'nin - ~-~ u . . , . ,  r~..=~...  ~.,,  . . . .  ~ ~ ~.~. . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ' " • / .P so flnanc- 
. ~=-~ ,,=., • ~ull~uHa ¢~ ~ vuuO/~=:ouuu/,~30000 unanc e annua percenta~e~te~or4_8 months, men hly payment s $424,3~$530.45/$636.54 cost of borrowing is $36s 28/$401 60/$553 92 iP us forgone cashback) and eta o be repaid is $20 369 28/$25 461 60/$30'5~3'92~.'1f tinancin;" i ;  .L .~^~ . . . . .  , _ ~: . .  '. ~ed at 0 9% 
' ' ' ' , . , , , , . ~ o~Hu:,~. ";=UUMU casnoacK ! o!)nterest is ]u.u '.~u.~'/=//,5%. Inls Is a sample caeum on only. uownpsymont or e.q.utvalent trade may be requ md Offers inc ude fra ght of $890/$980/$835/$g45 Financino and cashback offers mutually oxcl.,~iv~, t:qr,=.-,,.~,~,., ~  ~.~hh~,-  . . . . . .  : .  ne e i~octwe rata 
• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ==.u=~K o lets no'~ avallaDiO w n any o her oner.,~omeconcitmnsmayapplytotheGraduateCash nackprogram Llmtsd moonaa O or|maybecance edalany mew houtnolce Somovehlclesmaynolbeavallableatalldeafstshlpa See Dealer for details "~hehahes  fron m-act , , . - i o -~. : ' ,  . .  a=.. -.~ 
front passenger In the U.S. government National Highway Traflic Safety Administration Testing (www, nhsta.com). "Canada's Best Selling" based on Retail Registrations for 1999 CY/March 2000 C~'TD/May 2000 CYTD. ' ~ ~, . . . .  ~ . . . .  o , .  or,,er a ,~ 
TERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
OTEM FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL#5548 
I 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Perhaps we need 
"Bigot Pride Week" 
Dear Sir: 
Alexis Maikapar's July 19 letter is a 
hate letter, pure and simple. As such, it 
should never have been printed. 
Had the phrases "cancer creeping into. 
our schools" and "pernicious perversion" 
been used to describe any other minority 
group, religion, or race; I doubt it would 
have been. These are the kind of phrases 
Hitler used to describe the Jews. 
Mr. Maikapar, you are not only ignor- 
ant of the truth, you are way out of line. 
I have lived in Terrace for 40 years 
and never realized that this community 
has more rednecks than a turkey farm at 
Christmas, 
Seems like "Bigot Pride Day" would 
be more in order here, especially when it 
comes to homosexuality. 
I've even noticed that several of the 
people who have written this paper in de- 
fence of gays have hastened to assure 
readers that they themselves are straight. 
The day we pass legislation granting 
equal social rights and benefits to all 
people, regardless of sexual orientation 
cannot come soon enough. It's too bad 
that we can't legislate attitude. That's 
why we need a "Gay Pride Day", and 
Terrace and Kelowna seem to need one 
more than most towns. Eventually 1hope 
sexual orientation will become what it 
should be; a non-issue. 
Anneke van Keulen, Terrace, B.C. 
C'hristians in the minority..... 
Dear,,,_,_._Sir:, , . . . . up will not work. wake up and discover they 
We've had a lot of rhe- 
toric about gay pride week 
in recent times, including 
some Bible quotes. 
Quite frankly, I wish my 
fellow Christians were as 
outspoken against other 
forms of infidelity since all 
have sinned and fallen 
short of Godly standards. 
Contrary to some be- 
liefs, homosexuality is not 
the prime sign of a declin- 
ing civilization, such as 
Western Civilization out 
of  Europe which has given 
way to globalism, poverty 
and the mark of the Beast. 
As moral standards dec- 
line within the framework 
of the true Biblical faith 
the results are cults, the 
occult and alternate life- 
styles. 
Restoring a catholic in- 
quisition under a new hy- 
brid regime of church and 
state at a revised funda- 
mentalist level to suffer a 
witch (or gay) not to live 
by the Old Testament 
standard of stoning every- 
one who doesn't measure 
In those days, as Bob 
Dylan once said, every- 
body must get stoned (the 
Jewish preference of capi- 
tal punishment). 2Kings 
9:8 (KJV) says infidels 
were punished for "pissing 
against the wall." That's 
the word used. It w~is in re- 
ference to Ahab's Queen 
Jezabel who had a child 
by another man. 
Since Kings' names 
were carved into the wall 
a divine decree was issued 
ordering the deletion of 
three generations of names 
from the royal genealogy 
of Judah, which ended 
Ahab's line as promised. 
Yes, we should tell all 
sinners to repent and sub- 
ject themselves to the 
mercy of Christ. But when 
they declare Trades Fair 
Week, or Baseball Week, 
how many of them are in 
the same boat for not hav- 
ing had the pleasure of 
meeting salvation by the 
sacrifice Christ made on 
the cross. 
Christians have yet to 
are in the minority in this 
Brave New World Order 









Re: Editorial "Last Stand" June 28, 2000. The writer 
of this editorial refers the the Tsimshian, Gitksan, Gita- 
nyow and the Haisla peoples as a "less prosperous, an- 
grier, second-class non-treaty natives" because they do 
not have treaty settlements and are not treaty natives. 
I find these comments outrages and insulting. May I 
remind the writer, the Nisga'a people had a land ques- 
tion and treaties mean, "an agreement between two 
countries" which include a twenty-year funding arrange- 
ment. 
There are 51 more treaties to be made around the pro- 
vince, so you will have to live around or within 51 state- 
style settlements, with its own laws and regulations. 
The  former Gitksan chief negotiator always main- 
. tained that the land selection model of the government 
style of dealing with treaty making is not the way of set- 
. tling land claims. 
There are many people quietly saying, they are not in 
favour of "self government". There are other ways of set- 
tling land claims. 
Rushing treaties by the governments and the NDP be-. 
cause their sands of time are running out on them just so' 
they can be the ones to get their names on documents' 
and be the heroes in the end does pose problems for 
them. 
The land is not going away, and some of us are not in 
it to make history for the white man again. 
The Nisga'a treaty may be good for them, of course, 
and the writer says it is good for the local and regional 
economy, Where is the spin-off? With or without trea- 
ties, the local and regional economy shall prevail. 
During the 70s the local and regional economy was 
booming, No one gave a damn about treaty settlements 
and land claims. 
There are overlap land issues and other concerns till 
unresolved and still out there that will affect the 
people's lives, not only native lives but the non-native 
population as well. 
And, the non native population already concerned 
about he effects of treaties will be outraged. 
To be Canadian one has to swear allegiance to Cana- 
da and to Her Majesty the Queen. I do not wish to see 
the sovereignty of this country lost. 
I do not feel like a foreigner because I am not a treaty 
native, 




Our  Citzj 
Love and respect 
the gay person 
but not the lifestyle 
Dear Sir: 
It seems to me that if a person or group op- 
poses gay rights they are somehow painted as in- 
correct, misguided, misinformed, or worse yet, 
homophobic. 
I wholeheartedly, absolutely feel that homo- 
sexuality is morally wrong and unnatural. I arn 
not homophobic n any way, shape, or form. 
Gay and lesbian people need love and respect 
from everyone in society and would be welcome 
in my home anytime. I have no fear of them. 
But I must also state when the homosexual 
community wants to tell me their viewpoint is 
correct and mine is incorrect, we have a problem. 
You see, today I am a husband and a father of 
eight. Most would label me" as aright-wing con- 
servative God-fearing Christian. (And they are 
correct.) 
In my teen years and early twenties I indulged 
in many harmful activities, none of which were 
or have been beneficial in teaching morals and 
values or helping to build a more caring and lov- 
ing society. 
Thank God someone loved me enough to 
teach me about Jesus and forgiveness and taught 
me to walk in wholesomeness and purity. 
Gay and lesbian people deserve love and re- 
spect, just as we all do, but we do not and should 
not promote a lifestyle that is contrary to the very 
precious and life creating process God estab- 
lished since life began. 
Rob Relling, Terrace, B.C. 
/, 
cede Rentals 
169. e9 & up 
~al, Grad Dresses 
md Accessories 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4211 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
- ~ORTH~A~N~G~LER 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635.6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
a l l l  
in 
"When diabetes enters your life, you 
some'one to turn to. Call the Canadi 
Diabetes Association," coro~ Solo, C
HELP SOMEONE YOU KNOW. CALL 1-BOO-BANIING 
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION B.J :=:;ion I :':a=: 
www,dlabelel,~a 
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[AVAILABLE 
, ,1~',~'~., 4910B Gre,g ~ve. 
I O!dSkeena Bridge 7P Anniversan/ 
UL , Co.oN S t 
~:.!:[IO0°/o:':COTTON, POPULAR SPORTS • ~ ~ "  ......... r 
! ~GtlE¥,$AO~T SLEE~, CREW NECK T'5 I~ 4~/~,~ 
z dutSma toXX,XL 
; ~nMondayto Friday Phone 635-7731 
MENS WEAR 
4605 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Ph: 635.5420 
nday, Fr,day &Saturday EVERYTHING 
 ERAL PAINT 
See our complete 
selection of General Paint 
& accessories on sale... 
;z  4y b. 
, ! i i  
Locate 
~ ~ 
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TERRACE STA N,DARDI 
B u s INE s S REVIEW 
i Pulling wire 
NEW power lines were being strung up along 
Keith Ave. last Friday by crews from Twin River 
Power. The new lines were pulled up and onto 
supports from a large spool. 
Water shortage slows 
airport development 
A SHORTAGE of well 
water is the biggest barrier 
to future development of 
the airport lands, says Ter- 
race's city planner. 
The city expanded its 
boundaries to take in the 
area last year and hopes 
land surrounding the air- 
port can be made avail- 
able for future industrial 
development. 
But David Trawin says 
the supply of water both 
for normal use and fighting 
fires would have to be ex- 
panded if there's to be sig- 
nificant new cqnstruction, 
A deep well that now 
serves the airport doesn't 
provide enough water to 
meet national standards for 
protection of the main ter- 
minal building in the event 
of a fire, council was told. 
"It's a serious problem 
and water isn't readily 
available," Trawin said. 
The well was built in 
1986 but the aquifer that 
serves it slowed and within 
five years the well was de- 
livering water at just half 
the rate it initially did. 
Since it's an aquifer 
problem, deepening the 
well or drilling new ones 
likely won't help. 
The city is expected to 
contribute to a $100,000 
water study for the area, in 
partnership with the regio- 
nal district and province. 
And that would just be 
the start of the expenses. 
Trawin said it may be 
possible to use an old well 
west of Beam Station 
Road to supply more water 
to the airport lands. 
If that's not viable, the 
city may have to pump 
water from the Skeena 
River to a reservoir on the 
airport bench. 
He said it could all add 
up to a bill of around $2.5 
to $3 million. 
If that cost was to be 
borne by a new developer, 
he said, only a huge indus- 
trial project could afford it, 
barring smaller developers. 
If the city paid the bill, 
he added, it would take a 
very long time to recover 
costs through taxation. 
Trawin said total infra- 
structure costs " including 
roads, water and sewers -
could run as high as $12 
million for the 250-plus 
acres of undeveloped land 
north of the terminal. 
That would put the cost 
of developing the land at 
more than $40,000 an acre. 
Administrator  Ron 
Poole said it's important to 
get airport lands develop- 
ment-ready so  the city 
isn't passed over as the 
economy improves and de- 
velopment is planned. 
"As business picks up 
we've got to be ahead of 
the game otherwise it's 
going to pick up and we're 






THE STORE MANAGER 
of Terrace's Canad ian  
Tire is moving. 
Bob Nearing, who has 
been here since the store 
opened three years ago, is 
leaving Aug. 3 to go to 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. 
He'll take over a new 
store being built there 
that's twice as large as the 
store here. 
• Replacing Nearing here 
next month will be new 
store manager Brian Gas- 
con from Cambridge, On- 
tario. 
"It's a good business 
opportunity," Nearing said 
of the move. "I really en- 
joyed Terrace and enjoyed 
the people ,and the exper- 
ience. It was slrietly a bu- 
siness decision to move to 
Thunder Bay because of 
the business opportunity." 
Nearing, who came 
here from Nova Scotia, 
had been offered moves to 
other stores before, but had 
turned them down. 
Despite a slack regional 
economy, Nearing said the 
Terrace store had "better 
than expected results." 
ANA DA'S BEWF-SELLIN(; MINIV/~ 
New fast 
net service 
SATELLITE TV provider 
Bell ExpressVu has 
begun selling its high- 
speed satellite Internet 
service in Terrace through 
local retailer E lectronic 
Futures. 
Subscribers use the 
same 18-inch satellite dish 
as for TV to download In- 
ternet data at up to 400 ki- 
lobits per second - about 
seven times the speed of a 
56K modem. 
Users must have a dish, 
pay $40 to $50 a month 
(depending on whether 
they're TV subscribers), 
and must have dial-up 
telephone net connection 
for outgoing data. 
The service joins cable 
modem service offered in 
parts of town by Skeena 
Cablevision, and high- 
speed satellite and wire- 
less serwce offered 
throughout he region by 
Rainer Giannelia Systems' 
Kermode Net. 
Re-elected 
JAKE DEJONG of Ter -  
race Totem Ford has 
been re-elected to the 
board of the B.C. Auto- 
motive Dealers Associa- 
tion, which represents the 
province's 350 franchised 
automobile dealers, 
He's one of three direc- 
tors from the north, the 
others being from Prince 
George and Fort St, John, 
. . .YOUR NE IGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, DODGE,  JEEP® RETAILERS ANNOUNCE THEIR  OLYMPIC  
Dodge ~lCaravan Canada's best selling minivans for 16 years. 
PURCHASE FOR OR LEASE FOR @ s22,288 ...mlL nmonthfor36monthe. ~l J  i l  U ~ Plun$4328downpnyment 
w,w ~'  B i t  ~ or equivafenttrade end 
L ~ U  $300 security deposit 
$940 freig,,! included. 
2000 Dodge Caravan 
Loaded 26T Package Includes: • 3.0L V6 engine • 4-speed automatic transmission .1ilt steering • Speed control • Dual sliding doers 
, Power windows, locks, mirrors. Power rear window quarter vents • Air conditioning •7 passenger seating 
• ;M Easy 0ut Roller Seats • AM/FM stereo cassette. Child-protection rear door locks- Sunscreen glass. Side.iJoor impact beams 
• 3 year or 60,000 km warranty • Next-Generation dual air bags • Complimentary tank of fuel" 
No Charge: Security Package, Keyless Remote Entry and Second Sliding Door 
C H R Y S L E R  Celebrating 75 years of engineering reat cars. 
0/01"1" aw...g 
No security deposit. 
2000 Chrysler Neon LE 
5 year/100 000 km extended 
powertrain warranty included, 
Jeep. 
THERE'S ONLY ONE 
The legendary off-road original. 
=qkl  I I  I I  • rnteilerincentivns 
z I I  ] I  ] I  l onnl2Oe0Cherohe 
2000 Jeep. Cherokee Sport 
Dodge ~ Different, The most powerful lineup of trucks on the road. 
 3000 with lector'/to rotader incentives on ell 2000 Dodge Ram models including 
Cummins Diesel. 
2000 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 
• ' "  ~1~ Official Sponsor 
of the Ca nadian 
T'7~'O Re'o~Fe Visit us today at www.daimlerchrysler.ca (~ ,  • Olympic Team 
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Kofoed Street location identified Dr. Paul I. Car - , I  k 
Group home move sought Optometrist  
will be in Terrace and 
By SARAH GLEN But convincing the' accepting appointments 
AFTER ABOUT 25 years neighbours that the move 
in the same location in is good thing is just one of ; August  14-28  
Terrace, the region's only the hurdles the society has I 
coil long term mental health to jump. p lease  
care facility is looking for It a,,o ,a, ,o ,o, ,,o 63 ' '2020 
a new home. Kitimat-Stikine regional 
Osborne House, which district on side. , 
serves about nine residents Because of the mix of . ~e.NIC3DI-~Ir'~#~):.~,,,.ff,~.~%.~.,,~ 
suffering from mental dis- heavy machinery contrac- 
, ~  INTERNATIONAL 
eases like schizophrenia tors and private residences 
and manic depression, is in the neighbourhood, the' 
hoping to move into the regional district has zoned 
Kofoed Street neighbour- 
hood in Thornhill by the 
fall. 
But with the recent 
neighbourhood backlash 
that overtook plans to open 
a youth detox centre on. 
the bench this spring, 
Northwest Community 
Health Services Society 
that runs the home is step- 
ping carefully. 
"We had the intention 
from the start to inform the 
neighbourhood about our 
plans every step of the 
way," said Gary Roper, 
the chief executive of the 
health services society. 
"That's the only way we 
can be successful." 
The society held an in- 
formation meeting for the 
neighbours in the Kofoed 
Street area July 18. 
But while the society 
may be letting the neigh- 
bourhood know about its 
plans to relocate, it hasn't 
helped quell many resi- 
dents' concerns. 
"I 'm worried about run- 
ning one of them [a house 
resident] over," said Ai 
Hovland, who owns and 
operates a "heavy machin- 
ery company, Hovland 
Contracting in the area. 
Hovland explained that 
big trucks often drive 
along the left-hand side of 
the road in order to make 
narrow turns and this could 
pose a safety problem to 
the residents of the house 
who often walk. 
Drinksign 
boosted 
By SARAH GLEN 
THE KITIMAT-STIKINE 
regional district has re- 
sponded favourably to a 
request which would make 
it mandatory to post warn- 
ing signs in licensed es- 
tablishments. 
The signs would tell 
people that drinking alco- 
hol when pregnant leads to 
birth defects. 
The Terrace Fetal Al- 
cohol Syndrome (FAS) 
committee had at first 
asked the regional district 
to pass its own-bylaw. 
But now the regional 
district is drafting a resolu- 
tion for a province-wide 
law and sending it to the 
provincial association of 
municipalities and regio- 
nal districts. 
"This is a very exciting 
time for us," said Darlene 
Westerman, a member of 
the FAS committee in re- 
sponse to the regional dis- 
trict decision to send a re- 
solution to the Union of 
B.C. Munic ipa l i t ies  
(UBCM). 
The 2000 resolution, if 
accepted by the UBCM, 
would then be used to 
lobby the provincial gov- 
ernment for a province- 
wide sign requirement., 
"The board felt the 
issue would be more ap- 
propriately addressed by 
provincial regulation," 
writes Judy Tracy, man- 
ager of health and admin- 
istration projects for the 
regional district in a letter 
to the executive director of 
the UBCM. 
The UBCM will review 
the resolution at its up- 
coming convention, Octo- 
ber 24-27. 
The committee first 
made the bylaw request o 
Terrace city council June 
9, asking, that signs be 
posted in bars, pubs and li- 
quor stores. 
Council has referred the 
request o its social plan- 
ning committee for review. 
It's not yet known when 
the committee will report 
back to city council, 
that area in Thornhill as 
rural industrial - a classifi- 
cation that doesn't include 
long-term care facilities. 
That means if the soc- 
iety wants to move into 
the neighbourhood, the re- 
gional district would need 
to rezone the area or 
change the bylaw to in- 
clude the mental health 
facility• Both would take 
at least three months to fi- 
nalize. 
"This is not a done deal 
at all," said Roper. "The 
rezoning is a huge issue 
for us and will need to be 
addressed." 
The Osborne House is 
leased to Northwest Com- 
munity Health Services 
Society by the Ksan House 
Society. 
AI Hovland 
THIS HOUSE on 1.8 acres at 3183 Kofoed Street in Thornhill is the desired 
new location for the Osborne House group home for mentally challenged 
people. Neighbours were asked for their opinion on the move last week. 
. . .  ', , ~ . ., , . ,, . ~ ~ . 
RANDY DOMBOWSKY 
Regional Director and 
W. JOHN ACRES 
Associate Regional Director 
are pleased to announce the 
recent addition of 
CHERYL HABART 
to the Terrace office. 
Cheryl brings to Investors Grou~ 20 years of banking experience with the last 
14 years in Terrace. 
Investors Group Financial Service Inc. has more than 3,600 consultants across 
Canada and more than 38 billion in assets under management and has been 
serving investors for over 70 years. 
Cheryl welcomes her friends and acquaintances to call her at 
(250) 635-0601 
~~I~- I "~,~ Toll Free 1-800-764-1777 
Up"  Terrace, BC 
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• " ' $4 Collect all four Cru,s,n CDs-  .ee =,. 
This summer nothing sounds better than A&W. 
That's right, sounds better. Because for s limited time, 
we're offering all your favourlts hits of yesteryear on 
four oollsotsble CDs*. And, to really make your 
trip down memory lane complete, 
enjoy these "groovy" tunes In 
the comfort of your ear (like the 
good old days) with your favourlte burger from 
The Burger Famlly~ fresh handmade onion rings and a 
frosty mug of A&W Root Beer'. Oh, and bring the kids. 
(And turn up the volume.) 
0 ~OOO A & W F~Od ~ o f  C lml~l  Ine. "Whl l l  qt~mtlU~l  t , l .  O f f~ I~h l  ~mC~r  lOtl~ SO00. 
~l f>~l~ Rotary .£1Ubli:'ii!iiiiiiii~iSiiii~ 
% ~ ~ '  like to th6hk::!la:~ folio~i~ i !i 
busi nes~es " ,?for':::!i : ::~;~ii~i~ i~i~i~i::~:: 
generous donations towdi'd~i~i!iiiiiiiiii:~:.~br 
Mocktail B~ra(the::.2000 DryGrad: 
:::: ii, coca iC61a" Boffling 
.... ~::.. ' :;ii':iiii!~,,: ",iii: ~:~ iiii:.:.. D6 ir ~o~ld  ~.~ ... 
:,~iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii~.:iiiiiMcD~ald el: R~st urant 
'~iliiiiiii~ii i'~ili! i~:~!i:',:;:~ii!i,~ii;i:.iii !S~f~Way 
..... '::~i',~i!i !ii ,~"~iiiilil i e~:  Refrigeration 




The Simmons factory is being 
CLEARED OUT 
so  don ' t  miss  this year ' s  big event  
The l )~N0t ,Dbtt t rb  Mst t rm;  
• TM.S(rnmofls LP. Ire. Used undor liconco by SimmoNs Canada Irl&www.|lmrllOt~lCllltada.corcl 
More  COMFORT 
More  SUPPORT 
More  CHOICE 
Trade-in your old bed and 
WE'LL GIVE YOU 
slO0 
towards your new Beautyrest bed - 
regardless of the condition! 
We will deliver, set-up and re- 
move your old one for FREE, 
THERE'S MORE. . .  
Buy any size steel bed frame 
and get~ 
the original purchase price. 
THIS SALE 
WON'T LAST FOREVER 
Use your Countrywide card an d 
NO Interest until theYear 201Kw 
m~ Pereiraws Count~/wide m] 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES i il 
I ~ Ph,632-6604 Out of Town call 1-1100.828-6604 Fi~ • 
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Council bags 
no-park signs 
THE CITY is abandoning efforts to keep drivers from 
parking along Davis Ave. on the north side of Lower Lit- 
tle Park. 
Congestion on Davis is a major problem when the far- 
mers' market is on or when major events are underway 
in the park. 
People were ignoring no-parking signs that were up 
along that stretch of Davis, said bylaw control officer 
Frank Bowsheri He said violators ignore efforts to have 
them park in parking lots further west, such as the Park 
Ave. Medical Centre, 
And unless council was prepared to authorize issuing. 
dozens of parking tickets each Saturday, counci l  was 
told, something else should be done. 
"Is it really necessary that we have no parking?" 
asked city councillor Lynne Christiansen, who also is 
president of the Farmer's Market. "Is it really a safety 
hazard." 
Councillor Ron Vanderlee, arguing the safety of 
children in the park is paramount, said the city should 
close that portion of Davis to through-traffic on market 
days. 
Council, however, backed Val George's suggestion 
that parallel parking be allowed once again on Davis. 
Signs forbidding parking are covered with bags. 
Council will consider paving and curbing the street 
edge so that the area can be converted into angle park- 




By KEITH FREEMAN 
TWO FISHING guides will 
be in court July 28 facing 
charges for fishing in an 
area they didn't have a 
guiding licence for and for 
catching coho during a re- 
stricted period. 
Harald Kossler and his 
son Markus of the Korea- 
ham fishing lodge along 
with an Austrian associate 
were charged with six 
counts under the Wildlife 
and Fisheries acts on June 
2. 
Under the Wildlife Act, 
they face a maximum 
$50,000 fine with six 
months in prison on each 
charge. The fisheries 
charges could mean a 
$100,000 fine. 
According to the envir- 
0nment 3hinistry, the inci- 
dents date back to 1998, 
when they say the trio was 
seen guiding on the Cran- 
berry River north of Nass 
Camp, an area they 
couldn't legally guide in. 
Hans Schmid, an Aus- 
trian friend of the Kosslers, 
acted as a guide at the 
time without even holding 
a guiding licence, say en- 
vironment officials. 
Harald and Marcus 
Kossler are also charged 
with fishing for coho near 
the Kasiks River between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert 
on Sept. 4, 1998, an area 
closed to coho fishing at 
the time. 
The third charge in- 
volves fishing in the 
Nisga'a Memorial Lava 
Bed Provincial Park with- 
out a park use permit. 
Bob Butcher, the Ter- 
race conservation officer 
who helped with the in- 
vesttgation, said that im- 
proper guiding is a thorny 
problem for local officials, 
because the rules regard- 
ing guides differ from 
those regarding recreation- 
al fishing. 
"There's ways that an 
illegal guide can present 
himself as not doing some- 
thing wrong even when he 
is," he said. 
"They can say that they 
aren't guiding when they 
actually are. We have to 
show that they are acting 
as a guide and receiving 
money for the service." 
Butcher added that 
dealing with the problem 
is made more difficult by 
lack of resources, but said 
the ministry is aware that 
illegal guiding is taking 
place. 
"It's happening, it's 
hard to put a number on 
it," he said. "We do re- 
ceive information and 
eventually we intend to 
stop them. There's no big 
secret out there we don't 
know about." 
The Komaham Lodge is 
a member of the Terrace 
and District Angling 
Guides Association 
If found guilty, the Kos- 
slers and the lodge can be 
expelled from the associa- 
tion, said its chatr, Noel 
Gyger, 
PLASTIC BAGS now cover no-parking signs on 
Davis between Little Park and the farmers' market 
area. Angle parking plans are in the works 
i Em rers!HireaStudent! plo  ........ 
Through the Human Resource Centre for Students. 
at 635-7134 local 304. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE PRESENTS 
A FUN WA Y TO SPEND THE SUMMER 
5UMM|I  DRAMA DAY  2000 
August 7th. To 25th. 
At the McColl Playhouse 
FOR CHILDREN AGES 6 TO 12 
Ages 6 to 9 - 9amto 12pro 
Agesl0to 12 - lpmto4pm 
Theatre Games, Improv., Script writing, Directing, Acting 
• & aperformctnce . . . . . . .  
Please pay in person at Uniglobe Travel or mail to the Terrace Little Theatre, 3625 Kalum Street. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2P4 
! 
i I i i i I i I i l i i i I I I I I I I i I i I I l I l 
Parent's Name Child's Name 
Address Phone 
Child's Birthdate (dd/mm/yr) Meal. No. 
Family Doctor Important Imfo. 
For further information call Ann at 638-8689 
GENERAL MOTORS 
CANADA WIDE CLEARANCE 
FEATURES: Vortec 4300 V6 290 HP Engine 
• 4 Speed Automatic Transmission 
• Electronic Shift 4x4 
• Air Conditioning 
• Premium Ride Suspension 
• Locking Differential 
GMC J IMMY GMC SIERRA 
2-DOOR 4x4  4-DOOR 
=298 .x.,.o,o CAB , 
*378 36 MONTH SUAHILEAsL pe month/S4,170 dawn pa)utof ~ OR 
5350 security depe~ required 36 MONTH SMARTLEASE 
WITH 1.9% LUtE RATE 
Up to 36 monUla per m|ntld~,[SS down payment a
CR $4S0 lecu~ty depodt reqdred 
OR 
'29,488' s27,488' 
CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
¢ASR PURCHASE PRICE 
FEATURES: Vortee 4800 V8 Engine - 270 HP 
• Automatic Transmission with Overdrive and Tow/Haul Mode 
• Air Conditlon]ng with interior Air FiitraUon System 
• 4 Wheel Disc & 4 Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• 40 /20/40  Split Front Seat with Custom Cloth Trim 
• Full Instrumentation including: Tachometer, Engine Hourmeter & 
Driver Message Centre • Chrome Wheels. Grille and Bumpers 
FEATURES: Vorteo 4300 V6 Engine - 200 HP 5-Speed Manual 
Transmission with Overdrive • 4 Wheel Disc & 4 Wheel Anti- 
Lock Braking System. 40 /20 /40  Split Front Seat with 
Custom Cloth Trim • Full Instrumentation including: Tachometer, 
Engine Hourmeter & Driver Message Centre. Chrome Wheels, 





o 288' o,=248 
36 MONTH SMAHILEAsE 36 Morn SMAHTLtASE 
per manUals2,025 down paperer and per eontVS4,520 hwn payment and 
$350 secedty depasH required $300 lemr~y de l~ re~Jtred 
OR WITH 1.9% LEAS[ RAT[ 
s20,688,  ,,S,,aeth, 
CASH ,URCH,iE ,,CE 
CASA PUICHAA[ PRICE 
FEATURES: 3.4 LItre 3400 V6 185 HP Engine 
e 4-Wheel Anti.Lock Braking System • Air Conditioning 
• Power Door Locks/Mirrors • Dual Sliding Doors 
• Deep Tint Glass 
FOR A L IMITED T IME.  ONLY AT YOUR LOCAL PONTIAC BUICK GMC DEALER• 
McEWAN GM 6 3 5 -4  9 41 
PONTIAC 
We'd like you to know more: Come visit us at your local dealer, on our webeita t www.gmcanada.com or cell 1.800-GM-DRIVE, 'Offer based on JFmmy 2.Dour RTZ/Slerra Reg. Cab R7B/Sle.a Ext. Cab R78/ 
Montana R7Z. Total o~ligatthn $14.898/$12,389/$16,762/$13,446. Optthnto purchase at lease end $17,872/$12,742/$16.853/$14,063 plus sppcable taxes. Annual kilometre limit 20.000 kin, SO.12 per exce~ Idlometre, 
Other reuse options available, IRnanclng on approved GMAC credit only. Example: $10.000 el 0.9% APR, the monthry payment Is $212.18 for 48 months, Cost of bo(rev~ng is$184,64. Total obllgaOon is $10,184,(N, 
Monthly payment and cost of borrowtog will vary depending on amount borrowed and down paymeflPlrnde, "11SmaflLeaas mouthly payment end the GMAC Purchase I:Inaice rate ire not svallat~le and ere not calculated 
on the'Cash Purchase' price as shown, The difference between the price for the SrneflLease/GMAC Purch~e F~ance offer and the 'Cuh Purchase' offer 1.1 deemed under pr~thclal dLclOsurs la~ to be a co~t of borrowing, 
whether or net the same represent~ actual Interest and Is required to be expressed as an annual percentage rate which is 4,16%/5,53~4.41~/4,83%, 'fUcence, insurance, admlrdsffatJon fee~. and taxes not In~udnd, 
Dealere are free to set Individual pdcas, "ftOffere apply as Indicated to 2000 new or demonstrator models, end to qualified retail customers In the BC Pontiac Buick OMC Regional Mafl~etJng ~soclatton area only. Llmlte(l 
' time offerJ which may not be combined witil other offers. Dealer order or trade may be necemry See your dealer for conditions and details. 
DS893 




much of the province will 
be off the hook on the B.C. 
Day long weekend if they 
don't have their fishing li- 
censes, but not when it 
comes to much of the 
Skeena or its tributaries 
around Terrace. 
The province has an- 
nounced there will be a 
free family fishing week- 
end Aug 5-7. 
During this time, no li- 
cence will be required to 
fish in rivers and streams 
that haven't been closed 
fo r  conservation reasons. 
The Skeena River, up- 
stream of the Exchamsiks, 
as well as the Kitsumka- 
lure, Kitwanga and La- 
kelse rivers are all. rivers, 
where people will sti l l  
need licences to fish. 
Many coastal rivers and 
streams from Vancouver 
Island up are not included' 
in the weekend, which tar- 
"gets interior lakes and 
streams, where rainbow 
trout are more common 
than declining salmon 
stocks. 
[] Goggles gone 
THEY'RE CALLED "fatal vision" goggles and when worn, simulate the ef- 
fects of drinking over the legal limit for driving. But Jenn Owens, left, and 
Lea Langille from the ICBC youth employment program are missing a 
pair valued at several hundred dollars. The missing pair disappeared at 
the June 30 dry grad. Those at the grad wore them while doing various 
tasks. Owens and Langille don't care who took them or why, just as long 
as they are anonymously returned to them in some fashion, 
USING INSULIN? 
Talk to your Northern Healthcare Pharmacist about the 
A Convenient and 
Simple alternative to syringes and needles. 
615..5151 
'  ater plan rejected 
MOST residents of Braun's Island aren't 
interested in hooking onto the city well 
system or joining the City of Terrace, ac- 
cording to a survey of islanders. 
The survey was conducted by island 
residents who have pressured the city to 
change or even move its sewage treat- 
ment plant because of its proximity to 
their wells. 
It found 71 per cent of respondents 
didn't want to connect o the city water 
system at an estimated cost of $10,000 
per property. 
That would be half the original estima- 
ted cost thanks to a $225,000 water sys- 
tem grant .being offered by the province. 
Support for the idea rose from 29 per 
cent to 37 per cent if fire hydrants were 
also installed on the island, reducing fire 
insurance costs. 
An even larger majority - 79 per cent 
- rejected the possibility of amalgama- 
ting with~Terrace in return for the water 
organizer Diana Penner. 
The same goes for joining the city. 
The 150 islanders are largely content 
with their services, she said, and "value 
the freedom they have by being outside 
the city limits." 
The survey also found a majority op- 
posed to taking further legal action 
against he city. The residents have filed 
an initial writ against he city in B.C. Su- 
preme Court, but haven't proceeded. 
All island wells have been on a boil 
water advisory for more than a year be- 
cause health inspectors consider even 
wells residents consider clean to be vul- 
nerable to contamination. 
The survey found nearly 80 per cent of 
residents are drinking their own well 
water. 
"We request the slough be flushed, 
that all forms of effluent be disallowed to 
flow into this stagnant water body, that 
the lagoons are not permitted to leach 
system b~ing built at noeost to them: ' - 'qnto :  the groundwater ~and that the river 
"There ~appears to be little interest in continue to be monitored to determine the 
obtaining• city water," concluded survey effectiveness of the outfall," Penner said. 
i 
RANDY DOMBOWSKY 
Regional Director and 
W. JOHN ACRES 
Associate Regional Director 
are pleased to announce the 
recent addition of 
COLEEN TAYLOR 
to the Terrace office. 
Coleen was born and raised in Terrace and spent the last 10 years working in 
the educational services field. 
Investors Group Financial Service Inc. has more than 3,600 consultants across 
Canada and more than 38 billion in assets under management and has been 
serving investors for over 70 years. 
Coleen welcomes her friends and acquaintances to call her at 
(250) 635-0601 
~IB~~=~E'~J~'S  Toll Free 1-800-764-1777 
~, r~up"  Terr ace, B C 
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WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIFIED 
AD MEETS THE 




When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, your ad will automati- 
cally be posted on the Intemet, for the entire duration of the booking. 
Sq:ANDARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
: i  i , i~i ~i~i I~ i ? 
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Local docs now earn less 
than ones in Prince George  
,  l..jl' t 
A $10 MILLION package 
of wage increases, bo- 
nuses, on-call payments 
and training allowances to 
keep physicians in Prince 
George has put local doc- 
tors behind their bigger 
city counterpartsl ays a 
local physician. 
And it's something that 
must be addressed in the 
places al a disadvantage,: 
says Appleton. 
"There's no longer any 
differential. In fact, it's 
quite the reverse. Why 
should a doctor stay in 
Dawson Creek when he 
Can get more if he goes to" 
Prince George?" he said. 
One of the on-call pay- 
ment:options here gives 
p let on. I Z ,.I ;o'~'~ ° ::u; '4'&'t; ~;;;; -~ ~,,-- ~..~ 
It also means finding ~=~m,~=~ ~ty ,l~,,=o ~,~,~,,,~ ,,, ~1~, more money for physicians 0r~01T'heli0yd SwimClub Te~cxeSdmonid Tefr=eAnti. ~,=0~**,s*t~l 
already on the northern in- ~,~ Sbomns~unloio tntmtxement PovutyGroup ~io~o, 
~ Club ~e~ ~e..._._..._..~ 
centive program. 
"Prince George is a ~ 7 '  8 ~.++h~or 10 ,  11~,=o,,, 12:.,.. 
good baseline for on-call /cot~,,sm ro,,=~ ~ A~,Co~t,~,~ 
• ~o(e Mino~' ' ' remuneration and incen- . : ri+o(oe~k5 ' ~b~01re~iety Kmmed=fi lmtd~ip 
lives. That has to be on top ~t,~,m ; 6y~tk~Ct0, Muks.kum-ol~mLolum " T~(eAnti. ~i,~ 
of the Northern Isolation :1 ~tedmodondnders~io~ Kin¢le(bbdre,._.__..L.__, I Pove~tyGr0uPS0tioly l=,=,Y.~sat.~,~i,~, 
Allowance amount. We ~ ~ 15  ,- 
have to re-establish the '1~ 1 ~ ,.,mu 17,.,=,,o,, I 8 -1 --O ~.,.""" 
u v 81ud~xk nd ~er  ty Group 6rnll~r 5 O ig differential and incen- o~ s,~au~ =,~;,-~ lives," said Appleton. j=~ TerroceMinor ~io~ S;<.lmolTura<e I Secomt, m.y S~h~l H~ey A',~iol~ Pmledive Or~ of ~'~' 
He did acknowledge pme~tComxil Elks/42S Tur~ellingelto , Tert~e.Kitimal lerre~eAnti- l=,=,Y*~(.  
Assodetion I A~mu ~ioty PovetY~ietyG;oup k~i*~ 
that Terrace is fairly sue- [ + % 
cessful in finding and ~,~,= 20 21 !zz ! 23  24 ,.,,<, 25  ""' 26 
keepingspecialistsPhysicianSunlike placesand ~ou~t~,,~ T~,=°~,, ~+: +,,=°C,~mu,~ ~,~+.P0,,,ty c,+m° ~'~ 
~mda+y ~h0d ~key ~se~i~tion Gymnnstks Club Volm~te~ 8u,eau ~rwp Sodetv Sto~pe<5 Society le~=* I~*pke ~i~i~ 
IIo~l Conadmn ' tint Notions Tura~e Anti. k.=0 Mi,~S*IG.I 
elsewhere.in t ms of specialists, P.,+.tc°,,~ I tegion8mmb#13 Women'sCoundl Pov.lyGroup~iely mmlomt 
the area lacks just one - . 
an obstetrician, 27 ~ 30 311amteAnt' 
Po'vm ty Gmul 
need for an overall plan to 
attract and keep phys i -  
cians in smaller and re- 
mote areas, says Geoff 
Appleton. 
Terrace doctors have all 
along been part of a north- 
ern isolation allowance 
program which pays them 
more than ones in larger 
centres. 
This program, for in- ' 
stance, pays a premium 
here of 14 per cent on top 
of normal fees paid out by 
the publicly-f inanced 
Medical Services Plan. 
Doctors everywhere in 
the north, with the excep- 
tion of Prince George and 
Williams Lake, are on the 
northern isolation incen- 
tive program. 
Those two communities 
were historically excluded 
from the northern isolation 
program because of their 
size, services and numbers 
of physicians. 
And just last month, 
local doctors became part 
of an additional incentive 
program which pays them 
to be on-call - a system in 
which doctors are on 
standby, primarily at 
nights and on weekends, in 
case they are needed for 
emergencies. 
But the $10 million 
Prince George agreement, 
negotiated toward the end 
of June in the face of 
threats by doctors there to 
withdraw services, now 
places doctors in smaller 
Jobless 
rate rises 
THE NORTHWEST unem- 
ployment rate spiked up- 
wards suddenly in June to 
9 per cent. 
That's up two full per- 
centage points from the 7 
per cent jobless rate recor- 
ded in April. That had 
been the lowest mark in 
over a year, as unemploy- 
ment had steadily declined 
since last fall. 
"The northwest is still 
struggling a little bit," said 
Karen Wienberg, a labour 
market analyst for Human 
Resources Development 
Canada. 
"But there's nothing 
major you can attribute 
last month's numbers to." 
The region saw a slight 
decline in the number of 
full-time jobs, while part- 
time jobs held steady. 
More significant, Wien- 
berg said, is there appears 
to be more people looking 
for work. 
The population has held 
steady in the region at 
around 74,600, but the la- 
bour force has risen signif- 
icantly. 
Wienberg said that's 
probably due in part to the 
influx of students out of 
school or college seeking 
work. 
In addition, she said, 
renewed optimism about 
the economy may have 
some people thinking there 
are more jobs out there to 
be had. 
The provincial average 
.for unemployment fell in 
'June from 7.2 per cent to 
6.9 per cent. 
Unemployment is low- 
est in the Lower Mainland 
and Vancouver Island. 
The Kootenays, 'Thomp- 
son-Okanagan and Caribou 
regions have the highest 
unemployment, ranging 
between 9.7 and 9,9 per 
cent, although all three 
have improved from much 
higher levels in recent 
months. 
++++J i Ministry for Children & Families needs foster homes for teens in your community. If interested please (all 638-2311, mk for Lee Coxford, 
doctors $10 an hour for 
being on.call in addition to 
billing for whatever ser- 
vice they may provide, 
said Appleton. 
In Prince George, the 
on-call payment lift is $40 
an hour. 
And doctors in Prince 
George, depending upon 
their length of service, 
qualify for a fee premium 
of up to 17.5 per cent, 
which is more than the flat 
rate here. 
Williams Lake physi- 
cians, who also threatened 
job action after the Prince 
George deal was reached, 
now have a similar plan. 
Appleton said the pro- 
vincial government policy 
seems to be that "if you 
guys make an issue out of 
Geoff Appleton 
it, we 11 send you a 
, cheque." 
He te rmed it 
"nonsensical." 
"Each community is 
then faced with going 
through the trauma of 
doing this," said Appleton. 
"It's hard on patients and 
the community." 
What's needed instead 
is an overall, orderly pro- 
gram to find and keep doc- 
tors in the north, said Ap- 
But it's a crucial posi- !28 Coldmio Senior 
tie° in that the remaining 
obstetrician cannot be ex- 
pected to do the work of 
two, said Appleton. 
There has also been a 
fairly high recent urnover 
of general practitioners. 
"That scares me a little 
bit," said Appleton. "I 
think it's a picture of of a 
degree of unrest." 
Or~ el Ilwd 
~dal '~  ~ho~ rertlxe Mh'lo r Purple 
Pme~t Coomil H~key As~iotion ! 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.,'rhurs., FrL, Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
~t=e Community 
Volunteer Bure@~ ~ietl 
Shame.s ~uut~ Te,m<e Sdmonid J
Ski Club b~ncert,,ent 
S~ty 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4::30 p.m. 
Doors g:30 p.m. 
TuV, MONITORS NO SMOKING 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
i 
MISTY RIVE 
........... TACKLE & HUNTING _ 
Wednesday ,  Ju ly  26th  to Sunday ,  
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 




. G. LOOMIS Fly Rods 50 o'0 OFF 
. G. LOOMIS Demo Rods ½ PRICE 
. G. LOOMIS Casting & Halibut Rods 40 °j' OFF 
. Tents-All Instock 600'. OFF 
. Sleeping Bags20°/°.50 °''OFF i*i ~ 
o BROWNING Salmon Rods 10' (Re°. $89.98)SALE 49" 
. ABU GARCIA"Six Star" 11' (Reg, $99,98)SALE 69"  ........... ! 
o JUST FOR PINKS.,,ShimanoJrout Rod & Reel 
- , ' .2998  ' 3498 Combos 6'/2 / 7- 
. DIAWA 10'6" Heavy Casting Rod with 
Millionaire Reel (Reg, $289,98)SALE 1 9 598 
By _onatnon - proceeds to yo 
Terrace Rod & Gun or 
Skeena Ecosystems for Fishermans Park 
Saturday, July 29th_ ~ 
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Do what you do weli 
w 
ork is good. This thought hit me' 
this week while I was scrubbing a
toilet. 
I'd been having a stressful week, although I 
have to confess, the worst of the stress was 
over and I was admiring my freshly cleaned 
toilet bowl. In fact, the whole bathroom was 
gleaming and while it's fairly well known 
that I'm not a neat freak, I do LOVE things 
to be CLEAN so I was feeling quite accom- 
plished. 
My bathroom was sparkling! I knew it 
would last at least an hour because my kids 
were playing outside and my husband was a. 
work. 
I don't know if this strange but I derive a 
huge sense of well being from doing mun- 
dane, no-brainer tasks. There is something 
about doing a job well and getting the im- 
mediate satisfaction of seeing it completed 
makes me feel good. 
A clean bathroom may only be a tempor- 
ary delight but it is a tangible one that gives 
instant gratification. There's no watching the 
mail to hear, "Yes, accepted" or, "No, rejec- 
ted." There's no having to wait twenty years 
to find out if all the years of love and toil paid 
off and I've raised kids to adulthood who are 
a happy, well-adjusted part of society. I don't 
have to even wait two weeks for a paycheck. 
Ajax~ Vim, Windex combined with a good 
twenty minutes of furious scrubbing and 
Voila, I'm a success! 
Both my parents annoyed me in my youth 
with the line from an old song, Do what you do, 
do well. It was always sang in response to my 
grumbling about a chore that I thought was 
done well enough and that they thought nee- 
ded more effort. Why should I do it anyway? 
As if I actually dirtied all the dishes! Can't 1 
just wash mine? Oh come on! It'll just need to 
be done again in half an hour. 
All my complaints were to no avail and 
only succeeded in getting me sang at. "It's a 
good lesson for life, Ev... do what you do, do 
well. It doesn't just apply to the big things in 
life but the little things as well." 
This repeated advice was not well re-  
ceived by me. At all. And that's putting it 
mildly. However, I'm starting to understand 
the importance of the simple words. 
In our pleasure seeking society there is a 
tendency for work to lose its full meaning and 
become just a means to an end. A way to 
make money, to do what really matters. And. 
we think that means buy more, spend more, 
play more. For most of us, reality dictates that 
money is why we work; we need to feed our 
families and keep a roof over our heads. 
But that is not all that work is about. It is 
• about putting part of yourself into something 
else. It's about doing things because they need. 
to get done, doing them as well as you can, so 
that you can feel at peace, knowing that 
you've done the best you could. It is about 
having a reason to climb out of bed in the 
morning...there's work to be done. 
Not all work is for an employer. Not all 
work pays well...or pays in a monetary fashion 
at all. Not even all work is recognised as 
"valid" or "significant", but that doesn't mat- 
ter. 
If you do it and do it to the best of your abi- 
lity, there is honour in that. 
There are other facets of work, aside from 
the obvious perks (paychecks, recognition and 
self-esteem) that I find fascinating. 
Work is motivating. It's odd, but the more I 
'do, the more I want to do. Conversely, laziness 
has the same snowball effect. If I slug about in 
the morning, chances are, I will accomplish 
nothing all day. 
It's a great way to steal a few moments to 
think by yourself. I just have to announce I'm 
going to clean the bathroom or do dishes or 
(gross) sort the soggy camping laundry, and 
"POOF" I get personal space. What makes 
this technique so effective is that the family 
thinks that they are avoiding me. 
My favourlte attribute of work is that it re- 
laxes me. It's hard to stay uptight or worried if 
you throw yourself into a physical task. The 
methodic, sweating routine somehow flushes 
out anxiety. If you do have serious stresses in 
your life, work can help you feel that at least 
you are taking care of the things that are wlth- 
in your control. 
Am I in danger of becoming a workaholic? 
Not at all. 
But I will do what I do, and try to do it 
well. 
Loggers remembered 
brainchild of local resi- 
dent, Sharon Young who 
started the project after the 
death of a close friend 
who was a logger. 
"! got so mad, scared 
and upset about he whole 
thing that I decided to do 
something," she said. 
While the sudden death 
of a friend may have 
spurred the project, 
Young stresses that the 
monument is set to com- 
memorate all loggers, liv- 
ing or dead. 
So far, she says the 
community response has 
been great. 
The city approved the 
location of the monument 
in the park and is dona- 
ting rose bushes while 
Northwest Loggers Asso- 
ciation is buying a bench 
to be placed in the area. 
"I want the spot to 
grow into some sort of 
commemorative garden," 
she said. "It'll be a place 
for contemplation a d re- 
But before the land- 
scaping begins, Young 
needs to raise the money 
to pay for the plaque, 
In partnership with the 
Terrace Beautification 
Society, she has set up the 
Northwest Loggers mon- 
ument fund at the Bank of 
Nova Scotia. 
The fund started ac- 
cepting donations from 
the public, July 19. 
"All we're really mis- 
sing right now is the cash 
flow," Young said. 
She estimates that the 
cost of the plaque will be 
around $1000 and hopes 
local residents will come 
through to meet he goal. 
"The guys really de- 
serve this," she said. 
"Terrace wouldn't be here 
if it weren't for the log- 
ging industry." 
The Northwest Log- 
gers monument fund will 
be accepting donations up 
until the plaque is paid 
for. 
THE NEW linear park is to be the location of a monument in memory of log- 
gers who have died on the job. Pictured here is Sharon Young who is working 
on the plan. The memorial is to be ready next month. 
i!.. 
ANNETTE MARTINDALE bites the neck of her nemesis, Arlene Sheppard in 
the production, Vampire Lesbians of Sodom. The play is preforming for a 
week before it travels to Prince Rupert to compete in the Udder Fringe Festival, 
Vamps heat up stages 
across the northwest 
THE NEWEST play to 
hit the stage at the Terrace 
Little Theatre (TLT) is pit- 
ting rival vampires 
against Hollywood in a 
timeless truggle. 
Charles Busch's Vam- 
pire Lesbians of Sodom is 
a black comedy meant o 
satire both the history of 
Hollywood and vampire 
myths, said play director 
Robert Dugdale. 
"In this play the actors 
tongues are firmly planted 
in their cheeks," he said, 
Dugdale, who has 
worked as a professional 
actor in the lower main- 
land decided to bring the 
play to Terrace to "give 
this community some- 
thing they might not 
normally see." 
And while the title has 
produced some shocking 
results around town (one 
business wouldn't post 
the poster advertising the 
play) Dugdale believes 
the reactions are all part of 
the fun. 
"The most shocking 
thing about his play is the 
title," he said. "Once 
Sodom runs from July 31 
to August 6 in Terrace. 
And then it's off to 
Prince Rupert's Udder 
Fringe Festival from Au- 
gust 10-12. 
"We're all really exci- 
ted about the fringe 
[festival]," said Dugdale, 
Although Dugdale has 
preformed in fringe festi- 
vals in Vancouver, he's 
never preformed for the 
the festival in Prince Ru- 
pert, 
Tickets for Vampire 
people get past that, Lesbians of Sodom are 
theylll have a lot of fun?' available at Uniglobe Tra- 




MILLS MEMORIAL hospital foundation is putting 
out a call to all past or present residents of Terrace 
to attend a reunion in September. 
The foundation is raising money to buy a new 
stretcher for the hospital. 
Everything starts at 4 prn in Vancouver at the 
Maritime Labour Centre, September 30. 
A social "meet and greet" will get the reunion 
started, followed by a dinner at 6:30 pm and a 
dance into the wee hours of the morning. 
The foundation is expecting close to 500 people 
to attend the fund raiser. 
For more information, call the Terrace Reunion 
hot line, (604) 536-3837 or check out the website, 
www.my.treeway.com/terracehi 
Grants help students 
OVER 40 students living in social housing resi- 
dences across the province will get a chance to go 
on to post-secondary education after receiving sup- 
port from the government. 
The B.C. Housing bursary program gives grants 
to deserving students living in low income housing. 
The winners of the 46 bursarics and one scholar- 
ship were announced by lhe minister esponsible 
for housing, Jan Pullinger July 17. 
Bursaries are awarded to both adults and youth. 
BC ltousing received 174 applicants this year, 
with the winning students howing outstanding 
achievement in academic, athletic or artistic en- 
deavours and community involvement. 
Video games to face 
regulations 
THE PROVINCE wants public input on a new ra- 
ting system that aims to control video game vio- 
lence. 
The move to develop ratings for video games 
comes from public complaints that the games, 
which arc only voluntarily rated are extremely vio- 
lent and inappropriate for children. 
"The interactive nalure of video games makes 
young people more vulnerable to violent or sexual 
content," said Attorney General, Andrew Petter 
who made the announcement, July 17. 
Petter is looking for public input on how to im- 
plement he new rating system. 
Public views can be mailed to the ministry. 
Gas can be dangerous 
THE B.C. Professional Fire Fighters are waraimii 
residents to handle gasoline and other flamilllllMI 
liquids with extreme care Ihis summer. 
"Gasoline is the number one cause oP burn injur- 
ies in boys and men between the ages on nine and 
35/' said Peter Hansen, executive director of the 
BC Professional Firet'ighter Fund, 
If a gasoline fire breaks out, 1-1ansen says not to 
smother or fight it but to call the fire department 
immediately. 
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Scene 
Gators Pub: Skeena Cable 10 presents, Club 
Cutz Live featuring Sistersonic preforming 
Dive Las Vegas an all-star tribute to Chef, 
Madonna and many more! Tickets are $5 in 
advance, S6 at the door. 
Attention Ladies! Hollywood Creations all- 
male revue is coming August 2. Tickets $10 in 
advance, $12 at the door. Live bands, six 
nights a week. 
Beasley's Mix: Live entertainment with John 
Smiley, Friday and Saturday. Still Terrace's 
coolest lounge. 
George's Pub: Wild Katz. One week only, 
July 25-29. Relax on the fully licensed and 
heated patio at the Northern Motor Inn. 
Choir stops here 
The Dutch Voices Cho i r  will be visiting 
Terrace, Monday August 7 at the Pentecostal 
Assembly, 3511 Eby St. The concert starts at 
7:30 pro. This internationally renowned choir 
is made up of singers from across the 
Netherlands. Admission is free for the whole 
family. 
Music Festival 
The 6th annual Kispiox Valley Music festival 
is revving up for another great festival full of 
/ 
music and activities for the whole family. The 
festival runs July 28, 29, 3(1. If you want to get 
involved or just need more information, call 
842-5888 or 842-6390. 
Art Gallery 
The Terrace  Art Gallery presents The 
Summer Members Show from Wednesday, 
July 19 to Saturday September 9. The exhibit 
features work from local and regional artists 
who are members of the Terrace Art 
Association. The artwork on display will 
consist of a variety of mediums, from oil and 
acrylic paints, to pottery to photography. The 
gallery is located at the lower level of the 
library and the hours are Wednesday 12-3 p.m., 
Thursday to Saturday from 12-4 p.m. and 
Sunday from 1-4 p.m. 
Play opens 
Vampi re  Lesbians of Sodom is hitting the 
Terrace Little Theatre's tage, July 31-August 
6. Come out and support your local theatre. 
This black comedy is sure to keep you in 
stitches! Tickets available from Uniglobe 
Travel. 
Farm Market 
Rosewood fa rmers  market  offers local 
crafts and produce every Sunday until 
August 27. The farmers market starts at 
noon and runs until 4 pro. 
Pub Georges ,. 
"Licensed For GoodTimes" 
: ........ ::.i: ....................... ii~,~~% " . ~ : ; '  I [~ i~~~ 
Playing Tuesday to Saturday 
July 25 TM -JULY 29 TM 
- ,o... t., Relax on our  
f ind  out  how to / 
* , - .  ,,o..,.,= II PATIO I mounta in  bike.  [ 
,,..,. S,nd,v, A..s. 61 (., Full Service, Licensed, Heated,) • dur ing  Slingers Race.,,] 
STOP IN  AT  THE "~ 
THORHHILL  PUB 
J Sit back and relax on our Patio. The 0nly LOG CABIN PUB IN THE NORTHWEST. Check Our ~lew Menul  
Cheer  on your favorite 
server & enjoy the 
BEER GARDEN!  
COL0 BEE 
¢ / 
~** '~"  % 3086 Highway 16 
} ~  Terrace, B.C. 
Auditions Slingers Race 
Want  to get involved in communi ty  S tmday.August6th  
theatre? The Terrace Little Theatre (TLT) is at H IGH NOON 
holding auditions for their upcoming play, 
Bordertown Cafe, August 15 and 16. 
Director Annette Martindale is on the hunt 
for four actors, a young male actor in his 
20's, a female actor in her 30's and two older 
male actors in their 40's. If you never acted 
or are a seasoned veteran, the TLT  wants 
you! 
Ph: 635-6375 i 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canad iant i re .com 




Wednesday. July 26 
Fantasy Fair for children up to eight 
years old accompanied by an adult. 
Dress-ups, puppets, face painting and 
more. Bring your imaginations. Costumes 
welcome. Runs from 1:30 pro-3:30 pm at 
the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave. For 
more info., call 638-1863. 
Thursday. July 27 
Heritage Park offers an interpretive pre- 
sentation on the second world war. War 
TER~ E =..,~ ~"~'I'FR~"~ E memorabilia will be on display and there 
@1 ._.HRVSLEI I ~)  ~ will be an opportunity to talk with veter- 
ans. It starts at 7 pm in the park's Dance 
Hall. 
Thursday. July 27 
Cancer Support Group meets 7 p.m., 
~-'--'~E Stepping Stones Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks 
T~ERi~C'E TER St. Call Craig at 635-0049 or Rose Marie 
¥~ ZHRVSLE[ I @ ~ at 635-6985. 
terrace.automal l  @telus.net 
Saturday. J~lY 29 
~iil;lnla - -  Nisga'a Dancers garage sale, bake sale The Ter raceStandard  and salmon barbecue, St. Matthews TA KTn ADI~ ~ xz~x_t ~.tJ~._t"~a.," standard@kermode.net Church Hall, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Your  webs i tderaa i l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Overactive Thyroid 
Following a prior column on hypothyroid, I received inquiries about 
overactive or hype~hyroidism. Curiously, a nutritional program is similar 
to promote thyroid health. Several reference materials combine these 
seemingly opposite conditions in suggested support. 
Signs of an overactive thyroid include nervousness and tremors, heart 
palpitations and excessive sweating. While the appetite increases, 
weight loss is typical as the body seems to be stuck in high gear. 
Agitation, brittle fingernails, diarrhea, exhaustion, muscle pain, sleep- 
lessness, skin rashes and weakness may occur. Goiter is frequent, and 
a person may develop stdking, wide-open and bulging eyes. This con- 
dition can become serious if not controlled, possibly resulting in high 
fever, severe anxiety, collapse and coma. 
F~xl allergies are often involved; watch milk and dairy products, 
wheat, stimulants uch as chocolate, caffeine in coffee, tea and soft 
drinks, nicotine in cigarettes, gums or patches, Other sources may be 
sensitivity to mercury in dental fillings, stress, hormonal imbalances, 
bowel infections and digestive problems, notably leaky gut syndrome. 
THE SOLUTION: Constant "over-revving" leads to malabsorption and 
nutrient depletion, so shun empty calories. Eat whole fresh foods. 
Avoid iodized salt; instead use natural sea salt without added chemical 
iodine. Forgo coffee, colas, tea and tobacco. 
Rich in B vitamins, green vegetables and whole grains are ideal 
choices. Raw fruits and veggies provide enzymes and help the body 
absorb nutrients. Cabbage, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cauliflower, kale, 
mustard greens, rutabagas, soy beans, spinach, turnips, peaches and 
pears suppress thyroid hormone. Onions have fluorine, which may be 
helpful. If I had this condition I'd use digestive nzymes to boost nutrient 
absorption. I'd select a vitamin/mineral source, essential fatty acids, 
and a full.spectrum vitamin C. B.complex vitamins combined with 
nervine herbs would be a clear choice. As kelp has been indicated to 
nourish the thyroid, I'd choose premium Norwegian kelp. Aim for a bal- 
ance of sleep and exercise. For better sleep quality, rd use passion- 
flower. Melatonin may help on several fronts. A clay mask used on the 
neck may also be of merit. 
10 and 18. Free and confidential one-on- 
one and group teaching by a Registered 
Nurse on issues of pregnancy, birth con- 
trol, sexually transmitted iseases, alco- 
hol and drugs, hygiene, puberty, etc. Par- 
ents welcome to attend with client con- 
sent. Your child's education shouldn't end 
when school does. To book sessions or for 
info, call Cathy at 635-8370 (pager). 
Attention Celiacs! If you don't know 
where to turn for support or meal planning 
information, Carol can help. Call her at 
638-8423 or drop by 4607 Lakelse Ave- 
nue. 
Poetry Contest for teens is being offered 
through the Terrace Public Library. Poets 
aged 12-18 years old can submit their 
poetry until September 1. Pick up an in- 
formation package at the library for more 
information. 
Sunday. July 30 
Lake lse  Communi ty  Association is 
meeting at Mount Layton Hot Springs 
Resort at 2 pro. 
Thursday, Au,~Sl 
Kids Crafts are being held at the Herit- 
age Park. Come make masks and noise 
shakers to parade across the old bridge 
during Riverboat Days. Everything starts 
at 7 pm in the Dance Hall at the park. 
Auditions will be held at the Terrace Lit- 
tle Theatre for its upcoming production, 
Bordertown Care, August 15 and 16. The 
play is hunting for one male actor in his 
20's, a 30-something female actor and 
two 40-something male actors. 
Vacation at home this summer and plan 
to take- inRiverboat Days festivities. 
Some of the events planned include a 
parade, concerts in the park, fireworks, a 
salmon barbecue, sporting events and a 
children's safety festival. It's a week of 
fun from August 3-7, 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
Saturday. AuglJsl ;~ 
Take a stroll through Terrace's secret 
oases. The Ksan House Society is holding 
the first annual, self-guided Pond Tour. 
Tickets are $10 and our available at the 
society. The tour will [un from 10 am to 4 
pm. 
Sunday. Ammst 6 
King of the mountain footrace takes to 
Terrace mountain. The race starts at 10 
am at the Terrace Arena. Registration is 
$18 or $15 for BC Athletic members and 
includes a t-shirt. Register on race day 
only between 8:30 am and 9:30 am at the 
arena. For more information, call Geoff, 
638-1802 or Jack, 638-0751. 
Monday Amzust 7 
The Dutch Voices will" be preforming at 
the Pentecostal Assembly in Terrace at 
7:30 pm. Come hear a variety of songs 
and instrumental pieces from this interna- 




New Canadian Weight Awareness 
(CHAMPS) is putting out a call 1o men 
and women who want to lose weight re- 
sponsibly. Champs is a registered non-. 
profit support organisation, For more in- 
formation, call Elaine at 250-832-7671 or 
Jan at 250-392-5474, 
Kids computer  camp at the Terrace 
Public Library for children aged 6-10. The 
program is free, but please register by 
phoning 638-8177, 
Skeena Family ::Resources will offer the 
FRIDAYS 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets every second 
and fourth Friday at the Library Meeting 
Room at 7 p,m, For more information call 
Noriko at 638-8529. 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY  H ISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus Christ 
Latter Day Saints is open Saturdays from 
9-1 p,m. and Wednesdays from 7-10 p,m. 
TERRACE SCRABBLE CLUB now 
meets on Saturday mornings at the Ter- 
race Public Library at 10 a,m, The club 
plays national Scrabble Association rules 
and offers exercises and word lists for 
new members. There is a tournament 
scheduled for November 6th. For more 
info call Waiter Raedeck at 638-0433, 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BEE Association meets 
the last Sunday of every month until June 
at the Terrace Public Library at 2 p.m, 
For more info call Martin De Hoog at 
635-3289, 
TERRACE BAHA'I community offers 
weekly classes in spiritual education for 
children. For more info call 635-4595. 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes, You don't 
need to bring your own set to play, They 
meet at the Horseshoe pitch at North 
Sparks and Halliwell (beside Heritage 
Village and the Kin Hut). Beginners and 
all ages welcome, 
Adolescent Health Program throughout 
the summer for youth between the ages of : ' ; 
THE HUG OF THE WILD"  
NEW MONKEYS 
Jus t  Ar r ived  
$ 95 
f rom only 
at 
af rc¢/, & aft,at, erk  
Skeena Mall 
635-1887 
'%  = 
~..  • '~  . 
Baby's N;une: 
Cole HemyJennings 
Date & lime of Birth: 
July 12, 2000 at 6:52 p.m. 
Weight: 7 lbsA oz. Sex: 3lale 
ParenLs: Steve &Sandi Jennings 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Christina Evelyn Robinson 
Date & 'rime of Birth: 
July 13, 2000 at 10:29 
Weight: 7 lbs. 12oz. Sex: Female 





Date & lime of Birth: 
July 15, 2000 at 11:30 p.m. 
Weight: 6 lbs. 9oz. Sex: Fem.,de 
Parents: Kerry & Kenny Giesbrecht 
Taylor L)lm Gyger 
Date & Time of Birflt: 
July 16, 2000 at 2:40 p.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs. 10oz. Sex: Female 




Willimn Bqan Squires 
Date & "lime of Birth: 
July 16, 2000 at 1:39 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 2oz. Sex: M;de 




Isaac Randolph Brown Jr, 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 17, 2000 at 5:13 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 2oz. Sex: M;de 












MANY WERE very sad- 
dened to hear of the death 
of a great lady - Mrs. Mur- 
iel O'Boyle. 
On Saturday July 8, 
2000 Muriel died suddenly 
and peacefully at her 
home on Lazelle Avenue 
atthe age of 90 years. 
Muriel was predeceased 
by her husband Wendell in 
December, 1978. 
She leaves her son, 
Garvin O'Boyle, daughter- 
in-law Eleanor of Terrace, 
daughter Joan and son-in- 
law, David and two grand- 
children, Rick and Carrie 
of Victoria. 
The family is respecting 
Muriel's request hat there 
not be a service. In lieu of 
flowers, donations can be 
made to the R.E.M. Lee 
Foundation or the charity 
of your choice. 
And the family would 
like to thank-you for all 
your kind phone calls. 
Yes, Terrace has lost a 
great lady. Since arriving 
in 1953, Mrs. O'Boyle has 
been seen around the com- 
munity helping out where 
YVONNE MOEN 
ever she could. 
Some of her involve- 
ments in the community 
included serving as a 
school trustee worker, as a 
medical service represen- 
tative for the Department 
of Indian Affairs and as a 
member of the Eastern 
Star Lodge. 
She also transported re- 
sidents of Terraceview 
Lodge for x-rays and doc- 
tors visits, while playing 
the piano for weddings and 
at MacKay's Funeral 
home. 
Mrs. O'Boyle was born 
"'on May 17, 1910 in Am- 
herst, Nova ~;cotia. After 
her schooling, she became 
a school teacher in Nova 
Scotia, Rocker dc Boule, 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
In Terrace she worked 
as a secretary for Dr. 
Roger Hicks, Dr. Ted Lee, 
Dr. Jack Nicholson and Dr. 
Dukelon. Muricl also 
worked at thc local RCMP 
headquarters and became 
well loved by all of them. 
At 90 years old, she 
still worked as a volunteer, 
organizing and providing 
entertainment for Terrace- 
view residents. In 1993 and 
1994 she served twice as 
Terrace's Riverboat Queen 
- a great honour. 
Upon wishing her fare- 
well, the community of 
Terrace has lost a great 
lady and a dedicated citi- 
zen. 
She leaves behind not 
only her loving family but 
also many, many friends. 
Another one of Ter- 
race's great ladies has left 
us and we remember her 
with great fondness and 
admiration. 
MURIEL  O 'BOYLE d ied  at the beg inn ing  of  Ju ly .  
She was  a long- t ime contr ibutor  to the city. 
Salvation Army Ioo1,::5 to beef up 
community food donations 
WHILE HE ma oni), I~e twenty' :  ' " ~"' years old, David 
Sessford has already spent half his life involved with 
the Salvation Army. 
And now he's getting paid for it. 
Sessford is Terrace's new director of community 
and family services for the Salvation Army. 
The position is not very new for Sessford, who's 
father held a similar job while Sessford was growing 
up. 
"ITve been with the Salvation all my life," he said. 
"This position just seems to be the next natural step." 
While he's only been on the job a short while, Sess- 
ford is already making plans to improve the local ser- 
vices offered by the::Atin3). :  " ; . .;'; 
,, "Of course we'll always be here to distribute food 
and clothing, but ITmmore interested in':the long term 
solutions," Sessford said. 
Some of his ideas include offering life skills pro- 
grams, like budgeting skills to people in need. 
"We're an organization that is interested in the long 
term so we should be developing programs that reflect 
that," he said. 
Sessford would also like to pump up the services 
offered in Kitimat - a community thai he also over- 
sees. 
Right now Kitimat only houses a thrift store, 
The Salvation Army works almost strictly on dona- 
tions from the community. 
"Donations are great over Christmas, but those do- 
nations only go so far," he said. 
Sessford said that he would like to see people do- 
nate through out the year, not just at Christmas. 
"People need to eat everyday out of the year - not 
just on holidays." 
Food, clothing and household items can be dropped 
off at the Salvation Army's thrift store on Lakelse 
Avenue. David Sessford 
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Lakelse Lake Provincial Pork lost one ol its eldest and most 0dmired residents his 
week. Gone from campsite #132 is a beautiful old Sitka spruce that stood tall tar over 
three hundred years. This free had provided food, sheller and cover for many animals 
over the centuries, as weft as cool shade, respite from foJnstorll~S and o place to secure 
Imps and laundry lines Ior thousands ofvJsJlors lot close to IhJdy years. You can imagine 
how many people have stood under its' sheltering limbs and gazed at this tree's giant 
trunk and Iovoly bark while pondering their small and fleeting pT0ce on the planet. 
II was perhaps the helphl nature of this spruce thai killed it in the end. Yes, death 
and decoy are natural ports el the forest cycle, however this spruce met an untimely 
death. Campers, eager to set up tarps to shelter their picnic tobies, or needing alaundry 
line to dry soggy sleeping bogs after o particularly wet night, hove inadvertently 
destroyed the tree. Before it was Cut down, ample vidence of axe murks, numelous 
nails, staples end other metal ohjecls hammered into the bark, Indicated the entry points 
for hngus to take advantage. Before long, the heal,wood and roots werB quietly being 
devoured by decay fungi and the tree began to pose o danger to campers below. Thus, 
Parks again had to make the difficult decision to fell the tree in order to protect the sohty 
of visilors. Those ot us that stood to witness the death of this tree, shook our heads ot the 
senselessness of its passing. Hod each individual known that he one small nail they 
would use to secure o torp, or by using the trunk to hold their axe they would have 
helped to destroy such on important and beautiful part of the pork, they would never 
hove done it. 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Pork aims to protect one rare seraph of old growth coastal 
temperate rainforest, and is a unique and beautiful p ace because decedent cedars, pruce 
and hemlock are so prominent oil through the campground. Many visitors from 
elsewhere ore overwhelmed with the heouty and lushness of the old growth and 
continually comment ohout what a treasure the pork is. 
Wa can prevent the damage done to trees in the park hy securing traps, tents and 
laundry lines with tied loops rather than nails, and hy using hcge pieces d firewood, or 
stumps to hold axes between firewood chopping sessions. We ton oil work together to 
protect the most heoutiful and special holure of our pork, our old growth trees. 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
Schedule: 
Who comes out at night? Make your own lantern to lake home-children's croft. 
7~m Walk Wit5 The Giants 
Secrets of the old grows forest reveohd. 
Jub28 4pro Jerry's Rangers "Soil and Seeds" 
How forests grow.Emlh Explorer sticker. 
7pro Game Show Night 
Come and test your knowledge of perks and the things that live within them. 
~ Jerry's Ronqers "Flash from the Past" 
Come and learn about totems and crests that First Notions' people use in this area 
and make your own hmily crest o take home.History Hound sticker 
Bears 
More about the porks' largesl carnivore. 
4,., 
Search for aquatic animals in the perk. You m0y get wet, so be prepared. 
7pro Famous Canadian Animals 
A gloat rodent end a huge deor...what else CaR you think of? . : 
' ALLARE WELCOME t PROGRAMS AREFREE 
ALL PROGRAMS WILL BE HELD iN' THE Ah~PHITHEATER 
UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED• 
RESIDENTIAL GARBAGE 
COLLECTION 
• Residential garbage must be at curbside by 7:00 a.m. during the summer 
months. Collection times can change without notice, and our operators are 
not able to "go back" to pick up containers that are put out late. 
• There is concern with animals getting into garbage bags. Use of a covered 
can reduces the liner. 
• There is a ~o (2) can or bag limit per household per collection day. Cans 
hold more refuse than bags. 
• Additional cans or bags must have a City of Terrace GARBAGE TAG visible 
and securely attached to be collected. These tags are $1.00 each, and are 
available at City Hall, Public Works, and the Aquatic Center. 
• Only compost is picked up on Mondays; refer to the schedule for your days. 
We request that compost be placed in see-through plastic bags. 
PUBL IC  V IEWING OF  PROPOSED ~inis,ryol 
..,BRITISH 1999"2003 FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN ~c~ast~ 
L.OLUMBIA MAJOR AMENDMENT #1 
SPRING CREEK AND DEEP CREEK COMMUNITY  WATERSHEDS 
Notice is hereby given that the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program will hold a 
public viewing of a proposed Major Amendment to the Forest Development Plan for 
the Kalum District. This amendment covers operations in the Spring Creek and Deep 
Creek Community Watersheds, and 6peralions adjacent to Spring Creek Community 
Watershed. This amendment is to allow for the salvage of timber that was damaged 
by a windstorm in July 20, 1999. 
This draft Forest Development Plan amendmenl shows the location and development 
of proposed harvesting and road development that is planned to occur over the next 
year. The amendment also includes information on the maintenance and protection of 
other resource values in tl~e area. It is available for review by resource agencies and 
the public before joint approval is considered by the ~inistry of Environment, Lands 
and Parks, and the Ministry of Forests. 
The purpose of presenting the plan, is to provide the opportunity to address any con- 
cerns of the public or other resource users. The Forest Development  Plan 
Amendment will be available for review at the dates, times and locations listed below: 
July 12, 2000 to August 10, 2000 
(Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm) 
July 12:. 2000 to August 10, 2000 
(Regular Operating Hours) 
Ministry of Forests - Kalum Forest District 
#200-5220 Keilh Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 
Terrace Public Library 
4610 Park Avenue, 
.Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1V6 
Anyone wishing to view and discuss the proposed Forest Development Plan amend- 
ment with a Ministry of Forests representative, may contact the Kalum Forest District 
Office to arrange an appointment, 
Please forward any comments,  questions or concerns in writing to Barb Lenardt, 
R.P.F., or to David Nleholson, R.P.F., at the Ministry of Forests, #200-5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L1 no later than July 21, 2000, for the pro- 
posed road construolion and no later than August 10, 2000, for the proposed cut 
blocks, 
., ) ,  ; ~ 
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SKEENA ANGLER'  
ROB BROWN 
Oil woes part two 
Last week I wrote about Burnaby in the fifth and sivth 
decade of the last centur): I wrote of the woods, streams 
and lakes, attd about that boyhood paradise called 
Burrard hflet, uhich is where we pick ,p the thread this 
week. 
made our way back to the rails, slipping and 
liding over the wet rocks and brilliant green 
aweed then slithered through the black 
berry bushes after stopping to pick some of its dark fruit. 
As we emerged from the brambles, the hiss of steam 
came from somewhere behind the white tanks and maze 
of pipes which seemed to grow from the ground behind 
the high wire fence on the far side of the tracks. 
The old fellow who had been watching our excava- 
tions was sitting on one of those mysterious padlocked 
boxes that sat at regular intervals alongside all the rail- 
ways we trespassed. When he saw us he used his cane to 
pull himself up. He shouted something that got lost in the 
wet, salty mist then waved us to come close. We looked 
at each other then carefully made our way to within 
earshot. 
Sea worms, the old fellow said, ya need sea worms. 
We looked at each other again, puzzled. 
Where do we get them? one of us ,asked. 
The old man came closer. We resisted the urge to run. 
When he was near, the old guy explained the working of 
worms: how they were quick; how we were to turn over 
the barnacled rocks crisply and dig quickly; how we 
needed to be careful because the worms bit. 
They have these black fangs, he said, narrowing his 
red rimmed eyes and making a crisp pincer motion with 
the large black thumb and twisted index finger of his left 
h~ind. 
Kids are predators. We found the worms and came to 
conclusions about he size and location of rocks that cov- 
ered the lairs. We flipped the stones ending crowds of 
startled crab larvae rattling seaward like thrown dice in a 
frantic rush for refuge. 
Then w~ dug, deftly pulling the gray, salty centipedes 
from the sandy mud, then dropping them into a contain- 
er we'd scavenged en route to the fishing. When they 
writhed with worms, we took our cans to the loading 
piers. 
Our favourite pier had walkways below the platform. 
In summer it had shade, on wet fall days, shelter. We 
peered down the pilings into the green prisms and 
watched fish that frequented the upper levels flicker 
through the shafts of light. There were shiners, and a radi- 
ant species we called sea bass. There were other fish with 
the same shape that pulled hard on our hardware. 
Closer to the bottom we caught Tommy cod and 
greenling. On the bottom floor we hooked mottled 
sculpin, drab olive coloured bullheads, spiny rock cod 
with large, black, protuberant eyes, flounders and sole, 
and a large fiat fish with sand papery skin; black and yel- 
low banded fins that, thinking back on it, may have been 
small halibut. The sea worm had an irresistible allure for 
all of them. 
We hunted crab too. The sea bed swarmed with them. 
To trap crab we wired a bullhead or two to the rim of a 
bicycle wheel, attached an appropriate l ngth of rope and 
hurled it into the brine and watched itdisappear inshow- 
er of bubbles. After leaving the wheel below for as long 
as we could stand it, we pulled it up as quickly. On most 
hauls, crabs spilled over the rim of the spokcd wheel ike 
broth over the lip of a soup pot. 
Our fishing in Burrard Inlet lasted a decade. During 
that time we were up to our elbows in its foreshore nvi- 
ronment. We became angry when a favoured bait ground 
turned black, as more and more spots did over the course 
of those few years. It was a sad thing when a sea worm 
hot spot stopped squirting, when a place that eemed with 
sand fleas and crustaceans stopped smelling of sea salt 
and acquired the stale, artificial smell of man made chem- 
icals and the rainbow sheen of oil, then went as dead as a 
sack of cement. 
I moved north. Some thirty years later I returned to 
our former wildlife paradise at the foot of Sheilbum. I 
took a walk along the beach. I turned a few rocks and 
exposed the black .sand and pools of oily water under- 
neath them. Absent was the rattle of crab larvae, and 
almost everything else save for a few hardy barnacles and 
a few empty mussel shells, black and blue like the oil 
around them. 
The smell of creosote soaked ties baking in the hot sun 
was still there and so was our favourite fishing platform, 
The decking was rotting, I peered own into the water 
near the pilings and saw no flickering fish. At the far end 
of the pier a man was crabbing. He had one undersized 
crab in possession. 
I don't know that I've seen a richer marine cosystem 
than Burrard Inlet was, It's ineffably .sad to see it now, ail- 
ing and dying; its llke visiting a friend wasting away from 
a degenerative disease; . . . .  
In full swing! 
Rotary Park 
the place to 
be for ball 
fans right now 
IT 'S  STILL not too late to 
catch some junior provin- 
cials baseball  action at 
Rotary Park this week. 
Terrace's  boys face 
Prince George, their clos- 
est northern rival today at 
noon, and will face the 
Fraser Valley team tomor- 
row at 3 p.m. 
Six teams are taking 
part in the Babe Ruth Lea- 
gue Junior Provincials 
which kicked off on Sun- 
day with a salmon barbe- 
que and opening ceremo- 
nies at Rotary Field. 
Games began on Mon- 
day and so far the action 
has been intense. 
Featured teams are 
Prince George, Cowichan 
Valley, Fraser Valley, 
West Kootenay, Quesnel 
and our hometown boys. 
The playoffs feature the 
top four teams, and will be 
played on Friday begin- 
ning at 9 a.m. 
Terrace will take on 
Fraser Valley tomorrow at 
3 p.m. 
Next week, the Start - ,  
dard will feature a full 
wrap-up of the event, 
along with contributed 
stories and photos-- hope- 
fully of the Terrace team 
. raising the ichampionship 
banner. 
JONATHAN MAJOR of our hometown Terrace team 
takes a practice swing in preparation for the Junior 
Babe Ruth Provincials, this week at Rotary Park. 
EYED: Minor Hockey Leagues are encour- 
aged to create more anti-violence initiatives 
Hockey violence report 
calls on NHL for help 
A REPORT commissioned by the provincial gov- 
ernment is calling on the NHL and other profes- 
sional leagues to help reduce violence in sports. 
The SportSafe report on violence in amateur 
hockey was released by project leader and former 
media sportscaster Bernie Pascall and small busi- 
ness, tourism, and culture minister Ian Waddell on 
June 28. 
"We all share a responsibility for bringing more 
respect and fair play to the game of hockey," said 
Pascall, in a press release. "People across B.C. 
love the game, and they want to do whatever they 
can to ensure young players continue to enjoy it." 
The report comes after a storm of controversy in 
the hockey world after Boston Bruins' Marty Mc- 
Sorley high-sticked Vancouver Canuck Donald 
Brashear across the head in an NHL game earlier 
this year. 
Brashear was hospitalized, and McSorley is fa- 
cing assault charges. 
The project interviewed over 100 people, in- 
cluding former NHL stars Guy Lafleur and Bobby 
Orr and current NHLers Alexander Mogilny and 
Mattias Ohlund. 
Some of the report's key recommendations in-
clude implementing violence "zero-tolerance" po- 
licies for sports facilities, establishing a two-refer- 
ee system for minor hockey, and enhancing coach 
and official education, as well as inviting profes- 
sional leagues to participate in mentorship and 
training programs. 
The development of a provincial action plan 
based on the report's recommendations isthe next 
step for the SportSafe program. 
Rosengren aims to rejoin European tour 
FOR A PLACE with so few golf courses, it's almost un- 
believable that Terrace could one day have someone 
playing with the likes of Jack Nicklaus and Hale Irwin 
on the senior PGA tour. 
Dan Rosengren isn't there yet, but the 51 year-old has 
already played on the European Senior tour as well as 
with John Daly and Lee Trevino while in California a 
few years ago. He hasn't always lost to Trevino either. 
Rosengren, originally from the Lower Mainland, has, 
it's safe to say, established himself at the top of the 
northwest's golf scene. 
And it's little wonder - golf has been a part of Rosen- 
gren's life for over 40 years. Starting out as a caddy 
when he was just 10, Rosengren soon started hitting 
balls. 
"I fell in love with the game," he said, as he watched 
people drive balls from his recently opened New Remo 
driving range just west of Terrace. 
But golf soon gave way to soccer for the young Ro- 
sengren. 
"I gave up playing [golf] for a number of years," he 
recalled. "At that time I was a much better soccer 
player." 
When he moved to Terrace in 1971, it wasn't long 
before he discovered the Skeena Valley Golf Club, 
which had opened as a tiny 3-holer just 16 years earlier. 
' Tve  always had an affinity for the course, I 've been 
a part of its growth." 
He began participating in tournaments here almost as 
soon as he got into town and his attachment to the club 
strengthened when he ran it for a stint during the 1980s. 
Twenty-nine years after he first drove a ball at the 
Skeena, he can't remember how many events he's won 
there. 
"Twelve, maybe 14, somewhere around there," he 
said. "A lot of local tournaments [throughout the north- 
west] too, I 've probably won 25-30 events." 
One of those events, the Smithers Senior Open was 
held July 14-16, and he was there. 
But Rosengren has bigger plans - -  travelling to Eur- 
ope to rejoin the European Senior circuit, where he 
played four tour events in 1999. 
"It's a more friendly atmosphere in Europe [than the 
American tour], there's a lot of comraderie. It's cheaper 
to play tbere, but the money you earn isn't the same." 
Rosengren also likes the mix of players that the Eur- 
opean tour attracts. 
"There's players from South Africa, and lots from the 
United States, all over the world really." 
Before European qualifying begins in December, Ro- 
sengren says he's got to work on his putting. 
"Most of it's just a mental aspect of the game," he 
said. " I 've been a very good putter in the past, You just 
have to keep telling yourself that." 
"Right now, my weight and distance is off on 25-30 
footers," 
One area that everyone agrees is Rosengren's 
strength is his accurate driving game. He routinely 
smacks the ball 250 plus yards off the tee, and generally 
lands it in the short grass. 
As for how golf will fare here in the future --  Rosen- 
gren expects the game to take off, especially with the 
Skeena Valley course opening a full 18 hole course later 
this year. : 
DAN ROSENGREN tees off at his New Remo driv- 
ing range. Rosengren thinks golf is about to take 
off in Northwest with the Skeena Valley expansion. 
"People do get bored playing nine holes -- with the 
advent of the 18 holes, it's going to a huge benefit." 
Like most other sports in the northwest, Rosengren 
feels that professional golf instruction is lacking, but the 
young players are catching on anyway. 
"They're really trying to knock me off the hill here," 
he said, "And it might not be long before they do." 
He's opened the driving range in an effort to not only 
save up money for future qualifying schools and travel 
expenses but to also finally provlde a place here where 
people can come with their drivers and let it rip, while 
getting' tips from the best golfer in this neck of the 
woods ,  . . . . .  
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or 
you can e.marl us at 
stan dar d@k e rmode.n et 
attn: Sports. 
July 29-30 
~;¢Terrace Drag Race 
Association races at the 
Terrace Kitimat Airport. 
Sunday, July 30 
-2fTotem Saddle Club 
Gymkhana at the Thorn- 
hill Community Grounds. 
Runs 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
with registration at 10:30 
a.m. 
Saturday, August 5 
-:c Riverboat Day races 
at the Terrace Speed- 
way, 
Sunday, August 6 
• 2< King of the Mountain 
Run, at Terrace Moun- 
tain, Call Jack at 638- 
0751 for more informa- 
tion 
Sunday, August 13 
• ;,rHeart and Stroke 
Charity Scramble at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. 
Sunday, August 20 
~..'~ McBike Wild Descent 
DH Call McBike at 635- 
5225 for more informa- 
tion, 
-.~'Totem Saddle Club 
Gymkhana at the Thorn- 
hill Community Grounds. 
Runs 11a,m, to1 p.m. 
with registration at 10:30 
a,m. 
• ~KIddies Day, last 
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Guide to the 
gymkhana 
SUMMER IS the time 
for gymkhanas. Young 
and old alike almost al- 
ways enjoy watching 
horse and rider tackle the 
scurries or take the turn in 
the keyhole. 
The Totem Saddle Club 
holds gymkhanas about ~ . . . .~  
every three weeks through- / _  -K' ~ ~ [ 
out the summer at the \e  / '  / ~ 1 ~ ,  
Thornhill Community Fair- ~ ~ / ~'- 
grounds. I~ . 
The field of competitors . . . . . . . .  A./ . . . . . . .  
is as diverse as the field of . . . . . . . .  -~] . . . . . . . . .  
horses, with youngsters I[ 
barely out of diapers being 
guided along by their par- Barrel Race 
ents on ponies, while 
grandparents ride a few 
minutes later, on the grounds in a trian- 
The next gymkhana is gle shape. Riders must 
slated for July 30, with the loop around the barrels, 
show beginning at 11 a.m. starting with one of the 
Grab a burger at the can- closest ones, and then pro- 
teen, and enjoy watching ceeding to "cloverleaf" 
the beautiful horses with around the other barrels, 
Copper Mountain in the and return to the finish 
background, line. 
For those not too fami- Ten second penalty is 
liar with gymkhanas, here handed out if a barrel is 
is a guide to some of the. knocked over, with a dis- 
events that are regularly qualification for not fol- 
featured, lowing the pattern or 
knocking down two barrels. 
• Scurry Race 
• Keyhole Race 
Three scurries (bars to 
jump over) are placed on A white chalked key- 
the grounds. Horse and hole is drawn in the dirt. 
rider must jump over the Riders must take their 
scurries turn around a pole horses down a narrow 
at the end and jump over stretch between the lines, 
them again on the way turn around in the fat part 
back to the finish line. The of the keyhole and return 
scurries are two feet high. to the finish line. 
If the rider knocks a If the horse goes outside 
scurry or the pole down, the chalk lines, they're 
they receive a five second disqualified. 
penalty. If they knock two 
down, they're disqualified. 
• Flag Race 
Two barrels are placed 
150 feet apart on the 
grounds. The one closest o 
the finish/start line con- 
tains a flag. The rider must 
grab the flag from the bar- 
rel while mounted and do. 
a figure 8 around the sec- 
( 
ond barrel. On the'way . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
;back to the finish line, the 
rider places (or usually 
throws) the flag into the 
barrel before crossing the 
finishing line. 
I f  they don't manage to 
ge t the flag back into the 
barrel - a common pro- 
blem - they're disquali- 
fied. 
• Barrel Race 
Three barrels are placed Keyhole Race 
Sports Scope 
Canadian team captures 
Around the World rally 
LENNOX MCNEELY and James Waiters won the 
Vintageant category of the Around the World in 80 
Days Rally, which passed through Terrace last 
month. 
McNeely, from Toronto, and Waiters, from Vic- 
toria drove a 1938 Packard Touring Sedan. They left 
London, England on May 1, arriving back on July 
18, 
The trek took them east across Europe and Asia, 
before being flown to North America where they 
passed through Alaska, the Yukon, and northwestern 
B.C., before heading to New York and being flown 
back to Europe. 
Junior Open results 
bode well for future 
KEN EYJOLFSON of Terrace shot a low gross 156 
at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club's Junior 
Open on July 18 to take home the title. 
Eyjolfson finished two strokes ahead of Jon Sat- 
slat, and 15 up on David Clarke, after the two day 
event. 
"They are our future, and they're doing very 
well," said the club's Bruce Carruthers. 
Two young ladies also participated in the event, 
with Kathy Saints filfishing up on Tiffany Wiens. 
Riverboat walk helps 
senior games 
WHEN THE annual Riverboat Days Mite - other- 
wise known as the Monte Cristo Challenge - takes 
to the streets of Terrace on Aug. 6, walkers will be 
contributing towards the B.C. Senior Games in Ke- 
Iowna in September• 
The walk, sponsored by the B.C. Seniors Games 
will start at 10 a.m. at the Royal Canadian Legion, 
(registration at 9 a.m. at the legion) and will follow 
Lakdse Ave. to City Hall. 
There's four age groups, with prizes offered to 
winners and one to the person wearing the best Ri- 
verboat Days costume. 
Entry fees are $10 for children under 15 and $25 
for adults. For more information and for pledge 
sheets to help cover travel to the seniors games call 
Maxine Smallwood at 638-8648. 
World's sma!lest hoop 
team to stop tn Terrace 
WITH AN average height of 4'2, they've got to look 
up almost hree feet to see the faces of NBAers like 
Shaquille O'Neal or Sharif Abdur-Rahim, but they 
can play the game, and provide great entertainment. 
They'll be here playing two games on Sept. 29 at 
Caledonia High School at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Their opponents will be - it s safe to say - the 
taller Terrace & Kitimat Hospice Society Celebrity 
Basketball Team. 
Tournament will bring 
women's soccer here 
WOMEN'S SOCCER teams around B.C. and west  
ern Canada re being invited to Terrace for a Labour 
Day weekend invitational soccer tournament. 
Each team will be gnaranteed toplay at least three 
games in a round robin, and a playoff will follow. 
Referees from the B.C. Soccer Association will of- 
ficiate the games. Prizes will be awarded to the top 
three teams. 
Correction: In last week's Sport Scope, we spelled 
Blessing's women's occer team player Paula Teix- 
eira's name as "Teizera" - sorry about hat. 
Q: P0 y0u have a perso,al 
i,v e,t pla.? 
/ 
A: For a balanced ~~~ I 
portfolio, include: ~i~, O3)0f / 
1. Physical activity ~ ~ t /  
2. Healthy eating ~ ~rl' 
3. Your doctor's advice . . . . .  I® 
www.p0rtkipodi0n,com 
~Ilit#1~ Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Summer Office Hours 
July 4-7: 8:00 am- 3:30 pm 
July 10-28 Office Closed 
July 31 - Aug. 25: 8:00 am- 3:00 pm 
The office will be closed on 
weekends and public holidays. 
Student Transcripts will be mailed 
directly to the student home address by 
the Ministry of Education to, arrive in the 
first week of August. 
Copies of Transcripts cqr ~ be obtained 
from the School office during Office 
Hours at a cost of $2.00 each. 
JULY SPECIALS 
For the month of July, enjoy 
We're Wrapp'en 
The Bear Country Inn 
Teriyaki Beef & Rice Wrap$8 50 
Souvlakl Chicken Wrap $8  99 
wil, h .(] reek Ve,ggies. l{ico & [~g 9 
Turkey Caesar Wrap 
All served -,ith your choice of Fries or Soup or Salad of the Day. 
DINNER 
Calamar i  Combo 
with Chicken Souvlaki, 
Greek Salad, Rice Pilaf, x I , 
• . , % / 
Medlteranean Garhc P~ta - ~ ~ - r. 
a la carte after 4PM " '~  ~ "*" 
~ REAKFAST ~, SERVED 
Until 4PM on Sundays 
4702 Lakelse Ave Terrace 
635-6302 
Where good food 
brings the family 
together! 
FOSTER FAMILY NEEDED 
Ministry for Children & 
Families requires homes 
for children of all ages 
with a variely al l  
behaviours and special 
needs. Remuneration will 
bt, provided based on 
skills and abilities. If 
in aea please call 
2oxrora o,s~ .~311 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
~.~r.'ing Terrace, Kilimat, Smithers &l'rince l~upert 
Monuments Concerned pe~onal 
Bronze Haques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crenlatorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
l Terrace BC V8G lX7 
fA  f'unemlSen/ce Phone 635-2444 •Fax 635-635-2160 
At~od0¢~ 24 hour paget' 
@ MISTY RIVER TACKLE & HUNTING 
e 
of the/9 ,. 
By donation- proceeds to your choice: 
Terrace Rod & Gun or 
Skeena Ecosystems for Fishermans Park 
Saturday,  July 
~ l Open 
7am-  1 1 pm 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
5008 Agar Ave, Terrace 638-1369 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
LO • - - / Ad l ld lmo A BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Ingene at the Uthce-. 
'Hey buddy," Brent stuck his head into Tom's "'~ " ~ ~  
office. "Have a heart, will ya?" 
Tom looked up, confused'. 'Whars the matter?" ~ 
.Brent threw him a chocolate heart. "Compliments BASED ON . l~ J [ / l l~  
at Sheila in accounting. AC"TIIA/rnlll~T I I l~ l [g lk  
Those women are really getting into Valentine's "'-'C'~[S~S'~"- [ J J~ l l~ l~ 
Day this year." ' - . . . _ /  
Tom bit into the dark chocolate. "Honestly, this do this to me? Come On .qirls, let's report them." 
investment firm has way. too much spirit. Not like Abe, Sheldon and the-gang wer~ called into 
t ~ld job at the bank. What a gloomy the bess's office. In shock. 
c ~phere. "We swear, we didn't send that tinmrie!" 
"Heck, I don,') even ~et my. wire lingel 
Trevor added, ahhougfi she keeos askina 
ept,for one time...the dcy of. our big 
t p...' Tom started laughim lhy #erical!y. 
~t raised his eyel~rowl. 'You find life 
threatening crime funny, do you?" 
"It was terrifying. Bu't the clay after, we sent the 
female tellers some sexy lingerie to cheer them up. 
They loved itl" 
Brent broke into a sly smile. "Hmmm, I have an 
idea. What'ya say we skip lunch and do some 
toO." 
"And now, for the cards." Brent was shaking 
with laughter. "How about: 'Lots of love from Abe 
in accounting' and 'Thinking of you, love Trevor in 
telemarketina " 
Tom sent me women the gifts through the 
interoffice mail. 
The next day. the women were intrigued by the 
n "lous oacKac es on their desks. 
sm,ea, ro l  v mtinesl What is it? Lin.qerie? 
From Sheldon in shipping?l But l hardly.'know 
him...this is creepy...and isn't he married.,.and 
aren't I MARRIEDV" 
Man@ was not pleased either. "How could Abe 
some..." 
Abe piped up. 'TII bet it was Brent. He's 
looking a little too cocky, lately." 
There was an internal investigation. Brent was 
fired. 
Then Tom was brought in to face his furious 
boss. 
"But this wasn't sexual harassment, boss. It was 
just a joke. You need a sense of humourl" 
The boss fumed. "And YOU need to find 
another obl You're fired." 
The women ran up to Tom. "1 can't believe they 
fired you guysl After all, this whole thing was 
kinda funny..." 
Tom sued for wron.qful dismissal. 
In court, Tom preaded for reason. "Your 
Hanour, this was ht worst a tasteless eke br 
which I apologized. Besides, I just sent the gifts, I 
didn't even buy Ihem." 
The boss huffed. "Your Honour, Tom was fired 
for cause. Such behaviour has no place in our 
corporation." 
Was Tom wrongfully dismissed? You Be The 
Judgd Then look I~elow for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serv ing  the Paci f ic  Nor thwest  
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law Civi l  L i t igat ion Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"The company owes Tom 10 months salad," decided Judge Harrison. "Tom's role in the ill.conceived 
prank was fairly minor. Considering Toms apology, his previous good record, his service with he 
company, the fact that this' was an isolated, event,,, and the office s easygoing attitude relating to 
sexual conduct, Tom was indeed wrongfully fired. 
Today's column is based on a case from British Columbia. If you have a similar problem, please contacl sponsor or 
another lawyer in your province. To provide compelling enlertoinment, we have ficlionalized Ihe names, the 
characlers and the scenarios in the case. Any resemblance to real people is purely coincidental. In the inleres of 
clarily and brevily, the legal issues in the case have been greatly reduced and simplified. 
Claire Bernsteln is a lawyer and nationally syndicated columnist. Copyright 2000 Haika Enterprises. C23-5 
~OI  ERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qual i ty  Care at 
your  service" 
New 8, Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
l [ . Ib t  $-"~'P" i . '1 : ]E :  i 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
1-800-463-1128 
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4630 KEITH, tERRACE - NEXT TO GREYHOUND 
FAX: 635-3081 
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 26, 2000 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
tWeak  (Standard & Advertiser) ~ 13.3B~nn¢. Gsn 
3 week8 (Standard & Advernsel) $25.68'(m¢. OSD 
*Additional words (over 2S) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.90 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
110 ANNrVERSARIES 636 F'IOOSES FOR RENT 
12O BIRrHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
)25 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & ~C)ARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHME 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAOE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 rENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
FfRSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 7IS COMMERCIAL PROPeRIY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE 0Y OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 735 Houses 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOBILES 
330 COMPUTERS 75S OPEN HOUSE 
3S5 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AU~OtdOITVE 
365 MISC. FOR SALE 01D CARS FOR SAtE 
380 TIMBER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SALE 
FITS / FARM RECREAffONAL 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 LIVESTOCK 8S4 AleCRAET 
43S PETS 858 ATVS 
e62 ~OATS / MARINE 
INDUSTRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 
4eo MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EMPLOYMENt 082 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOBILES 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS SERV1CE$ 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRy 
570 TUrORtNO 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARrMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 




The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can slate a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to relaln any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay (he customer Ihe sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertlsemenr will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisemonrs must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser ot only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event grearer than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  .Credit Card No. .Expiry Date_~ 
r'-z V ISA Q MASTERCARD 
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25 .68  
14.71 
27 .02  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
" I =1:1 :~':T~ =11 
Sq'ANDARD 
For longer ud. please use a eeparnte sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
:1145 IN i 
MEMORIAM'I .~.. 
ACORD Enterprises pre-pack. 
aged Dan.D.Pak foods formerly 
sold at the Farmer's Market is 
now available at 4607 Lazelle 
Ave. Bring this ad in and re- 
ceive an 85g snack free(S1.50 
value) with any pumhase. 
BALANCE FASHIONS Sum- 
mer Sale! 20-60% off selected 
items, $25 and under tablel Call 
Associate Gall Fell at 250-638- 
2073 
CATTLE PENNING Burns Lake 
Fall Fair. Eagle Creek Fair- 
grounds Aug. 19-20. Starting 
f 0am. New beginner class. Ent- 
er single if you do not have a 
team. Over $6000 prize men- 
eyl Entries by Aug. 13/00 to 
250-694-3502. Into call 250- 
694-3525 or 694-3448. 
FOR INFORMATION on servic- 
es available to people with dis- 
abilities and the Designated 
Parking Placard Program call 
BCIILRC at 1-877-288-1088 
IS ALCOHOL a problem? Many 
find a solution one day at a time 
with Alcoholics Anonymous. 
250-635-6533 EVANLY.RAYS 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 cdlectors edition 
rated best service and most accurate 
psychics in Cdit in 1998 +1999 
: Career 
Relationships 
a Spouse habits 
s Picking Lotto #'s 
)idyou know that,. 
, IBytheninlhortenthweekafier ,~ .~ I 
I con(e,..tion, theptebom thild sucks :1~I~ i 
I his or her 'humk (urns omersaults, : . I~ i  ~' I
I jump,, squints o close out ligh(, frown~, ......... I 
| s~llows, and moves his or her tongue. | 
| larrace Pro-Ufe Educafiofl Assoc. I 
I ~x 0s2,r~ce I 
I • . , i n  I 
FRANCES BIRDSELL J ! -900-451-4055 J 
CONSULTING ' ~  
oFacilitatidn .Mediation 
"Consensus Process " ' 
*Spanish Translation 
Gall 635-2184 
FOUND: STEEL framed eye- 
glasses at Ferry Island Fly-Fish- 
ing area. Redeem at Misty Riv- 
er Tackle Shop. 
LOST AT Uplands School one 
ball glove marked William Fish- 
er, one bat and ball on July 
17th. If found please call 250- 
635-6350 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hail in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
(•  VIVA CLINIC Recover tour health in a 
natural integrated way. 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
includes environmental 
and food allergy testing 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE 
REFLEX0LOGY, EAR CANDLING 
AURICULAR ACUPRESSURE 
Frances Birdsell, 
Nalural Heallh Practitioner 
Call 635-2194 for an appointment 
4506 Lekelse (~,.==r~ r=~ ~=nl~',~i 
TEEN HOMES NEEDED 
Ministry for Children & Families 
needs faster homes for teens in your 
community. If interesled please cnll 
638-2311, ask for Lee C0xf0rd. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
LOST ON July 10th at Tim Hor- 
ton's Rust colored Ladies Cot- 
ton Jacket. Great sentimental 
jacket. Please return. No ques- 





le arrival i;i:i!iil; !if!; 
I l n  
-"" When we are sad "" 
and lonely and every- 
thing goes wrong, we 
seem to hear you 
whisper "Cheer Up & 
Carry On". Each time 
we see your photo, 
you seem to smile and 
say, "Don't Cry, I'm 
Only Sleeping, We'll 
meet again some day". 
Love Morn & Dad 
Aug. 26/59 
July 28/96 
Patrick Ross Dirnback 
Ii, li i|iii ::~:;. i;:;: ..I~!~ ~! ;i~ 
Marion LaVon 
Dickens 
Nov. 10, 1922 - 
July 14, 2000 
It is with deep sad- 
ness that we 
announce the pass- 
ing of our mother 
and grandmother. 
Marion was coring 
and compassionate 
person. She showed 
that concern every- 
day since moving ) 
Terrace, with her h 
band Harry, 1 9 
ye( ago. She very 
mc enjoyed bein.i 
inv ed in the dail 'r 
lives of her 
grandchildren. 
We will miss you, 
Grandma. 
With aft our love 
Ed and Sharon Ansems, 
Jennifer, Danny and 
Mike 
BRIAN LORNE DERRICK 
Dec. !, 1957-July 27, 1998 
Forever In Our Hearts 
Do not stand at my grave end 
wee ) 
om n )t there, Ido not sleep 
am a thousand winds that blow 
I am lhe diamond glints on snow 
I am the sunlighl on, ripened groin 
lain genlle Autumns rain 
When you awaken in the morn. 
ing's hush 
IBm Ihe swirl upli[lin~ rush of 
Quiet birds in cirdedliaht 
I am lhe soft stars that sl%e at 
nighl 
Do not stand at my grave and 
cry 
am not there. Idid not die 
IF love could have saved you, 
You d still be with us f0day 
I In Lown~ Memory 
J DouqhterMan~i, Mondis h~om 
I Zena, Molher, friend Tina; 
I br0thersJohn, Leonard, Ran; 
I sisters, Wanda, Maida, Heather 
I and Nedra; nephew Nick 
other lelo!ives and friends. 
~,1~ BRi:n5 H MINISTRY OF FOREST OF u,,,,~ (~ 
L..OLUMBIA BRmSH COLUMBIA rot== 
PLANS DEPOSITED 
The Ministry of Forests of British Columbia hereby gives notice that an application 
has been made to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans under the Navigable Waters 
Protection Act, R.S., 1985, Chapter N.22, for approval of the plans snd site of the 
work described herein, Under section 9 of the said Act, the Ministry o( Forests of 
British Columbia has deposited with the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, at 
Vancouver, British Columbia, and in the Office of the District Registrar of the Land 
Registry District or Prince George/Prince Ruped, at Room 153-10n-4th Avenue, 
Prince George, British Columbia, under Deposit No. PP012331, a description of the 
site and plans or a single lane, single span 64,04m long, steel plate girder bridge 
over Shsdin Creek, located a( km 25,0 or the Kuldo Damsumlo Forest Service Road, 
north of Hazeiton, in unsurveyad Crown Land, Cassiar Land District. 
And take notice that the project has been screened pursuant o the Environmental 
Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order, SOR/84-467, and that the 
Department el Fisheries and Oceans has determined that the potentially adverse 
environmental effects that may be caused by the project are mitigative with known 
technology. 
Wr~en objections based on the effect of the work on marine navigation or the envi- 
ronment should be directed, not later than one month from the date of publication of 
this notice, to the Director General, Marine Navigation Services, Canadian Coast 
Guard, Department el Fisheries end Oceans, 350-555 West Hastings Streets, 
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 5(33. 
Smithers, July 20, 2000. S.S. TEHARA, P.Eng. 
Field Engineer, Structures 
School District 82 Coast Mountains 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
School Bus Transportation - Stewart B.C. 
Tenders are invited for the transportation of students living 
in the communities of Stewart and Meziadin BC. The 
successful bid will be required to supply two (2) thirty-two 
passenger school buses (minimum size) and have them 
available at all times to make one round trip per day on 
each of the two established bus routes: ...... ...... : .... ' :*~' 
AJl bidders are required to visit the area and review the 
established routes prior to the tender closing date of 
August 11, 2000. 
Equipment to be in place and running fro school opening 
on September 5, 2000. 
Proposals to be submitted to 
Mr. Robert Gilfillan 
Transportation Superintendent 
School District 82 Coast Mountains 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC, V8G 3E9 
no later than noon on the closing date. 
Inquiries directed to lhe above at (250) 638-4405 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that, the Corporation of the City of Terrace, Terrace, 
B.C., has made application to the British Columbia Assets and 
Lands for a Crown Grant of land generally situated in the City of 
Terrace and shown hatched on the map below. 
J '~  SOUC JOLUFFE AVE i 
The land is more specifically' described as: 
Commencing at the southeast post of Lot A, District Lot 983, 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 12006 planted in the northwest 
corner of the Bailey Street/Mountain Vista Drive intersection 
thence approximately 152 metres in a northern direction at 01 a 
10 35"; thence approximately 211 metres in a westerly direc- 
tion at 172 ° 58' 05"; thence approximately 152 metres in a 
southerly direction at 181 a 14' 15"; thence aporaximately 41 
rnetr.es in an easterly direction at 91 a 05' 05"; hence approxi- 
mately 171 metres in an easterly direction at a 92 a 58' O,~" and 
conta]nina 3.2 ha more or less. 
TI e purpose for which the land is required is for parkland 
d, velopment. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corpor.atlqn, Skeena Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smilhers, B.C. V0J 
2NO Telephone: (250) 847-7331 File No. 6406799. 
Be advised that any res .~.nse to this advertisement will be con- 
sidered part of tile public record. For information, contact 
Freedom of Information Advisor, British Columbia Assets and 
Land Corporation, Skeena Region, (250)8~47-7352, 
IIIII I |111  I I I  
d~lS~p, CALLING FOR TENDERS FOR ¢ 
WHITE BOTI'OM MAIN TIMBER SALE LAYOUT u,~,~¢ Faints 
CONTRACT SBFO1DKM-O09 
Sealed Tenders for the White Bottom Main Timber Sale Layout Contract No, 
SBFO1DKM-OOg, under the SmaU Business Forest Enterprise Program, will be 
received by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C.. V8G 1L1, until 9:30 a,m, on August 4, 2000. This con- 
tract will require the layout of approximately 20.0 hectares of Tlmber Sales in 2 
blocks, 
Contract particulars package can be obtained at the Kalum Forest District Office 
between 8:00 a,m. and 4:30 p,m., Monday to Friday. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the low- 
est or any lender will not necessarily be accepted, 
Contract award is subject o funding being available at the time. 
Court Bailiff Sale 
1he Court Bailiff will offer For sale the interest in the following Judgment 
Debtor: Thomas Cedric Tait, Deborah Emmaline Taft, 
David Ruben Gray, Kathy Sylvia Marilyn Gray. 
One 2000 Yamaha Model R6 Motorcyde- VIFt JYARJ04NTYA001819 
Sold on a "As is, Where is" basis, no guarantees or warranties implied or 
given. 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff's office up to the hour of 
12:00 noon, July 31, 2000. 
Sole may he Babied to cancellation without notice. '[he Court Bailiff reserves 
the right to adjourn the sale without notice and apply to the Court for 
further diredion if the need arises. 
Terms of Sole: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft or money order in 
the amount 0L 10% of the bid offered and mode payable to Caledonia Court 
Bailiff Services, The 10% deposit may be waived in special circumstances. 
The balance of the bid, plus applicable tokes to be paid immediately upon 
acceptance of the bid, failure ta do so may result in forfeiture ofthe deposit. 
Highest bid not necessarily accepted. 
Bailiff Sale 
1995 GMC Ught Duly C/KI500, 115,372 kms. 
For Appointmenl to view and for further information, please conrad 
the undersigned. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
3-4554 Lozelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
R. Smith 
250.635-7649 
INVITATION TO BID 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "TERRACE ELKS SENIORS 
HOUSING" will be received at the office of: 
Royce Candle Architect Inc. 
#200 - 3219 Eby street 
Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 4R3 
tel: (250) 635-7191 
fax: (250) 635-2107 
up to 2:00 p.m. local t ime. Wednesday. Auaust 30. 
2O0O. 
In general terms the project consists of 21 residential units 
above a ground level concrete parking garage. There are 16 
two bedroom units and 5 one bedroom units, Three floors 
of residential units have gross area of 25,900 sq. ft. 
Bid depository rules shall not anply and all trades shall 
submit their bids directly to General Contract Bidders, A list 
of General Contract Bidders will be available from the 
Architect. 
General Contractors may obtain a set of construction docu- 
ments from the Architect on deposit of $200.00 refunded 
only upon return of the documents in good condition 
within ten (10) days of close of tenders, 
Documents will be available for inspection from: 
Terrace Construction Association 
Kitimat Plan Room 
Bulkley Valley Lakes District Construction Association 
Northern B.C, Construction Association 
Vancouver Regional Construction Association 
Surrey Plan Room 
Southern Interior Construction Associations: 
- Kelowna Plan Room 
- Kamloops Plan Room 
- Penticton Plan Room 
General Contractors must be registered with the B.C. Home 
Owners Protection office and must supply a third party 10 
Year Warranty complying with the B,C. Home Owners 
Protection A~t. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a bid bond drawn tn 
favour of the Owners in the amount of $50,000,00, or ten 
percent (10%) of the tendered sum, which will be forfeited 
on failure of the tenderer to enter into a contract when 
required. 
The successful tenderer is required to furnish a Performance 
Bond in an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of the con- 
tract price, within fourteen (14) days after notification of 
award of the contract. 
CONSULTANT OWNERS 
Royce C0ndie Architect Inc .  Terrace Elks Seniors Housing 
#200-3219 Eby Street Society 
Terrace, B.C. P,O. Box 597 
V8G 4R3 Terrace, B,C, 
tel: (250) 635-7191 V8G 4BS 
fax: (250) 635-2107 
contact: R. Candle, MAIBC 
240PERSONALS ' 365  : i: :,ii ~ ' 
M ISCELLANEOUS 
, FORSALE " 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.00/min, Credit card bill- 
ing, 1-900-870-7647 $3.gg/min 
Website: www,discreettalk.com 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved, Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-3". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement.  Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan,com, 
THE HEALING Rose Aro- 
matherapy Massage offers Bri- 
dal parties. Special Discount 
rates, Call Susan 250-635-2406 
for more infomation. 
1 GOLD fridge, 1 gold stove, 
white washer & dryer. 1 mi- 
crowave, kitchen table, 4 chairs, 
2 vcrs, various coffee and end 
tables. 250-635-4429. 
LESAGE UPRIGHT Piano in 
excellent condition. $1500 
OBO. 250-635-4640 
GARAGE SALE at 4707 Tuck 
avenue. Furniture, 4 motomas- 
ter 75R15 tires, chainsaw, misc. 
small appliances, lawnmower. 
July 29th 8:30 a.m. 
: i - .  365: i:~:: ' 
MISCELEANEOUS 
FOR SALE/;  
. .  " • ': . / .  
HORSE AUCTION BC Live- 
stock is having aHorse Auction 
Sale Friday Aug. 25th. Tack 
4:30 pm and Horses at 6:00 
pro. Consignments are wel- 
come. Phone 250-573-3939. 
Terms of payment for purchas- 
es is cash or cheque. 
330 COMPUTERS 
410.FARM :: 
' •EQUIPMENT = : 
BUILD YOUR business thru e- 
commerce. Secure websites in- 
experienced can build in 30 
minutes. $20-32 monthly, no 
front end fees; Also ground lev- 
el MLM opportunity, www.web- 
forwealth/rainbowsend.com 
MAC CLASSIC, keyboard, 
mouse, all cables, all manuals, 
style writer printer, style writer 
power adaptor, style writers 
owners guide. $250 abe. HP 
Desk Writer C Color Printer for 
Mac Computers, all manuals in- 
cluded. $300 abe. Call 635- 
2158 anytime. 
30-FT airstream traveltrailer, 
$8,000. Houseboat & trailer, 
$1000. 20 ft. Stamraft cabin- 
cruiser, $3500. Riverboat & 
trailer, $500. 14 ft aluminum 
boat with 9.8 mercury motor & 
trailer, $900. V8 marine motor & 
leg, $800. Camper $900. 250- 
697-2720 
7X16FT GARAGE Door, $300. 
2-34 inch interior doors 
w/frame, $40 each. 32 inch Fire 
Door $75. Call 250-638-8102 
AIR CONDITIONER replace- 
ment for R12 and R134a, no 
retrofitting, runs colder than 
R12, less leakage. Do it your- 
self, safe to use. Redtex Dealer. 
250-567-9969 
MUST SELL! New- never usedl 
"Life Gear" Saturne excercise 
machine. Will add mini =Life 
Gear" trampoline. Retail $349, 
will sell for $250 OBO. Call 250- 
635-5005 
ROAD CLOSURE r-~, 
The British Columbia Ministry of Forests advises motorists that the Wedeene Forest 
Service Road will be closed at km 24 for replacement of,ha Raley Creek Bridge. The 
closure is effective July 24, 2000 and will extend two (2) weeks, to August 7, 2000. 
Please direct any inquires to the Engineering Officer, Don Vetoer, at the Kalum Forest 
District Office, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, V8G 1L1 or call 
(250) 638-5100. 
i;, 
~.~BPJ:riSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~, , ,~=~¢ 
LOLUMBI~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A64880 ~"' 
Pursuant o Section 20 of ,ha ForestAct. a Timber Sale Licenco is being offered for 
sale, 
Closing Date: August 3, 2000 at 10:30 a.m, District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Airport Rats (Terrace) Term: Ono (1) year 
Volume: 8,415 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpege Rate: $27.24 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlcg grades. 
Species: Hemlock 17%, Pine 83%, more or tess 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (1). 
Logging System: Ground based 
"~is licence requires the building of approximately 700 metres of on-bleck roads and 
approximately 1.0 kilometre of access road under sn associated Road Permit. 
Applications will be acoopted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VeG 1 L1 until 10:30 ,z.m. on August 3, 2000. 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider )n their application. 
This materiel, application forms, and other information about the Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale , 
Licence A64880. i 
~ ..,BPJ:IIsH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u,=.. ¢ 
LOLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCEA64881 r.=.,= 
Pursuan o Sec ion 20 of he Fdres Act, a ~m~et Sae Licence is being offered for" 
sale . . . .  , .... . 
Closing Date: August 3, 2000 at 8:30 a.m. Dlat,lct: Kslum 
Oeographlc Location: Airport Flats (Terrace) Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 4,879 cubic metres, more o, less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $27.43 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Species: Hemlock 16%, Pine 84%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Catsgory One ( 1 ), 
Logging System: Ground based 
This licence requires tho building of approximately 300 metros of on-block roads and 
approximately 300 metres of access road under an associated Road Permit, 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest Dislrict, 200.5220 
Keffh Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on August 3, 2000. 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application, 
This material, application forms, and other information about the Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from the abovo Forest Distdct Office, Specify "limber Sale 
Licence A64881. 
TENDER FOR 
VEHICLE RENTAL CONCESSIONS 
AT THE TERRACE - KITIMAT AIRPORT 
The Terrace-Kltlmat Airport Society Is offering by public tender 
three Iicences to operate a vehicle rental concession at the 
Terrace-Kitlmat Airport. The licences will be for a period of five 
(5) years with an option to renew for a further term of five (5) 
years. The Ilcence term will begin on September t, 2000. 
Tenders close Friday, August 18, 2000. 
• Tender documents are available from: 
Rick Reed, Airport Manager 
Terrace-Kltimat Airport Society 
RR#4 
Terrace, B,C, V8G 4VZ 
Telephone: (Z50) ~35-Z659 
FAX: (Z50) ~38-0059 
E-Mail apm@os~.net 
~B~T~H MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
LOLUMBIA 
NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and in the envelopes provided, accom- 
panied by bid band or bank draft as defined in the Condilians of 
Tender, will be received by the Regional Manager, attention 
Engineering Section, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. up to 2:00 
p.m. local time, Auqusl 16, 2000, and opened in public at thai lime 
and date. 
The contract consists oF supply.and construclion complete including 
approaches of Sanskisoot Creek Bridge in Kalum Forest District. The 
work entails conslrucllon of a 46.1m long slngle-span steel plate 
girder bridge with precast concrete deck sup .portal on concrete caps 
welded to driven steel pipe piles. It also includes placement of bridge 
end fills and rlp-rap fur bankpratection. 
Tender documenls camphte with envelopes, plans, speclficatians and 
conditions o~ tender are available fur the sum o[ $30.00 plus 7% P.5.T. 
and 7% G.S.T. [or a tale] oF $34.20 from: 
Regional Manger, Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Engineering Section 
3726 Al|red Avenue 
Smlthers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0 
The documents may be viewed at the Regional or lhe Dislrict Office 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p..m. Monday through 
Fr day, except holidays. Payment fur contrad documentatlon shall be 
made by cerlified cheque or money, order, .r~. de p.ayabh to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non- 
refundable. 
All inquiries should be made to the Reglonal Struclural Engineer, S.S. 
Tehara, P. Eng., Smlfhers, B.C., phone 847-7450. 
This solicitallon is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal 
Trade. 
No tenders shall be considered having any qualifying clause whatso- 
ever, and the lowest or any tender will not necessarilybe accepted. 
Smilhers, B.C. Regional Manager 
File: 11250.85/9798.01 
BUILDINGS-PORTABLE 
Classrooms, Offices, Storage, 
24'x40' near new, Salmon 
Arm/So,ante. Easy moves. Ex- 
cellent value. Immediate sale. 
First come, Where is. All Sea. 
sons 250-675-2749, 250-656- 
7922 
FOR SALE: 1-8 foot freezer. 1- 
6 foot freezer 1-8x20 Construc- 
tion trailer. Please call after 
5PM. 250-635-9171 
FOR SALE: Norco Girls Bike: 
Mini Mountaineer 21" wheel, 12 
speed, mudguards, good condi- 
tion. $75. BMX 12" wheel, foot 
brake. $20. Sears X-Cargo ar 
top carrier 15 cu.ff. $70. Nordic 
Tracker X-country excercise 
machine. Scan, speed, dis- 
tance, time recorder. Graphite 
edge. Like NEW condition. 
$650 new, $300. Call after 6:00 
p.m., 250-635-5271 
FREE STANDING Maytag dish- 
washer. Best offer. 250-635- 
5504 
LEGAL HELP on any matter. 
Top Quality Professionals at a 
price you can afford. Confiden- 
tial. For free information, call 1- 
800-668-3112. 
MASSAGE TABLE: used $250 
and $395. Master/Teacher en- 
ergy healing bed $595. Call Toll 
free and ship today (250) 722- 
7214. 
MUSKOXEN RUG - 3/4 head 
mount, wildlife export permit 
$2300. 250-635-9312 
ONEWAY TICKET for sale. 
July 28 Smithers to Vancouver, 
or Smlthers to Calgary. For fe- 
male passenger. $150 OBO. 
250-635-0534 
SATELLITE PROBLEMS? In 
the Dark? 745 ext. problems? 
The 20O's missing? We have 
the ix. Call Frank 250-846-9762 
or cell at 250-847-1043 
M.Ea Custom 
Cut Mouldings 
I -~-V LE~ PINE 
f 1 
IX4 strapping, fencing & more/ I 
-v oo% OuARAN~SE 
On all Products customized to 
meet all of your needs! 
renew or add 
a touch of class 
to any room. 
Phone:  (250)  845-7399 
Tall Free: 1-868-845-3399 • 
Fax: (250) 845-3599 
Located on 3rd Ave. In 
Houston Industrial Park i 
®MedicAlert 
A' I .  WAYB a N  e"  A I . L ,  
w.Ww .ira e d i ca I e'r t .  ca ;  
" For ,  more  i~for~m&t : lOn  ". :,,. 
1;1=100;668¢.1;5,07 
NADINA ENTERPRISE, wood- 
working: T&G 1'x4" $0 31 
lin.ft]l"x6" $0.39 lin.ftJ2"x6" 
$0.59 lin.ft Logcabtn siding 
2"x6" $0.69 lin.ft. Cabin logs, T 
&G 4"x6" $1.29 lin.ft/6"x6" $2.10 
Itn.ft. Flooring, pine, 1"x6" 
$0.65. Prices by lin.ft.Call Albert 
250-695-6954 
RETIRING OR Closing Store? 
We pay top cash dollar for your- 
inventory! Surplus Herby's 
Kamloops. Phone John or Todd 
I-P Fax 1-250-376-0834, web 
www.surplusherbys.com email 
J0hn@surplusherbvs.com 
WANTED CEDAR SHAKE 
BLOCKS. WILL PAY CASH. 
PHONE 250-635-5594 OR 604- 
826-1186 
JOHN DEERE 410 Round Bal- 
er 8001bs bales, excellent con- 
dition. Asking $3900. Phone 
250-847-0774 
ONE FARM king electric grain 
roller. Asking $1000 abe. Call 
Houston 250-845-7707 
ATHLETIC 12 year old Morgan 
Arab Mare for sale. 15.1 hh. 
Great on trails and in gymkha- 
na. Good jumper, lots of cross 
country experience and lots of 
potential. Trailers well, to a 
good home only. $2400 abe. 
250-635-4640 
CAGEN CONTR. LTD. HAY 
AND GRAIN SALES. Glen, 
250-638-0254 
HAY FOR Sale: Dry Green: Ti- 
mothy and square bales. $3 a 
bale in the field. Call 250-845- 
7867 
A Different 
Kind Of Tack 
Store 
~rry acomplete llne 
ilish & Western Tack 
S, pparel, Australian 
oat k ~/ear, Herbs 
and Supplements, 
Grooming Products, 
Books and Tapes, Cards, 
Silver Accessories, 
Jewehry, Gifts and More. 
If we don't have it, 
we'll find it for you! 
Mail Orders Welcome. 
4628 Greig Ave., Terrace 
Ph: 638-7252 
Fax: 638-7253 
OMINECA LLAMA - Alpaca 
Ranch, Breeding stock, fiber 
animals, pet quality animals, 
wool sales, Alpaca duvets & pil- 
lows, manure sales, 250-695- 
6584. Email dmontald@future. 
net.bc.ca 
EzUuip e   =' 
lizWe are back to our summer hours d 
L Tues. - Sat. J 
ADORABLE PUREBRED 
Cockerspaniel puppies. Born 
June 6, 4 females, 2 males, first 
shots & deworming incl. $350 
each. 250-635-9260 
CATHY'S PETCARE, Loving 
care for your pets & home while 
you are away. 250-638-7824 
ROTTWEILER PUPPIES Pur- 
ebred CKC registered. Excel- 
lent lineage. Conformation. In- 
telligence. Health. Approved 
homes only. Ready in Septem- 
her. Call 250-847-3110 or 250- 
847-1591 
1988 KENWORTH-475 Cum- 
mins pole trailer scales 
$28,000. 1986 Ford tandem 
dump - 400 cat $19,500. 1992 
Midland pup $8,500. 24' Tug- 
boat-671 GMC diesel c/w trailer 
$30,000. 52' tower- new wesl 
winch, 3 drum, 2 shaft, 453 
GMC diesel. $15,000. Sander- 
son Cyclone drill on 1HC tan- 
dem $8,000. Newage Stamford 
generators #1 KVA 43.75 
$6000 #2 KVA 15.6 $5000. 2 
Bamfords generators KVA 12 
$2500 each. Call Richie at 250- 
698-7351 
1994 CAT 416 Loader Back- 
hoe. New tires, two buckets like 
new, four wheel drive, four in 
one front bucket, extendahoe. 
Only 2200 hours. $45,000. Mike 
250-567-2030 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Cmssan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC : , 
BRIDGE TIMBERS available 
mid-August. Creosote treated. 
For more into Call 250-319-  
0653 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
.:r. , ,~ , . 
/ ! :i•! :i < i ? / :• :  ' 
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  CANADIAN TIRE 
5100 HWY. 16 WEST 
635-7178 
TOLL FREE 1-888-317-8473 
OR FAX US AT: 1 (250) 635-6964 
"l'~----J esigned to be built economically from 1/2-inch ply- ".,~ 
;I U I and stsn ard-s ze pne boarda, th s 76-=h  
iL~,.,I tall lighthouse makes a pleasing yard decoration 
lthat can be recognized easily from a distance. The plan~ 
:deaturos full-size, traceable templates to make part lay-~" 
i out simple and accurate. To provide just the right amount 
o1 illumination, the plan describes installation of wiring to "~:: 
i~power three light bulbs in tSe upper part of the light-~ 
house. (#2026-M,..$12.95 plus $3.75 shipping charge) ..... 
~lBI mm Ill= m= l ib am IW mm m= mm mm mm mm mm mm ml  l ib  
i CRAFT PA'rrERNS Home Workshap, Dept. R6C 
; 3545 Stem Avenue, St. Charles, IL 60174 ~:~ 
2026.M Lighthouse for the Yard Plan ............ $16,70 - 
Q 7244 Yard Decorations Plan Packet ............. $27.70 
(#2026.M plus Dutch windmill, wishing wall, Uncle Sam mailbox or 
flag holder, donkey cart planter end three cow decoration plane) 
Q 96 "You Can Make It" Calalog ......................... $4,00 
(Shows hundreds ol plans & books plus $4.00 rebels offer) 
IL residents add 6.5% sales tax - -  prices include delivery charges . /  






terrace.builders@ass.net, 8oo470 parr i1'1111 
FAX (250) 635-5093 T IN I~.  
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
® 
Ter race  Co-op  
Home Centre 
2912 Molitor St,, Terrace 635-9595 
Toll Free 1-800-848-6347 
 BUS: (250) 638-8700 FAX: (250) 635-4465 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
DO-IT-YOURsELF BOOKS & VIDEOS AVAILABLE 
MANY WSTORE PLANS & IDEAS 
IRLY BIRD BUILDING CENTRE 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace V8C 1J7 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 26, 2000- B7 
TERRACE AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 
Mills Memorial Hospital requires Licensed Practical 
Nurses for permanent full and part-tlme positions in the 
Acute Care Inpatient Units. 
Qualified applicants will have recent nursing experience 
and be eligible for membership with the College of 
Licensed Practical Nurses of British Columbia. Terms and 
conditions of employment are as per the HEU contract. 
For further information please contact: 
Human Resources 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue 





The successful candidate must  be able 
to deal effectively with the public, have 
a posit ive at t i tude,  and a desire to earn  
above average  income. P rev ious  sales 
experience is an asset. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
Bob Costa in  
c/o 4916 H ighway 16 West  
Terrace, B.C. 
Out  of town Fax: 638-1650 
 R 'C'cE TERRACE 
R.E .M.  LEE THEATRE MANAE 
The Terrace Community Facility Societ~ 
seeking a part-time manager to co-ordin 
communib, use of R.E.M. Lee Theatre. ' 
successful candidate will possess excell 
communication skills,, have at least th 
years marketing experience and have 
proven track record in a managem 
position. Duties include promoting c 
supervising public use of the theat 
providing technical assistance, managi 
revenue sources and ensuring security a t  
facility. 
This contract position commenc 
September 1 'f and requires flexible ha. 
including evenings. The contract will 
based on an average of thirty hours I: 
week and will be of interest to those seeki 
$20,000 to $30,000 per year based 
experience. 
Interested candidates may apply I 
submitting a detailed resume to: 
Terrace Community Facility Society 
P.O. Box 512, Terrace, BC, V8G 4B5 
Applications must be submitted no lal 
than Friday, August 11 ~'. Candidat 
considered for an interview will be contactq 
by telephone. 
1 Empbyment 0pp0rtunity 
GIS Technician 
Nisga'a Lisims Government is seeking applications 
from individuals qualified to fill the above position 
which will be for e six month term and will be based in 
New Aiyansh, BC. The GIS technician will have at least 
3 years experience with GIS applications. The 
technician will provide GIS support to Nisga'a Lisims 
Government (NLG), through the Lands and Resources 
Directorate. Duties will include the production of GIS 
mapping projects for the resources related departments 
of NLG. The incumbent will also be expected to 
manipulate digital coverage data and generate custom 
coverage outputs including accurate topographic and 
cadastrol maps. Other duties include the maintenance 
of accurate and efficient GIS files. 
The successful applicant will possess a degree, 
ecluivalent certification, or experience in GIS or other 
related computer applied technologies. The position 
requires a high level of computer expertise, including 
an understanding of GIS concepts andprinciples and a 
strong working knowledge of ARC/INFO GIS. The 
successful applicant will also be self-motivated, possess 
good organization skills, and be able to work well 
under pressure. Familiarity and knowledge of the Nass 
Valley and the Nisga'a culture would be an asset. 
Salary will be commensurate with education and 
experience. 
The position will report to the Lands Manager. 
The closing date to submit applications for this 
position will be 5:00 p.m. Friday, August 18, 20qlJl]l~ 
Please forward your resume, reference'~l!W~ 
covering letter to: 
Director of Lands and Resobrces 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
P.O. Box 231 
New Aiyansh, BC 
V0J 1A0 
Fax 250-633-2051 or 
Email: oliveF@nisgaa.net or .dianeC@nisgaa.net 
B8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 26, 2000 
510 BUSINESS 
QPPORTUNITIES : I Carpet, vinyl and floor covering store 
Nationally affiliated, located in North Western 
BC, is seeking a Store Manager. Experience 
required in all areas of responsibility which 
include residential and commercial estimation 
and sales, purcl~asing, inventory controls and 
accounts receivable. Must be computer 
literate, experience with a computerized 
accounting package would be an asset, 
Please send resume, references and 
expected remuneration to: 
,~ c/o Williams Lake Tribune I Box #939 
188 North 1st Ave. 
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1Y8 
510 BUSINESS - 
OPPORTUNITIES • 
I I  
I I  
EMVI~-~NMEIqTmL 
CONbU LT~ N Tb ,~ 
Morrow Environmental Consultants Inc, (MECI) 
is a leading consulting firm specializing in envi- 
ronmental assessment, contaminated site reme- 
diation, environmental auditing, and project 
management. Our commitment to excellence 
also extends to our workplace. By providing a 
balance of interesting projects, competit ive 
compensation, an attractive benefits package, 
and a casual workplace the members of our 
team enjoy careers offerlng plenty of challenges 
and rewards. 
As a result of our high level of success and 
subsequent growth we currently have opportu- 
nities for Scientists and Engineers, with a 
strong background in earth and environmental 
sciences, available in our Prince George office 
and other Northern BC locations. These positions 
will entail work in contaminated site assessment 
and remediation within the oli & gas, forestry 
and mining industries. 
To be considered for career development 
opportunities in elther technical or project man- 
agement roles candidates will possess the fol- 
lowing: minimum 3 years relevant contaminated 
site experience; strong oral and written commu- 
nication skills; registration or eligibil ity for regis- 
tration with APEGBC an asset. 
Please send cover letter, referring to this ad, 
and your detailed resume to the attention of 
Jason Oliver - fax. (2.50) 56Z-5128, email 
careers@morrowenv.com, or ma l l  to 154 
Quebec St., Prince George, B.C. V2L I W2. We 
thank all applicants for their interest; however, 
only short listed candidates will be contacted. 








• the== I l l  
\ .  
TER,~C:  IE. K fT IMAT 
P I~ I t JE : ;E  R U F'rr-JFIT 
We're looking for enthusiastic, energetic self 
starters who want to write their own success storyl A 
post-secondary marketing education and/or previous 
experience is required, along with an energetic, 
positive outlook and strong communication skills. 
Send your resume and cover letter, including 
references, to: 
Telernedia Radio (West) Inc. 
Retail Sales Manager, 
4625 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1S4 
Closing date for applications is August 4, 2000 
Ministry For Children And Families 
cBRJTISH FAMILY CARE HOME 
OLUMBIA REQUIRED FOR "JASON" 
• 15 Years old; 
• Development ofschool program in progress; 
• ADHD; 
• Very social; 
, Enjoys outdoor activities such as camping, fishing, etc.; 
• Has severe learning disabilities; 
° Likes weight lifting and biking; 
, Has difficulty with anger management; 
• Two parent family with younger or no children preferred. 
Specialized family care rates are available to 
potential caregivers willing to care for "Jason" 
while providing him with a secure and loving 
environment.. , , l l  
Contact Anne at : I~  
The Ministry for Children & Families.Big I='osti~l'illl(J 
NI~I Phone: (250) 638-2311 IluI a difference. 
:::::540:HELP::: : :  
. . . .  WANTED : 
Based in Terrace, BC and reporting directly to the C.E.O. of the North West Community 
Health Services Society, this individual will have the opportunity and primary 
responsibility to oversee the implementation of the North West Regional Mental Health 
Plan for integrated community and hospital inpatient services across the Region. 
Salary is negotiable. 
The Director will be expected to work effectively in a complex administrative 
environment consisting of the North West Community Health Services Society, the 
Terrace and Area Community Health Council, the other Community Health Councils, 
Aboriginal Associations, and other stakeholders with the common goal of achieving best 
practice services for Mental Health clients in the Region. This is a Senior Management 
position with a combination of direct and functional responsibility for budgets totaling 
approximately $5,000,000. 
Applicants should possess a Masters degree in a Mental Health related discipline or 
Health Administration with at least 7 to 10 years of experience in a senior position in a 
related field. 
Valid class 5 driver's license is required and you may be required to use your own 
vehicle on Society business. The successful applicant is subject to satisfactory 
references including a criminal record review. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting competition #NW00:050 to: Gary Roper, 
Acting CEO, North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; 
E-malh gary.roper @ nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
App/ications and resumes must be received no/ater than 4:30 p.m., August 11, 2000. 
North West Community Health Services Society thanks all interested applicants, 
however, only those applicants who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
North West £0~uMty Health.sei.viceS . . . .  sode~.: - , . . 
• . , .  ~ . ' ;  ' : . . . .  ' . . . . . .  : ': i~  "~' ' i ' , : ;  ~" ' " " ' :~" ' " 
The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting applications 
for the position of part-time Continuing Care Nurse (0.5 Home Care Nursing and 0.2 Long. 
Term Care Case Management) based in our Hazelton office. Salary range: $21.40 - 
$26.50 per hour. 
In this position, you will use independence and initiative to plan, organize, implement 
and evaluate professional nursing care for clients of all ages with chronic, acute, 
palliative or rehabilitative health care needs in community settings. As the successful 
applicant, you will act as a single contact point for Continuing Care Services and carry 
out regular case management duties with non-acute clients in the community. 
Qualifications: • Licensed to practice nursing in the province of British Columbia under 
the Registered Nurses Act • two years related experience within the past five years in 
acute care nursing and/or community home care nursing • additional post-basic courses 
in gerontology and/or rehabilitation and/or psychology/psychiatry would be an asset 
• BSN or equivalent combination of education and experience preferred 
You may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business and transportation 
arrangements must meet operational requirement of the Society. The successful 
applicant is also subject to satisfactory references Including a criminal record review. 
A job description may be obtained upon request. Your application must clearly Identify 
how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all Inquiries quoting competition #NWOO:037 to; Sue Samuelson, Human 
Resources Administrator, North West Community Health Services Society, 
3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4T2, Tel= (250) 638-2272; 
Fax: (250) 638-2264; E-mall: aue.samuelson@nwch.hnet.bc.cs 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., August 4, 2000. 
North West Community Health Services Society thanks all interested applicants; 
however, only those applicants who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
1988 410C Turbo John Deere 4 
wheel drive backhoe. 4 In one 
bucket, low hour, good condi- 
tion, asking $25,000. Call 250- 
845-2257 
13 PAD Mobile Home Park (6 
acres) Telkwa. BC. Mountain- 
ous valley. Grosses $30,000 a 
year. Future expansion poten. 
tial. Asking $285,000. Phone 
250-497-7193, R. Beaubien, 
#9-1410 Cedar Sir. Okanagan 
Falls BC V0H 1 R0 
FAMILY OWNED Taxi compa. 
ny in beautiful northern BC. Ex. 
cellent local business and major 
contract. Owner wanting to re- 
tire due to health. House aail- 
able if needed: Send replle to 
Bx B c/o Quesnell Cariboo Oh- 
server, 188 Carson Avenue, 
Quesnel, DC, V2J 2A8 
FINANCIAL SERVICES com- 
pany, in business for over 100 
years is looking to expand. 
Training provided. Full benefit 
package and training allow- 
ance. Please submit resume to 
file #66, c/o Terrace Standars, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, BC, 
VSG 5R2. 
HOMEBASED WINDOW cover- 
ing business, complete line of 
drapery, upholstery and blind 
samples. Includes racks, photo- 
copier, fax, file cabinet and 
design books. Serious inquiries. 
250-635-8284 
MUST SELL (Health Reasons) 
Lucrative dollar store Reduced 
from $89,000 to $75,000. In- 
cludes stock, shelving, till, 
phones, etc. Fax 250-453-9605 
9:30-5:30 Men-Sat. Tel. 250- 
453-9868. Serious Inquiries 
only. 
NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs off- 
ers for sale by bid: Business 
Opportunity. Entire Bakery 
equipment, complete setup, lo- 
cated on 9th street in Houston. 
Previously operated as the 
Chuck Wagon Bakery. Includes 
complete bakery Inventory other 
than perishables including com- 
plete kitchen and dining room 
fixtures, which allow this to be 
sold as a full bakery. Current 
premises are not available for 
lease, however bidder may wish 
to contact RE/Max Houston for 
building purchase information. 
For an Inventory list call Gordon 
at 250-563-2075. To view the 
goods call to make an appoint- 
ment. Bids accepted at North 
Central Bailiffs Ltd., 2706 Jas- 
per St., Prince George, BC, V2L 
5B2 or by fax, 250-563-2024. 
Closing date - open. Highest or 
any other bid not neccessarily 
accepted. Sale subject to can- 
cellation or adjournment. 
r D is tance .  Of fe r ings  
Computer  Techno logy  
Program,  Fa l l  2000 
The following courses will be offered this fall via the World 
Wide Web. Upon successful completion students will receive 
credit owards a certificate inComputer Technoloqy. 
CPTE 132 - 3 credils 
(Introduclion to Slruclured Programming using QBASIC) 
This course introduces tructred programming using QBASIC. 
Programming assignments will require the use of the three 
control structures and various modes of programming input 
and output (keyboard, file and monitor). Students will apply 
arrays, functions, procedures, and subroutines to 
programming assignments. 
CPTE 141 - 4 credils 
(Office Applications 1) ° 
This is a course in office applicationswithin th_ Windows 
environment. Students will develop and above average ability 
in the use of word processing, spreadsheet and presentation 
graphice applications. ' 
Interested students can register at any Northwest Community 
College campus and are advised to contact he Program 
Coordinator in advance of starting the course. Courses will 
begin the first week of September. Enrollments are limited so 
apply early. 
:~:~:':~;~%i: N ....... .............. : , !~:  Of f i ce  st:::::::::.:: 
:!iiii~i:~ iii!CO mm~n!ty::::::::::::::: 638-5469 
:::::::::(~i~:::~ib:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 635-6511 
Houston Forest Products Company, a joint venture with 
Weldwood of Canada and West Fraser Timber Co., has an 
excellent opportunity at our mill in Houston, B.C. 
Maintenance 
Supervisor 
Reporting to the Maintenance Superintendent, this position 
is responsible for leading Ihe maintenance crew in a safe, 
efficient fashion, contributing to ihe management of 
maintenance costs, assuming a leadership role in major 
equipment rebuilds and capital projects and enhancing the 
reliability and efficiency of mill equipment. This position will 
involve shift work. 
You possess either a post-secondary education In 
mechanical engineering or trade qualification wiih several 
years of maintenance experience In a solid wood production 
facility. Strong leadership, budgeting, and problem solving 
skills are required. A thorough knowledge of computer 
applications is preferred. 
Located in the heart of Bulkley Valley, 320 km west of Prince 
George, Houston is a friendly, modern community of 3,800, 
offering outstanding year-round recreational ctivities. The 
town also offers good schools, sports facilities, a shopping 
mall and a health centre. Houston Forest Products Company 
operates a hl-tech, state of the art lumber nanufacturlng 
facility, producing approximately 205 million board feet 
annually. 
Acompetitive salary, comprehensive benefils and relocation 
assistance is included. 
To explore this opportunity with us, submit your resume 
In confidence prior to August 11, 2000 to: 
Human Resources Manager 
Houston Forest Products Company 
Box 5000, Houston, BC V0J lZO 
Fax: (250) 845-5301 IS i l t l l  i~~-~ 
PETER WALLIN Independent 
Associate Pre-paid legal servic- 
es. Ph. 250-638-0204 days, 
250-635-9232 evenings. Email 
www.walleve @ tel us.net 
RETAIL STORE-Specialty' "r" 
shirts & more. 10 years in Si- 
camous. BC. Ideal summer In- 
come/south in winter. Minimal 
investment, fixtures plus inven- 
tory. Good location, reasonable 
lease. Phone/fax 250-836-4384. 
Serious InQuiries only please. 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
YOUR DOLLAR Store with 
more. Mall locations available in 
Smithers, Prince George, Mack- 
enzie, etc. We offer franchise, 
location, design, lease negotia- 
tion, training, opening support 
and more. Phone David Uzel- 
man 1-250-860-4225 or 250- 
878-2018. Website: www.dollar- 
store.ca Email: yourdollarstore 
@ hotmail.com 
LOOKING FOR a new career? 
Train to become a professional 
diver in the heart of the Carib- 
bean. Go straight o work after 
graduation. 12 week courses 
start June and September. For 
more into. visit www.dive- 
career.corn or phone 345-949- 
0321 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR 
Metal fabrication company lo- 
cated in the Okanagan Valley is 
looking for an Office Administra- 
tor. Key responsibilities include 
accounts payable, accounts re- 
ceivable, general ledger, finan- 
cial statement preparation, and 
all other administrative tasks to 
support the operations. The su- 
cessful candidate will possess 
at leasr five years of experience 
in an office environment, have 
obtained (or be working to- 
wards) an accounting designa- 
tion and be experienced with 
Microsoft Office and an ac- 
counting software application. 
Please forward your reply to: 
Box 1290 -51 Hudson Ave., 
Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4N9 
OPPORTUNITY-RETIRE in 18 
to 36 months. 1-800-245-8022 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan information, tram 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
ATTENTION HOME Based 
Bookkeepers. Looking for cli- 
ents? Please fax resume to 
250-635-3402 
ATTENTION: TRAINING pro- 
gram for long haul trucking, job 
placement available. On the job 
training, call 783-8040 or 
10877-763-8040 to start your 
new career today. MJ Bloom- 
field Contractin.cl Ltd. 
CLASS 1 DRIVERS NEEDED 
Prince Rupert o Vancouver Re- 
turn. Reefer expereince would 
be an asset. Excellent pay. 250- 
627-7807 
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
mechanic required. Assets MVI 
Certificate, Cummins Experi- 
ence. Air conditioning certifi- 
cate. Wages commensurate 
with experience. Fax resume to 
250-567-2790 
CURRENTLY HIRING experi- 
enced Highlead loggers. Call 
Sure-Spar at 250-562-8100 
CASUAL RELIEF worker want- 
ed for cleaning business. Must 
have vehicle, be reliable and 
willing to work flexible hours. 
Experience an asset but not 
necessary. Call 250-635-7834 
(Sharon) 
CERTIFIED MECHANIC re- 
quired. Full time, long term job 
In a progressing honest shop, 
excellent benefits. Apply with 
resume to Arvln at Minute Muf- 
fler & Drake 250-392-2855 or 1- 
800-668-3994. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 per 
week, assembling product In 
your own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 re, 683 Missis- 
sauqa; Ont, L5K 2R8 . . . .  
EXPERIENCED AUTOMOTIVE 
salesperson for changing, 
aggressive Campbell River 
dealership. Competitive benefit 
package, good selection of new 
and pre-owned product. Op- 
portunity to join great team. For 
Interview call Tim Fluter 10 am- 
noon, Mon-FrL 250-287-9524. 
Serving the North Island since 
1974. 
FULL TIME caregiver wanted 
for the Burns Lake area. Please 
send resume to Box 507, Burns 
Lake, BC, V0J 1 E0 
ICEMAKERIJANITOR, The 
Salmon Arm Curling Club, a six 
sheet modern facility, has an 
immediate opening for a quali- 
fied Icemaker/Janitor. Resumes 
can be forwarded by August 7 
to Box 555, Slamon Arm, BC, 
V1E 4N7, fax 250-832-2596 At- 
tention Cliff Davies or email: 
cdavies@sunwave.net Further 
information may be obtained 
from Cliff Davies 250-832-8620 
or Chris Lowe 250-832-1564 
KAMAN INDUSTRIAL Technol- 
ogies, a large North American 
distributor f power transmission 
and electro/mechanical process 
control products and services, 
seeks candidates for the posi- 
tion of Professional account 
Manager, at our Terrace ranch 
Location. Responsibilities in- 
clude managing an assigned 
sales territory, increasing mar- 
ket share and profitability, and 
utilizing the company's resourc- 
es to provide superior products 
and services to our customers. 
Responsibilities will also include 
assisting with the inside sales 
operations of the branch. Ex- 
perience in power transmission 
products or related industrial 
product lines preferred. Inter- 
ested candidates should fax 
their resume to 250-975-2039 
or apply in person at the Terr- 
ace branch location at 2901-D 
Kenney Street, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 3E8. Visit us on the web at 
www.karnan-ind-tech.com 
LOSE FAT, Inches & Cellulite. 
Wanted 36 Serious people who 
want to lose up to 20 Ibs in one 
month. Free Sample. 1-877- 
389-0311. 
available immediately 
in automotive leasing 
and sales 






Send resume to 
Hoskins Ford, 
Box 400, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
250-847-2237 
TERRACE AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
Mills Memorial Hospilal 
LAB TECHNOLOGISTS 
Mills Memorial Hospital requires two Medical 
Technologists in the Lab. Both positions are permanent 
full-time and are available immediately. 
Qualified applicants must be CSMLS registered or 
eligible for registration. Recent experience in Histology is 
required for one of the positions as majority of the 
position is working in the Hislology Department. Terms 
and condiffons of employment are as per Ihe HSA contract. 
For further information please contact: 
Human Resources 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue 




: Plant Automation& Systems Iniegrafi0n 
• Software Development 
: Process, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering 
Serving Clients in Heavy Indusfry 
Universal Dynamic Terrace office has e position available 
for an experienced 
CAD gra f tsperson  
The ideal candidate will be highly organized and self 
motivated, You must possess strong interpersonal and 
communication skills. Experience with computers and 
AutoCAD is essential and electrical or instrumentation 
experience would be beneficial, 
We offer and excellent wage and benefit package 
Find out more about Universa Dynamics at www.udl.com 
Submit Resumes to: 
Universal Dynamics Limited 
PC Box 893, Terrace, BC V8G 4R2 
or e-mail to: careerst@udl.com 
/ 
Terrace's1 Owner  
I 
J 
, . ,  . .  
Horseshoe - 4737 Straume Ave 
$108,000 
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
+/- 1,040 sf With partial basement, 2 bedrooms, 
+ 1 down, fridge, stove, washer, dryer, fenced yard, 
small shop, shed 
View Anytime 635-3494 
Horseshoe - 3412 Eby St. 
$154,900 OBO 
Close to schools and town center. 4 bedrooms, 2 
full bathrooms. Jacuzzi tub, Shower, N/G Heat- 
TwoN/G fireplaces. Air conditioning, home 
~'~ 'Sec:Ur'it~,ts,/ste~.;5~ major appliances.. Large Dura 
aecK. vertical'and mini blinds in all the rooms. 
Updated, new hardwood floors and new carpets. 
Call (250) 635-2913 for mare 
details or to view 
Excellent Neighbourhood In Horseshoe 
Close to schools, 3 bedrooms, ] 1/2 baths, N/G Heat & 
hot water. Wood fireplace, brick patio & new deck. Has 
security system and includes 3 maior appliances. Updated 
carpet & flooring. Partially finished basement, large 
private yard with storage shed on cement pad. 
Asking $154,900  
Located at 4904 Lambly. 
Call 250-635-5371 for details or to view. 
Peaceful and Bright Home 
Excellent neighbourhood at dead end street. Awaits new 
owners. 4402 Munroe Street. 1300 sq. ft., full basement, 
4 bedrooms, 2 living rooms, large rec. room, 2 baths, 
many improvements. Yard has fruit trees, berries, green 
house, storage shed, 2 car garage. 
Asking $140,000.  
Phone Michelle at 250-615-0107 
for details or to view. 
. - '  ' "  . 5 . 
Br ing  In  A P ic ture  Of  Your  Home A long  Wi th  I t s  Se l l ing  Features  * 
and we wi l l  run  your H O M E  FOR SALE  AD coax 
in this spec ia l  REAL  ESTATE SECT ION of  the  Ter race  Standard .  
As  we l l ,  your  ad  w i l l  be  l i s ted  as  a word  c lass i f ied  ad  in  our  Weekend Adver t i ser  and  our  
I n ternet  C lass i f ieds  ht tp  : / /www.  bcc lass i f ied .com 
At  th is  fo r  on ly  $70/week ( .GST) 
Discount  fo r  mul t ip le  weeks .  Your  ad  is d i s t r ibuted  to  thousands  o f  homes  in the  Greater  Ter race  area  every  week1 
*50  words  max imum PRIVATE SALES ONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD,  3210 CL INTON STREET,  TERRACE,  B .C .  
638-7283 FAX 638-8432 MONDAY TO FR IDAY 8 :OO-  5 :00  
i 540 HELP;  
: . . , . . .  
WANTED " L 
:i :: 580 WORK.i: i:. 
:WANTED" :~ 
MACHINIST REQUIRED. Au o 
tocad 14 drafting technician re- 
quired with 2D/3D experience. 
Fax resume to Rick at 250-847- 
5992 
OUR BUSY Dental Practice Is 
currently seeking a full time Hy- 
genist. Exc. hours. Please fax 
resume to 604-792-3790 or call 
604-852-7848 
PARKER PACIFIC In Terrace, 
BC has an opening for a Jour- 
neyman H.D. Equipment Tech- 
nician. Excellent wage & benefit 
package. Fax resume to 250- 
635-5122 
PATHFINDER TRUCK lines is 
looking for experienced compa- 
ny drivers to run Canada & 
,USA, For more Into contact 
~George or Jim at 882-0006 or 
1-800-565-2440 580 WORK: 
WANTED :604  r :  
APARTMENTS 
WANTED: FULL-Time part 
time Housekeeper/Nanny for 
American single parent. Must 
have ref. background check, 
experience and willingness to 
travel (4 months Smithers, 6 
months Florida). Employer has 
local Smlthers ref. 250-877- 
6808 
NEIGHBOURHOOD Playhouse 
ECE Centre, a group daycare in 
Srnithers, BC, is seeking an 
Early Childhood Educator, Posi- 
tion requires a person with their 
ECE certificate, and preferably, 
their Infant and Toddler Diplo- 
ms, Responsibilities will include 
guidance and supervision of 
either 4 infants & toddlers, or 8 
preschoolers, as well as coordi. 
nating, planning and Implement- 
Ing age-appropriate programs. 
Applicants must be enthusiastic 
and confident with strong com- 
munication skills. Please con- 
tact Debra Turton for further de- 
tails at (250) 847-5599. Position 
begins September 1st, 2000, 
Deadline for applications is 
August 1st, 2000, Please send 
resumes to', PO Box 3953, 
Smlthers, BC, V0J 2NO 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construclion. 25 
years experience,Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810, 
Housing, rends, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
FULLY CERTIFIED & regis- 
tered builder available for cus- 
tom homes, renovat;ons and 
additions. Call Doug Matthews 
at 250-635-0646 
LOOKING FOR full time work, 
Driver with truck, 1993 Peter- 
built, 6 axle with jeep, 12 years 
of experience, references avail. 
able. 250-847-4859 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Terrace at 615. 
0002 or 638-6969 (cell). 
1 BEDROOM duplex - 4657 La- 
zelle. Available Sept. 1. $450 
month. Must be quiet and rail. 
able, References required. 250. 
798-2000 
1&2 BEDROOM apartments 
available for rent. Water includ- 
ed, no pets, quiet and clean, 
close to hospital. Call 250-635- 
4478 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd, 
635-6428 or 638-0015 or 615. 
0345 
2 BEDROOM economy apart- 
ments In quiet location near 
town, Pets welcome. 250-635. 
9102 
2 BEDROOM end unit, and 1 
bedroom apt,, NG heat, hot wa. 
ter, central location. More into 
call 250-635-6611 
2 BEDROOM in Summit 
Square. Close to hospital and 
schools. 250-624-5824 after 
5:00 pro. 
3 BEDROOM apt $650 month, 
3 bedroom apt, $725 month, 5 
app, minutes from downtown, 
Avail Aug. 1, ref, req. and Dam. 
age deposit. No pets, 250-635. 
5954 
3 BEDROOM, 8 plex apt, $700 
month, Dmg dep, no pots, F&S, 
laundry facilities, 250-638,1094 
CLEAN QUIET 2 bedroom apt. 
in Thornhill $475 month. Plus 
$250 damage deposit. Avail. 
Aucl. 1,250-635-5912 
CLEAN, QUIE f, 2 bedroom du- 
plex. 1/2 block to Copper Moun- 
fain School. Non-smoking. 
Laundry hookups. Fridge, 
stove, Gas furnace. R40. $550 
+ deposit 250-635-4200 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt at 
Summil Square recently refin- 
ished, Incl. hot water, laundry 
facilities, raquetball courts. 
$525 month plus damage de- 
posit, Call 250.638-0404 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site, No pets 
please, 250-615-5441 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm, apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd, 
615.7665 or 635-5653. 
TWO BEDROOM 800 sq, ft, du- 
plex 8x10 porch, F/S, gardening 
possibilities, $450 per TO, Ref- 
erences, $200 Damage Depos- 
It, New Remo, Available July 1. 
Phone 250-635.9266 
"PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 




, Ph. 635-3475 ,; 
APARTMENTS Ill 
Tak~.g Applications /11 
Now /11 
for 1 8, 2 /1/ 
Bedroom suites IJI 
, Clean, qulel renovated suites Ill 
• Amp.Is parking [1[ 
. Laundry facililtes on each floor Ill' 
,,Cl0se to schools & downtown Ill 
* On bus route , Ill 
, Security entrance ' I[I 
• On site management " I][ 
* No pets I1[ 
• References required Ill 
To view cali Ill 
" 638 .174811,  
CLINTON' MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
sS00.O0 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 




1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facitities ~,,,mmn 
• Close to Schoo ls~J~ ~ 
Hospital .... 
• On Bus Route 
• Seaurl~/Entrance 
• . On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME, 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Cal l :  635-44"/8 
B1 O- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 26, 2000 
.... 604 
APARTMENTS,  
730 FOR SALE BY 
• OWNER,  
730' FORSALE BY 
OWNER 
FURNISHED, BACHELOR su- 
ite, no pets, no parties, ref. & 
dam. dep., prefer single, older 
person, in Thornhill? $450. per 
month. Utilities included. 250- 
635-6128 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
TWO UNITS avail immed. A 
small 2 bdr basement suite in 
town, utilities incl. $450/mo. A 2 
br duplex in Thornhill utilities 
extra, $375/mo.250-638-8639 
616 COMMERCIAL 
1 BDRM basement suite. In- 
cludes W/D, F/S. 250-635-9684 
1 BDRM lower basement suite. 
Comes with washer & dryer. No 
Pets. Non smoker. Ref's req. 
call 250-635-9416 
1 BEDROOM basement suite 
for rent. Close to town. No pets. 
References & damage deposit 
required. Available immediately. 
250-638-8874 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
nice and clean, freshly painted, 
450 month, quiet location, Call 
250-638-8544 or 250-615-7734 
2 BDR. Basement Suite, $500 
month, includes utilities, no pets 
and no smoking. References re- 
quired. 250-635-1251 636 HOUSES:FOR 
RENT 
• .; . . .  ; . ,]:  ,.. , 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
avail for 1-2 mature adults with 
quiet Ife style. $550 month in- 
cluding utilities. Damage depos- 
it and references required. Ph. 
250-635-8277. Non smokers, 
no pets. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
avail. Immediately. Couple pre- 
ferred, close to downtown, Ig. 
back yard, sep entrance, no 
pets, no smoking, ref. required. 
Rent $550 month & damage de- 
posit. Call 250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
laundry facilities, close to 
• schools & town, shared back- 
yars, ref. required. 250-635- 
5139 after 5. FORD ~ 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Private entrance & driveway. 
N/S, no pets. Close to hospital. 
$550 month. 250-638-1028 
ONE BEDROOM suite ground 
level. For single person. Nice 
and clean. No pets. No smok- 
ing. Damage deposit, ref. re- 
quired. Available immediately. 
F/S, cable and utilities included. 
$400 month. Close to down- 
town. 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- 
3796 
2 BEDROOM double wide trail- 
er in Coppers]de Estates. 
$600/month. 250-638-8639 
GM 2 BEDROOM duplex $475/ 
month. 1 bedroom house $395/ 
month. 1 bedroom trailer $350/ 
month. All ir~ Thornhill. No pets. 
Ref. required. Phone 250-635° 
9530 
2 BEDROOM house in town on 
large lot. N/G, hard wood floors, 
W/D hookus, large shop. $500 
per month. 250-635-7459 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house on east side. Stove and 
Fddge included. W/D hookups. 
No pets. $600 month. 250-635- 
5213 
3 BDRM top floor, FS, WD, 
12xl 2 outdoor storage. Close to 
town. Large yars, no smoking, 
no pets. $700 mth. 250-635- 
5459 
3 BEDROOM duplex, F&S, W 
&D, Horseshoe, $800 month. 
250-635-3555. Avail. Au~. 1. 
3 BEDROOM home, South 
Side of town, ref. required, 250- 
638-1648 
:: 644 MOBILE ,:i. 
H+O M ES:  
3 BEDROOM house in horse- 
shoe. 2 bathrooms, W/D, F/S, 
Garage. Excellent condition. 
Fenced yard. Good nelghbour- 
hood. No pets. $900/month plus 
damage deposit. Ref required. 
Available Immediately. Call 
250-615-7869 
!:8101 CARS FOR 
SALE : ' 
3 BEDROOM house, partially 
renovated, garage, fenced yard, 
Copper River Estates. Available 
AuQ. 1,250-615-4735 
IMPORTS 3 BEDROOMS, fddge and 
stove included. Close to store 
and school. Call anytima. No 
pets, no smoking, no parties. 
250-635-5174 
4 BEDROOM duplex. Has pd- 
vate yard. Storage shed. Nat. 
gas. heat. Nat. gas. dryer. Lge. 
rec room. 2 full baths. No pets. 
Rets re(]. Ph. 250-635-9416 
4 BEDROOM house. Close to 
school & hospital. 1 1/2 bath- 
rooms, carport, patio, work- 
shop, w/large family room. 
Available August 1. To view call 
250-635-2747 
THORNHILL - 4 bedroom home 
large fenced yard.' Close to 
schools & playground. La~;ge 
shop, pets welcome. Available 
Sept. 1st. $800 plus damage 
deposit. 250-635-4246 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
and two bedroom upper half of 
duplex on Southslde. Close to 
schools and hospital. Available 
Aug. 1 and Sept. 1. $600 and 
$525 month. Call 250-635-9467 




3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground FI6or: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
445 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
5 BEDROOM home, 4 bath on 
bench in town. Fenced yard. 
Util. not incl. References a 
must. 250-638-8089 after 6 pm. 
BEDROOM FAMILY home 
w/basement, rec room, 2 bath, 
NG heat, in quiet area on 
bench. New flooring, bathroom, 
no smoking, no pets, ref. req. 
$1050 ruth. Phone 250-615- 
0107. Avail. Au.q 1. 
HOUSES FOR rent: 3 bedroom, 
5 appl., Ig. yard, 2 blks down- 
town. $750/mo & d.d. Also 2 
bedroom bsmt suite, F&S, no 
smoking, $550/mo & dd. 250- 
635-4753 Available Sept. 1. 
LARGE 2 bedroom lower du- 
plex. Fridge, Stove, washer, 
dryer. Walking distance to 
downtown. $675 per month, in- 
cludes heat. 250-635-9202 
MAIN SUITE in bright, newer 
home, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 5 ap- 
pliances, sundeck, storage 
shed, garden space, cable in- 
cluded, electricity included. 
Only $980 month, avail, Aug. 
1 st. Call 250-635-0634 for appt. 
to view, 
SMALL 2 bedroom duplex, I 
&S, no pets, Thornhitl, 1-2 peg- 
pie, $375 month. 250-638-7727 
FOR RENT 4 bedroom unit in 
Terrace. Natural gas heat and 
hotwater included. $850 month. 
Deposit and references re- 
quired. 250-798-9554 
UPPER LEVEL of 3 bedroom 
House, F/S, W/D, DW, Gas 
fireplace. Close to hospital and 
school. Avail Aug. I. $900 
month, utilities included. 250- 
635-5992 
BEDROOMS FOR rent, fur- 
nished or unfumished, on 
Braun's Island. Near bus stop. 
All cable channels, pets wel- 
come. Own fddge, share cook- 
ing/bath. Private entrance. 
Phone Betty, 250-615-0272 
2 BDRM Double wide in quiet 
adult park in Thornhill. 4 ap- 
pliances, NG heat, no pets. Non 
smokers, Ref. Req. $500 mth & 
dmq dep/250-635-7411 
2 BDRM mobile home w/addi- 
tion, newly renovated, 4 ap- 
pliances, $550/month, available 
immediately. Phone 250-635- 
2126 
3 BEDROOM mobile in Pine 
Park w/addition and porch, 
fenced yard, 4 appl. $600 
month. 250-635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM trailer In Thorn- 
hill, all appliances included, 
fenced yard, recently painted & 
new carpet, no pets, references 
required. $550 per month, pad 
included. Available immediately. 
250-635-7507 
3 BEDROOM trailer. Available 
Immediately. Newly renovated. 
$600 month. 250-638-8052 
FOR RENT, 14x70, 3 bedroom 
trailer In town, close to schools. 
$650 per month or will sell for 
$26,000. Phone 250-635-0892 
FOR RENT, two bedroom trailer 
in Terrace Trailer Park. $500 a 
month, call 250-635-9664. 
Avail. Immediately. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdrm 
mobile home on bus route. F/S, 
W/D included. $600/month. Ref- 
erences are required. Available 
August 1st. 250-635-1245. 
Leave message or phone after 
5pm. 
NEWLY RENOVATED trailer 
with large addition & storage 
shed on a private lot in copper 
mountain area. Includes 4 ap- 
pliances & outside pets are wel- 
come. $650 a month, referenc. 
es are required.. Phone 250- 
635-5511 
For Rent: 3+t bedroom house available August I for 
professional couple ar family, Excellent family neighbourhood on 
the bench within walking distance of Uplands school, parks and 
tennis courts. Back yard faces green b'elt. Garage, sundeck, 
skylights, 5 appliances, N/G fireplace. $1000 per month. 
Call 250-615-0445 
I 
ROOM TO rent for single per- 
son. Quiet neighbourhocd in 
Thornhill. References required. 
Leave message at 250-638- 
8557. 
ROOMMATE WANTED close 
to town and buses, ref. req. 
Leave messaqe 250-635-9036 
WANTED: ROOMMATE to 
share newer home, southside, 
on bus route. 250-635-6619 
leave messa.qe. 
BC'S BEST Vacation Value. 
Packages perfect for couples & 
families. $69.95 pp/dbl occ + 
taxes. Includes 9 holes of golf, 
mountain bike rental, senic 
charlift ride, swimming & tennis 
at sports centre. First class ac- 
comodation at Nancy Greene's 
Charity Lodge 1-800-244-8424, 
Woodlands at Sun Peaks 1- 
888-659-2211 Central Reserva- 
tions 1-800-807-3257 or 
www.sunpeaksresort.com 
KITIMAT BED & Breakfast "Mi- 
nette Bay Lodge" By shore of 
the Douglas Channel. Heavenly 
Feather beds. Ultimate wee- 
kend getaway. Picture perfect 
honeymoon retreat. Phone 250- 
632-2907 
FAMILY SEEKING house to 
rent. Must be 3 bdrm or larger. 
250-627-4396 
NON-SMOKING professional 
couple with dog looking to rent 
quiet 3 bedroom home in Ter- 
race area for Sept. 1st. Acreage 
preferred. Phone/fax 905-876- 
0572 
WANTED FURNISHED 2 bed- 
room house from Sept. 1, 2000 
to Jan 1, 2001, or willing to 
house sit. Non-smokers, non- 
drinkers. 250-390-5454 days. 
250-752-0"149 eves. 
2 2 Acre lots on Roseland Ave. 
in Jackpine Flates. $45,000 
each, OBO. Phone 250-635- 
5913 or 250-615-4717 
2 ACRE lots. Treed. Jackpine 
flats on Woeste Ave. $55,000 + 
GST. Phone 250-638-8940 af- 
ter 6 p.m. 
39 ACRES on Nulki Lake. 650 
gorgeous lakefront and 400 
creek frontage. Good access. 
Ready to build on. Call Niho 
Land and Cattle company. 604- 
606-7900 
APPROX. 15 acres on the 
Skeena and Zimacord Rivers 
Perfect for RV Development 
owner financing available 
$125,000. Call 250-635-5061 
LAND FOR sale at Lakelse 
Lake 144' frontage 66' road al- 
lowance 1.08 acres undevel- 
oped southside. Evenings 250- 
635-9063 
LARGE FULLY serviced build- 
ing lot in new executive subdivi- 
sion on the bench. $38,000. 
250-635-0646 
TRAILER WITH addition on a 
lease lot on Babine Lake, Gra- 
nisle. $35,000. 260-697-2720 
"PARKER COVE" on beautiful 
Lake Okanagan. 49 year Regis- 
tered lease from $250 monthly. 
Over 2,000 feet lakeshore. Free 
video/brochure. More informa- 
tion Toll-free 1-888-431-4411 
1264 SQ.FT. two bedroom 
home, fully fenced yard, large 
living room & family room. 
Vaulted ceiling, 5. appl., green- 
house, small garden, 12x24 
workshop, smaller shed, play- 
house, well maintained. Asking 
$104,000. Phone 250-638-8883 
14X70 THREE bedroom mobile 
home with two additions fro 
1152 sq.if, fenced berry bushes 
on double pad. 80 ft. frontage. 
Includes washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove and air conditioner. Call 
Houston 250-845-7712 
2 ACRES in Jackplne Flats on 
main road, fully serviced w/un- 
derground wiring, natural gas, 
guest cabin, sheds, landscaped 
w/a 1996 3 bdrm, 3 appl. 
14'x70' mobile home w/a 3 
room 14'x43' addition. Asking 
$121,000 OBO. Ph. 250-635- 
7364 evenings or leave a mes- 
saqe. 
2 BEDROOM house w/guest 
room and loft, natural gas heat, 
2 bay garage w/workshop, 
greenhouse & storage shed. 
75x200 if.lot, located Lakelse 
Lake. Asking $100,000. Phone 
250-798-2523 
3 BEDROOM home at 4707 
Tuck, with family room, security 
system, deck, fruit trees, car- 
port, fridge, stove, washer, dry- 
er, microwave, shed, garden, 
plot, fish pond. $125,000. With 
good furniture $128,000. 250- 
635-0855 
5 BDRM house w/2 kitchens, 1 
up, 1 down, 2 1/2 baths, 8 ap- 
pliances, 1/3 acre, 9 fruit trees, 
greenhouse, 2 paved ddve- 
ways, workshop, garden area, 
RV parking area, separate en- 
trance, used as a rental unit. 
Phone 250-633-8427 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE 
Home, 4000 sq.ff., 3 living ar- 
eas, 2 kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3 
1/2 bathrooms. Basement suite, 
double garage, large deck, hot 
tub, satellite, wharf. $310,000. 
Phone 250-692-7773 
CABIN ON Hudson Bay Moun- 
tain, wired, propane stove, 1 
bedroom with loft, kitchen, living 
room, balcony, great view, 
$38,000. 250-845-2181 
FOR SALE or rent to own. 4 
bedroom home on 4 1/2 acres. 
Close to town. Owner motivated 
to sell. Call Dave 780-991-3800 
FURTHER REDUCED: Ranch- 
er custom built 2 yr old, 1450 
sq.ft. 3 bedroom, main bath- 
room :w/skylite, living room 
/kitchen open floor area w/large 
island counter and vaulted ceil- 
ing. Master bedroom has walk- 
in closet & 3 pce. ensuite. Oak 
cabinetry throughout. Separate 
800 sq.ft NG heated 2 bay ga- 
rage, lots of storage in home 
and garage, RV parking, beauti- 
ful 78x128 lot. Drive by 2604 
Ever.qreen St. $155,000 OBO. 
LAKELSE LAKE Propertyl ap- 
prox.:3 acres, east side, 135 ft 
lake frontage. Very private. 
Small 2 bedroom house, barn, 3 
garages, large workshop with 
year round water and access. 
$249,000. Phone 250-798-2510 
LAKELSE LAKE summer cot- 
tage with 206 feet of lake fron- 
tage. Situated on 3.04 acres, 
West Side, good read access. 
$185,000. Phone 250-635-2396 
MUST SACRIFICEI 5.636 acr- 
es with roomy 4 bedroom reno- 
vated trailer. Lots of potential 
$95,000 OBO, or rent to own. 
250-635-9233 
NEAR BARKERVILLE. 
Equipped business facility and 
furnished house trailer on 2 
good lots. $35,000. Phone Lor- 
na Rob 250-994-3201 or 604- 
278-1641 
NEW DUPLEX or house for 
sale. One bath per unit, 3 
bdrms up, 2 down, 10x10 shed, 
5 appliances/unit, double paved 
ddveway. Asking $219,000. 
250-638-8089 
SIZING DOWN 2200 Sq.Ft. Ex- 
ecutive home overlooking Ter- 
race, 3 years old, 2 bay garage 
plus 2 bay detached garage. 
Beautiful Home, Lot, too much 
to list. Reduced $295,000. Will 
look at trades. 3405 Mile Place 
off Gordon, 250-635-4233 
L 
1 - 10 ACRE LOT 
1 - 35 ACRE LOT 
1 - 41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north of town, Gas, Telephone & Hydro 
• 635-5868 
4 LIGHT industrial lots. Comer 
of Greig and Clinton, $114,500. 
Phone 250-635-8284 or 250- 
638-6910 
i !~ :~kf !omp~;to3ef fdce  on 2nd Ave 
• 2250 to 4500 sq. ft. 
• ample off-street parking (2 lots) 
• very competitive rates 
• can renovate to suit 
=clean, modern, economical 
• lease to purchase negotiable 
Call Bob at 




SOUTH OF Burns Lake. 120 
acres with 2000 sq.ft, home. 
960 sq.ff shop. Scenic view of 
Ootsa Lake. $139,000. 1.403- 
202-0725 
TRADES CONSIDERED. 
Thomhill duplex. 3 bedrooms -
1950 sq.ft, beside 2 beddrooms 
720 sq.ft 1/2 block to school. 
Updated inside. Natural outside, 
R40. Perfect home office/busi- 
ness, Located 3972 Dobbie St. 
$140,000 minus trade. 250-635- 
4200 
YEAR ROUND 2 bdrm trailer 
located at Lakelse Lake on a 
80x200 lot. N/G, beautiful year 
round creek. For further into 
250-798-9586 
1150 SQ.FT, 3 bedrooms up, 2 
bedrooms down, 2 1/2 baths. 
Exceptional condition. Main 
flooor freshly painted and new 
bath. Cabinets refinished. Base- 
ment 80% complete with out- 
side basement entrance. In- 
cludes 5 appliances, gas stove 
& dryer. Extra large lot on out- 
skids of city. Presently rented. 
Asking $109,000. Interested 
parties call 250-961-2298 or 
250-561-2102. 
3 BEDROOM home. Finished 
basement. 1124 sq.ft. New roof 
and other improvements. Large 
lot. Treed and landscaped with 
small greenhouse. Near Up- 
lands School. Asking $145,900. 
250-638-7730 
3 BR home, unfinished base- 
ment, carport wood/oil heat & 
drilled well. Fdendly community 
of Topley. TLC needed. Owner 
financing open to discussion. 
250-692-3239 or 250-692-3484 
4 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath house on 
full basement near uplands 
school. Large landscaped lot, 
natural gas heat, wood fire- 
place, modern colors. Asking 
$145,000. Drive by 4024 Mu- 
nroe or call 250-638-8639 to 
view 
AI"rRACTIVE CUSTOM built 
home located on Cedar Cres., 3 
bedrooms, country kitchen, spa- 
cious living-dining area, den, 
river rock fireplace, gas heat, 
sundecks, carport and much 
more. Asking $159,900. MLS. 
Call Rusty LJungh 250-635- 
5754 C21 Wightman & Smith 
Realty 250-635-6361 
BEAUTIFUL 3 bdrm home, 
vaulted ceilings, open den, dou- 
ble garage, paved driveway, ful- 
ly fenced w/award winning land- 
scaping. All in a nice quiet 
neighbourhood at 2062 Cypress 
St. Call 250.635-1499 or 250- 
638-1018. Askinfl $189,500 
COURT ORDERED Salel Ex- 
cellent opportunity to own a one 
bdrm furnished unit in the 
"Grande Isles Resort" on fabu- 
10us* Bablne Lake. -Asking" on I~' 
$10,000 for title. These •. units 
are in rental pool to generate in- 
come when you are not therel 
Great summer or winter get 
away. 1st class condition and 
well maintained. Call now to 
Edc F Saugstad, Real Estate 
Agent, at 250-692-3550 or fax 
to 250-692-4143 
CRUEL REALITY Forces Sacri- 
fice Sale. Unique large home, 7 
bedrooms, 3 extra rooms, 5 
bathrooms, excellent view-River 
frontage, nearby creek, moor- 
age. Flower & veg. garden, 2 
fireplaces, new roof, extras. 
Business Opportunity. 
$152,000. 250-635-9359 
CUTE COUNTRY Home, 80 
acres, fenced corral, East of 
New Hazelton, 5-appls., wood- 
stove/electric heat, Outdoor Ad- 
venture. $133,000. 250-842- 
6285 
JACKPINE FLATS - 3 bedroom 
home w/basement on 2.3 acres. 
Shop included. $115,000. 250- 
635-4246 
STARTER HOME or Income 
property. Cute updated two 
bedroom home. Large fenced 
backyard. To appreciate this 
home it must be seen. Vendor 
is motivated and willing to trade 
for a larger home. $84,500. 
250-638-7688 
VICTORIA OPPORTUNITY. 
1966 quality, ! 0 minutes to city 
centre, 180 degree views, 3000 
sq.ff. Offer to $330,000. By ap- 
pointment; no agents. Website: 
http://forsale-1475banffpl.td- 
pod.com. 250-477-9858 
WELL MAINTAINED 2 bed. 
room home with vinyl siding, 
newer roof, skylight in bath, pa- 
tio off the eating area and vinyl 
windows. Beautifully land. 
scaped yard fully fenced with 
storage shed and greenhouse. 
250-635-8181. $87,500 
IF YOU'RE in the market for a 
first house or are downsizing, 
we have a must see house, top 
quality ling, tiles, carpet, oak fin- 
Ish, custom pleated blinds and 
more. Much larger than what 
appears from exterior. Check us 
out and compare. 4725 Walsh, 
very reasonably priced at 
117,000. 250-635-5269 
SAT, J U LY 29th 
:1  p.m. to 3 p.m, 
4734 Halliwell Avenue 
4920 Lazelle Avenue 
3561 Fox Avenue 
SUN. JULY 30th 
l i p ,m,  to3 p,m, l+ 
5220 M0untain Vista 
Callus, 
635, -6361 
Wightman & Smith ~z~_~ 
• Realty Ltd. ~ ,  
14X70 MOBILE Northern Pack- 
age, 1 1/2 baths, NG. Asking 
$34,500. 250-638-0730 
31978 BENDEX leader 
14x70. 2 additions, (8x20 & 
8x25) 4 bedrooms, patio 
door. Completely refinished 
bathroom. In Pine Park. 
$39,500. 250-635-1454 
SRI HOMES-now on-sale.at 
Pine Ridge in Bums Lake. Do.u- 
ble wides starting at $58,9001 
Limited time offer. Call Leon at 
250-692-3375 
YOU MUST see our awesome 
factory direct Chaparral modu- 
larsl Any plan or feature avail- 
able. Sheldon Custom Homes, 
3075 Sexsmith Road, Kelowna 
Toll Free 1-888-765-8992 
DL10146 
, 2 STOREY .~ J~ miami  
MODULAR 




• Corner of Hart 
Hwy & Bellamy 
31 i7 Bellamy, Prince George 
.o/962-1733 
1978 2 door V8 Cadillac. $1000 
obo. 250-635-4640 
1988 PONTIAC Tempest, no 
rust, new brakes, V6 standard, 
NC, automatic windows, etc., 
110,000 km. Excellent condi- 
tion. $2800 OBO. 250-635-9592 
or 250-615-5551 
1991 LUMINA 4 door 3.1L V6 
Tilt, cruise, A/C. Good running 
condition. $4500 OBO call 250- 
638-1315 
4k - -  615-959  ~ 
635.2404 638-1782 
.~ ~++d ~ ~  1,1 ;J :I: l :  [,1 l,l:J :l.'j 
, ~ ~  4702Goulet ~ '  
~ I.~ tL  IE ~........~1 -2'00 p m 
"F '  .;...+_,._. '. ,t,~ .''+ ~:~!~ ii.". . . . . .  ' ' 
 -4:oo p.m. 
q~lp 3771 Pacquette Ave. 2311 Keefer St. 859 Munson rid. .Lit.. 
14x70 with new =ddJflon 8 )'r. new home on 4.36,,'m. 1675 • borne, "f i r  
e onsox~oo]ol no-thrum'm.d~,ppli..mees JZr~ldlopd, ll)t, droomsdle I~  
Ml, Sa29¢'/4 MLSelOZ932 M!~10+067 
I I~ 4655 Marten Dr. 4857 Twedle Ave. 08 Timberland Park l, "1" 2 sloRy, upFz~ed, 4 Mrm.i Exe:6 k ,~ hor~ on Z.2 P .~ Io ST/,000! 1075 ~ m double ~ mobile w~ ,~ .  I~  ~ fireplace, f~ltrees acres wM~. C~ f0r big]all#Is, 
. MLS#lO3820 , MLS#105027 Ml~#103709z~zzi' 5 Ippll:mces. k 
e Check  out  these  l ist ings at ~t~ 
dlk www.TedandKathyHicks .¢om 
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2000 Dodpe. 
Daknt~Si~!~i 
'98 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo, 6 cycl., Auto, Air, Tilt, 
Cruise, Windows, Locks & More 
$25,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo, 4door, 4x4, 6 cycl., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$21,995 
'g8 Dodge Quad Cab 4x4 
Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, 
Locks & more 
$27,995 
'07 Dodge Dakota 
Club, Laramie, SLT 
4x4, V6, auto, air, tilt, cruise, 
$21,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Canopy. 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 
2500, 4x4, V8, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$29,995 
'94 Dodge Ram 
2500, 4x4,V8,5 spd. 
ONLY $9,995 
'97 Dodge Gr~,~n~!~!~ravan 
V6, Aute~'~i~;~F '~ Doors 
'97 Chyrsler Sebring LXl 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks, & More 
$18,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 




'g4 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl., Auto 
$6,495 
'g8 Ford F250 XL 
4x4, ReD Cab, V8 
:,'::. NC,5 spd 
'~''" $24,995 
'97 Ford Mustang GT 
V8, AirConditi0ning, Windows, 
Tilt, Locks, Cruise 
$21,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
VS, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
$28,995 
'97 Chevrolet XCab 
4x4 Silverado 
V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Window Locks, Leather Spodside 
Was $27,995 
NOW $25,995 
'g0 Chevrolet Suburban 
4x4, V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 7 
Passenger Seating 
$10,995 
'g6 Chevrolet Camaro Z-28 
T-Top, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass., pw, pl 
$21,995 
'94 Chevrolet Blazer 
4x4, V6, Auto, Air 
$16,995 
'g2 Pontiac 
Grand Am GT 
Tilt, Cruise, Window Locks 
$9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$8,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
NOW $16,995 
'g5 Hyundai Sonata 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks, Windows 
$12,995 
'05 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
$11,995 
'g4 Toyota Corolla 
4 door, Auto, Am/Fm 
$9,995 
..,.o-,., 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7lS7 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. 5958 
www,terreceautomell.com 
I / 
8~,4: RV,SSTH : ~ 
•"WHEELS 
1990 COUGAR XR7, super- 
charged, auto, lowered mags, 
CD player, power sunroof, pew- 
er seats etc. Nice & clean. 
$9500. Cobol. Call 250-845- 
7600 eves or 250-845-3719 
days. (Houston) .... 866 ;~ " 
MOTORCYCL 1998 WlNDSTAR. Low kilome- 
ters. For sale cheap. 250.635- 
2413 
IMMACULATE: 1991 Buick Ri- 
viera coupe. 120,000 kms. 
Summer Driven. Stored in win- 
ter. $10,000 obo. Call 250-845- 
3406 
LIKE NEWI 1997 Honda Civic 
Coupe. Air/auto/ 6 disc CD 
player. N/S, female driven. 
70,000 kms. $16,000 OBO. Lisa 
250-558-5397 
815 TRUCKS FOR 
SALE ~ 
. . . .  878 RV'S 
MO_TORHOMES 
1984 DELTA Royale Oldsmo- 
bile 53,000 km PW, PS, T/S CC 
$3000 obo. 1979 Ford F250 Ex- 
tracab 4x4 auto rebuilt. Like 
new $3000 obo. 1998 SRX 
700cc Yamaha 141 Longtrack 
$7500 obo. Call 250-635-0671 
messaf:le 250-615-8182 
1988 FORD F350 van, diesel. 
Many new parts including trans- 
mission, 15 ft. fiberglass box. 
Good rubber. Contact Queens- 
way mini-storage 250-638- 
0204. Price $11,500 
1991 FORD extended cab 4x4 
1/2 ton 165 km runs well. 
165,000 km $7350. Call 250- 
638-0484 
1992 FORD 4x4 F150 XLT 5.0L 
V8 NC 110,000 km. tilt & 
cruise, box liner, trailer hitch, 
EXC $10,000. OBO Phone 250- 
638-7274 
1993 FORD Explorer XLT. Air, 
cruise, low km. $13,500. 250- 
635-7758 
1995 CHEV 3/4 ton 4x4 Super 
cab. Very reliable, no rust. 
$15,300. Phone 250-847-0774 
• 1890: :~ , :  i 
• SNOWMOBILES:  
912cARPENTRYI~ 
1995 FORD F350 Crew Cab 
"4x4 - on extended warranty, 
150,000 km. Well maintained• 
460 ci on both gas and pro- 
pane, 5th wheel tow kit c/w box 
liner, jockey box & headache 
rack. Asking $17,500 OBO. 
Phone 250-845-3733 days, 
250-845-2652 evenin.qs. 
1914 CHILD CARE 
4x4, Regular Cab, 
Tilt, Cruise, VS, Automatic 
MSRP s29,095 SALE s23,995 
l r '~q lAC¢~'V ' ' ° "~ E 4916635.7187Hwy. 6West 
~.~[  2HRVSLEI] 1-800-313-7187 
WWw, Ie r r;icealll0 nl:dl ,con| 
SLT  5 .9  L i t re  V8  Automat ic  
• 7 Passenger seating 
; • 31" Tire Package 
• Fully Loaded 
heavy duty boat, 2 yachtsman 
81 DODGE Ram, 4 speed trailers, 2-15 HP mercury out- 
transmission, 4x4, 7" lift, 39" 
tires, $3500 OBO. 250-638- boards, all like now, also build- 
1656 ing components of Club Mez 
Corner store, including 2 trail- 
'90 SUZUKI LT250 4WD Quad ers, roof trusses and various 
Runner, only 1,300 km, winch, lumber, plywood, etc. All at Me- 
full racks, 3 range transfer case zladin Junction. Leave message 
including differential lock. at 250-636-9205 for viewinfl. 
$3,200. 250-846-5998 eve. 24' ALUM. Cabin-Cruiser, 9'6" 
250-847-2237 days. Ask for Ty- 
i 862 ~ BOATS;/  i i III 
: '  : .MARINE:  
KEN'S 
beam, Hydraulic steering, 225 
son. hp Johnson, needs work, trailer, 
Optional Items, GPS plotter, ra- 
dar, 2-sounders, UNF Radio, 
~any more it~rr)s,. $.3.0,0qo Abe. 
250-847-3095 " " 
14 1/2 ft. Fiberglass boat 65 RP ~ ~  
cludes oars & 3 life jackets. 
Give Away Price $1,895. 250- 
Bowrider. 638-0878 , o eout- 
)-co,, Concordia Sloop, Nine species 
]oat; halt varnished wood. Built by master 
.) inboard shipwright. Cover, galvanized 
box, sink trailer. Excellent condition. 
as. Good Beautiful, fun to sail. 250-846- 
with trail- 9636 
57 
merc w/trailer, $1900. 250-638- 
1028 
19 1/2FT. Reinell B ; f
hard top cuddy, 302 i
Merc Cruiser leg, ice , i , 
radio, plus more extras.  
shape. Asking $9,000 
er. Phone 250-845-2257 
16 112 Starcraft 
Comes with 50HP f rce out  
.board. $3000. 250-798-2017 
MARINE 
J 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
5 spd, 4 cyl, Low km 
$16,995 
1996 Chev $10 Blazer 4x4 
VG, Auto, NC 4dr, wos $21,995 
$19.995 
1990 Mazda 
B26001 Cab Plus 
4x4, 4 CyI, Aut0, Canopy, Bush Guard 
$7,995 
1998 Dodge Ram 
Quad Cab 
SLT, 4x4, Short Box, 318 Auto, fully 
loaded 
$27,995 
1994 EXPLORER XLT 
4 Door, 4x4, Auto 
$16,995 






5 spd.,NC, Low Kms. 
$8,996 
1990 Pontiac Sunblrd fiT 
Turbo, 5 spd. 
$6,995 
1991 Chev S JO~b 
1999 Hinda Civic 
Automatic, 4 Door. Sedan 
$17,995 




1985 Chow Suburbun 





4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE 
16" Misty River 
40 Merc & Trailer 






. . . .  GSX 
' 4 ,995 .00  
2352 Bay l iner  
Trophy 
V8 kick,~t full land 
1996 Suzuki 
: '  250 4x4 
: : W~inch  ,,oo 
28' PLEASURE craft powered 
by Isuzu 120 hp. dielel engine. 
Diesel & propane stove. All 
electronics. $26,000 obo. Call 
250-628-3510 
1977 HONDA CB360T motor- 
cycle. Excellent condition. Re- 
cently redone. Must see to be 
appreciated. $600 OBO. 250- 
638-6263 
YAMAHA FZR 1000 Mint con- 
dition, 15,000 km, 2nd owner, 
bike cover included. $5,200.~ 
250-847-6004 
10 1/2' Camper. F/S, shower, 
sink, hot water. 250-638-8427 
1973 16' Triple E Travel Trailer. 
3 way fridge, stove, sleeps 4, 
awning. $1500. Good condition. 
250-635-3398 
1977 TERRY Travel trailer. 25 
ft. that sleeps four. New tires, 
H/water tank; w/pump. In very 
good condition. Rear bedroom 
with bath/shower, Phone 250- 
845-7558 (Houston) $6300. 
1981 BONAIR tent trailer for 
sale, sleeps six, 3-way fridge, 
stove, furnace, awning, spare 
tire, excellent condition, hardly 
used, recently serviced. $3000 
OBO. Phone 250-635-7992 
1993 ELKHORN 11 ft. camper. 
Queen size bunk, bathroom 
complete w/shower, large 
fridge, double sink, oven and 
more. Side entry door. Excellent 
condition. $9,800. 250-635- 
0676 
"SRPq0,995 SALES35,995 J BOAT 
--= - Dg I~l'lg~ I (~  transferable warranty Immacu- 
, ,~  ~r~-~s,~ ~ 4916 Hwy. 16West I =~ .,"~ i"~'~=~m late. $26.000. 250-646-5914 lr-.It C E 635-7187 ] 1411F i& IL i& I~Lg  a' CAMPER. 2 way frldge, 
. ,d~,  "~ , ~ ~n 0 ~ t ~ "7"~ z"7 I- ~ stove internal power, power wa- 
~A.'~'[~HRYSLEFI ,,~,~,~,~'r~,-~'~,~o;,',,d~,~,, I 18'Angler ' 1  ~rJ3a;;:'KG,°°dconditi°n' View 
. . . .  / ....... I san. 250-638-0160 
Ocean B0el, I Askin~$2500. aBe 
24' CAMPION cam/bridge 390 I ii ~ V ~- . . .  , I PARK MODELS Fraswerw-" 
orig. hrs. on 350 chev, volvo / I..')O hp Morlfler i I R V now o en n our s e i ~ry 
280 leg. New 9.94 st!eke Ya- / , . . , , , .  , , , ,  I ized park ~oEdelgivision. p I~'re'e 
mana on new a~ummum mfo . . . . . . . .  | i O lq ,~eU~gl  | " package available models• 
Alumarine Sealark sw/gno..A.ncnor, w~ncn,, reran, L ,= , ,= , . -~ ,~, , J  Pdces, RV parks & resods. Pur- 
seunaer, vHP, stereo, etc., liKe ~ chase factory direct or dealer 
new heavy E-Z Ioadr galv trail- delive Trades welco -^ '~: 
er asking $24,900. Phone' 250- ~ nancinr~ ' OAC. ely 1-80"0~-'8o_~; 
2-14 1/2' 
1999 26' Wilderness Travel 
Trailer, super slide out, fully 
loaded, sleeps 6, 20 month 
1999 Honda Accord LX 
Auto, 4 cyl, Low Kms, 
$23,995 
1997 Pontiac 
Grand Am GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd,NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
$16,995 
1988 Grand Caravan SE 
6 cyl,,Auto, 7Passenger 
$4,995 
1994 Pathfinder LE 
4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
$22,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V6, Fully Loaded, Automatic 
$19,995 
1996 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE 
6 cyL,Auto, Fully Loaded, One Owner 
$18,995 
1992 Subaru Loyale 
4x4 Wagon, 5 SAd, d Cyl 
$7,995 
1992 Eagle Talon TSI 
All Wheel Drive 
$9,995 
',,--$4~,:,395 
1994 GMC SLE 1/2 Ton 
4x4, Auto, 8 cyl,, Canopy, Loaded 
$14,995 
2000 Honda Civl DX Hatchback 
Tint, Alloy Wheels, 5 spd,, CD, Low Kms. 
$16r995 
4x4, 4 ~ ~ n e r  
1997 Chrysler Clrrua LXl 
6 cyL, Auto, Low Kms, 
$16,995 
~", ~z  1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
by Jackie 0 V IN 
' ~[~,~ Your Moving Professi01)als Siltce 1997 
Need a change? . ~ j~ TrUCk& New~& 28ft T~aHe~sal You~ Se~ce! 
.Jockie Be/anger welcomes ~ i ,  ~ • Across town or the country 
clienls Io something a/itl/e di[[erenll ~ ;~- . .~  ° Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
• 638-8880 !i - -  1 • Bondable 
eh,' 615"0002 co,: 638-6969 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing in residential driveways &parking lots. ~ T O P S  
Protect your pavement. ~ ~  l imed TREE SERVICE  
Keep it looking like newl ,~ J~J (q ) 'u 'Wi  
Free Estimates ~ Tree & Brush Chipper- Rental 
Danger Tree Removal - Topping - Shaping 
Sweeping Parking Lots j r  ~ Since 1O00- Furlylnsurod 
Roland kagace ~ ~ l ~ J  Terry Morton ~ gQ11 
3661HawthornAve, Terrace Phone: 635-3516 Man*get UdU'Ug l l  
~" U.P.W. Blakebum Family Woodwork:;~l 
Est. Since 1990 
*REAL* CUSTOM CRAFTED CABINETS 
We build Comm~i~l eM led&nHol Cobinets I~ fit Ihe 
needs of those looking to get the most for fftelr doUarl 
Indudlng Front Re(e#on Counters, Desks, Storage Systems 
and K~hen, I~th, Slereo, ~[rm end TV Cobine~, 
One of a kind i~mo I~e: Fishing RM and Tock le  Storgge 
C~bln~ts. We can repelr and reflore Fumltur= and Anlklues. 
Also we'll cut your mah,lal fat you. 
Call/Fax Gord at 
Ik 635-8270 or Cell 615-7699 dl  
Free Estimates .... ~' 
i.~trry &Dcbbtc Smith "" 
Tcrracc, 8.C. 638" 1786 
I 
r. ain Coast Chipper 
(: !Services 













For al l  your  F i rearms Work  
M inor  or  Ma jor  
P.O. Box 20, Pritchard, B.C. VaE 2PO 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577.3249 
SMOOTH MOVING COMPANY 
Licensed-Insured Residential-Commercial 
"Free Estimates" 
ReasonaMe Rates Reliable Service 
Across Town or Across the Country 
Ph: 250-615-0315 Cell: 615.7954 
Make Yj~r Next Move • Smooth M0ve 
• Garden'rag Se~own Landscapes ] 
• Weeding • Pruning 
• Shrubs & Trees • Fertilizing ] 
FLOWER BED BUILDING OR/k4AINTENANCE 
. . ,~  . . . .  ~A-,_~,b ~=~'~ -,, .... I 
Quality Service With A Rate You Can Afford 
Unit 305-3221 Munro, SLf Terracef B,C, IV8G 3B4 
ON SITE SERVICE 
Computer Ha,dware & Software Sales, Installation, 
Conflsurallon, Troubleshooting and Upgrading 
Tel: (ZSO)63B-81Z7 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Fax: (250) 638-8169 
E-mall= m~dee, Okermode.net Pellen (2S01615.4176 
Work Channel * Cabin Rental • Trail Bay 
$100/24  Hrs. 
2 Days ,  1 N ight ,  3 Peop le  $700 
(You Supply Food, Drink & Bed Roll) 
(~ ALL FISHING GEAR SUPPLIED ~ 
NO F ISH . . . .  NO PAY  
PHONE 635"2641 PRONE 638"0233 can: 615-8576 
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1989 SECURITY Penthouse, 
29'5th wheel, sleeps tour, mi- 
crowave, ,'Vc, built-in vacuum, 
phone/cable hookup, awning, 
electric jacks on front, queen- 
size bed. 250-842-6656 
1998 5TH wheel citation su- 
preme, 35 ft. model, 35rls 2 sli- 
deouts fully loaded winterized 
package only 1000 miles on it. 
Immaculate condition. $45,000 
OBO. 250-635-6586 after 6 Am. 
78 HOLIDAIRE 24', tandem 
axle, 3 way fridge, stove, oven, 
air conditioned, full awning, full 
bath, sleeps 6, exc. cond. 250. 
638-8346 
MIKE ROSMAN'S RV "Help" 
We need campers, trailers, 5th 
motorhomes. Buy/consign 
fenced compaird separate use 
sales stall. Interior's largest 
dealer. Call Peter 1-800-811- 
8733 1-250-558-8635 
1976 27FT Dodge Pace Arrow 
Motorhome class A fully sell 
contained w/built in Onan gen. 
set Aking $11,500. Phone 250- 
635-2421 
1983 SOUTHWlND Class A. 
Fully loaded, good condition• 
Asking $15,000 obo. Phone 
250-847-7387 
1989 23FT. Class C Jamboree, 
sleeps 6. Good condition. Ask- 
ing $19,000 o.n.c.o. Phone 250- 
692-7773 
1994 SAFARI SkiDoo 377. 
Good condition• 250-635-2198 
DESIGN ONLINE, job opportu. 
nities, business opportunities, 
design your own kitchen online. 
www.kitchensbc.com 
EXPERIENCED CHILD Care- 
giver will babysit your baby 
and/or toddler in your home. 
Very reliable. References avail- 
able upon request. Please call 
Brenda at 250-635-3771 eves. 
LOOKING FOR experienced 
babysitter to care for active 3 
year old boy in our home. Own 
transpodation and/or driver's li- 
cense would be an asset. Apply 
in person with a resume and 
references to the Costa Lessa 
Motel, 3867 Hwy 16 east, Ter- 
race. 
I Looking for -'~ 
Child Care? 
eena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on . . -  
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call B38-1113. 
krona CCRR is a program of the j 
trace Woman's Resource Centre 
is funded by the Ministry of Social l 
elopment and Economic Securi~#j 
ACCESS MONEY $$$$$$ Take 
advantage of owning an RRSP, 
LIRA, LIF, A pension fund from 
a former employer. Free consul- 
tation for your future projects. 
Call toll free 1-888-657-1062 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
NED DEBT consolidation? Own 
your own home? We're here to 
helpl You can use the equity in 
your home Io pay off other 
debts. Call today for approval 
within 24hrs. Alterra Mortgage 
Corporation. 1-800-826-4536. 
Broker and/or lender fees may 
apply. 
It easy_ 
[] Business Stmtegies 
•Pract/cal Tax Ad#ce 
• HnancialPlanning 
[] Trust & Estate Semces 
  gemers g BPodJe 
CERTIFIED O EN ET&L ACCOU h"TANTS 
C£RgFIED FINANCIAL PLANERS 
12501 638-8705 or 
~.demersandbrodle.bc, ca 
~fte 2014716 Uu~le/~. 
TemPS, II,C. VSG 1'i2 
f l '1 
WELCOME 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. IS: 
Mish 
.638-0188 













When we fail  short o f  
your  expectation, please 
tell tts. 
When a new.~lmper sto o, 
does not seem to rtflect 
fair ly tvhat was saM, let 
our  editors know. 
When li/e are unable to 
solve yottr complaint, we 
encoro'age yotl to $ttbmll 
it to the: 
IJ.(7.. Press Co tolcll 
201 - 1290 Btrmd St. 
Victoria B.C V8W 2A5 
7L'I (250) 384-3344 
Fax(250) 384-3346 
7lJe ft. C. P ress  
Co l i t l c i i  zua$ created  
in  1983 as  an  
imlependent  rev iew 
board  to  protect  the  
pub l i c  f i ' om press  
inacc l t racy  or  
te l  fa i rness  a r id  to 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all I:oints in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O,D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. aox 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
.Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
r )  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
,,CHIMNEYS & FURNACES •SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
',,AIR DUCTS •SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
*BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES •REST. GREASE TRAPS 
..ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
','AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FOOD CLEAN UPS 
'*PAINT BOOTHS •VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
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ONE BIG FISH: This is what the lucky Iodgeowner will get to display if one 
of their clients captures a huge chinook by August 7. There's also a size- 
able cash prize, as well as fishing goodies to go along with it. 
Big chinook trophy up for grabs 
ANGLERS HAVE just successful angler Taxidermists of Surrey. 
under two weeks left to be a client of one The winner will have 
reel in a big chinook and 
win some big prizes. 
The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Angling Guides As- 
sociation is putting on a 
competition to encour- 
age visitors to the region 
and interested locals to 
reel in the big one, while 
using the sustainable 
catch and release me- 
thod. 
To be eligible, the 
local lodges or guiding 
outfits in the area, and 
have a picture and mea- 
surement of  the length 
and girth of the catch, as 
well as a witness, 
The trophy, which is 
housed in Fish Tales 
Tackle shop on Keith 
Ave. is a lifelike depic- 
tion of a large chinook, 
professionally done by 
Eric Gander and Sons 
their name and the 
lodge's name embossed 
on the trophy, as well as 
receiving a sum of cash 
and prizes from Fish 
Tales. The contest closes 
on Aug. 7, with the pr e - 
sentation on Aug. 8. 
The winning lodge 
will get local bragging 
rights and will proudly 
display the trophy until 
next year's competition.. 
Riverboat Days: A sports preview 
Friday Am,.4 
-6 p.m. Mixed Slo-pitch tournament 
kicks off at Riverside Ball Park, Thornhill 
Primary, and Regional Fields. 
$~¢ur~y An~.5 
-All Day Mixed Slo-Pitch tournament 
-All Day R.iverboat Days' Soccer 
Challenge. Boys and girls youth soccer 
tournament a Christie Park. 
-11 a.m. Dunk Tank Safeway Parking 
Lot - local dignitaries will hope to keep 
dry. 
-1:30 p.m. Tremendous Tricycle Trip. 
Kids aged 5-12 will race through obsta- 
cles. Prizes by age category. 
-5:30 p.m. Stock Car Races at the 
Terrace Speedway. Time trials then ra- 
cing at 7 p.m. 
Sondav Au~. 6 
-All Day Mixed Slo-Pitch tournament 
-11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Soap Box Derby 
Park Ave. 
-12 p,m. Stock Car Racing Terrace 
Speedway. Time trials then racing at 2 
p.m. 
-1 p.m. Wild and Wet Wheelbarrow 
Race. Terrace Co-op Card Lock on Keith 
Ave. Watch hapless victims in wheelbar- 
rows get soaked by waterguns as they 
dodge an obstacle course. 
-1 p.m. - 4 p,m. Slingers Race hos- 
ted by the Northern Motor Inn 
Mondav Aug. 7 
-All Day Mixed Slo-pitch tournament 
wraps up. 
THE SOAP box derby will be one of 
many sporting events at this year's Ri- 
verboat Days Aug. 3-7. 
-1 p.m. Wild Duck Race. Rubber 
duckies will be released into the Skeena 
at Ferry Island and race for the finish line. 
Tickets available from any Terrace Ro- 
tary Club member. 






Skeena Mall Merchants 
Finning 
Talstra & Co. 
Excel Transportation 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Wright Madeiras Law Office 
Dr. Paul Clark 
Imges By Kadene B, C; Hydro 
Order of the Royal Purple West Point Rentals 
Northern Drugs Pizza Hut 
Northern Savings Credit Union Ricki's 
Dr. Rick Tabata UAP/NAPA Auto Parts 








7-Eleven Food Stores 
Hava Java 
Cookie Jar Bakery 
Ev's Men's Wea~ Kermode Auto Sport 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club Lee Construction 
Totem Press Warehouse One Terrace Standard 
Your support for another successful Dry Grad 
is greatly appreciated. 
We sincerely apologize to any sponsors we may have missed. 
Attention Grads: Please return any costumes 
and decorations to Caledonia. 
Krlstln's Emporium 
Terrace Rewind 
i r, AUGUST 4, 
 on-3 pm 
ir of  Lakelse Ave. & Ottawa St. by 711 Convenience Store) 
L_ D/,NklI, mUU 
m m  m m m m  m m 
JAIL 8, BAIL ENTRY FORM 
Name Of Company Or Organization: 
Contact Person: " ~  
Telephone: i s ty . .  " S .~L .~ 




/ \  . 
Preferred Pick Up Time: 
The Charge! "We have received anonymous tip through Terrace 
Crime Stoppers that you .... 
FAX TO TRENT JOHNSON OR TERRI WILLIAMSON @ 638-7448. 
I C0MMUNITY NBNSPAPiRS N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s 
A $ S 0 C I A t I 0 N Theseadsappearlnappraximatelyl00 I (~r '~C~N Ior25words 
BritiJh Columbia and Yukon community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon NJ¢... c/k./ $6.00each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word 
ACREAGES 
40 ACRE FARM 125 km 
SW of Edmonton, Alberta. 
All in hay, pasture, fenced 
and x-fenced w/creek. 
Comes with 16x80 Mobile 




"TAKE A WALK on the 
wild side". 24 hr Live 
Uncensored XXX Talkl 




BUSINESS FOR SALE 
SELL YOUR BUSINESSI 
Use the most powerful 
classified system in 
Canada and reach 
millions of readers. 
Intrigued? Contact this 
newspaper and ask about 
Network Classifieds. Or 








your new product idea to 
manufacturers through 
Davison, an award 
winning firm. Patent 
assistance available', 1- 
800-677-6382. 
CASH IN/CASH OUT I 
Coke, Pepsi, Frtto Lay, 
Mars. Re-fill unique 
vendors in your area. F/T, 
PIT. No selling. MIn. 
investment $13, 980. Call 
1-888-577-6376(24hrs) 





immediately. 100K year 
potential. Min. investment 
$10,950 guaranteed. A 
few needed in your area. 
The Blue Corp. 1.877- 
448-7744 (24hrs). 
Canadian Company. 
THE MONEY MACHINEI 
Distributors required 
Immediately In your area. 
Incredible new Product. 
Most Innovative and 
lucrative business ever. 
$100,000/yr potentlal. 
Investment $9800.00. 1- 
888.257-4164 (24hrs). 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers 
in computer programming 
and internet webslte 
design. We will prepare 
suitable applicants. 
Ministry of Education 
Registered Home Study 
Diploma Program. 
Financial assistance, 
loaner computer systems 
end job placement tools 
available. No experience 
necessary. 1-600-477- 
9 5 7 8 
www.cmetrelning.com. 
678 - WEEK OF 
JULY 24/2000 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the 
BCYCNA at (604) 669- 
EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MISC. 
C O U N S E L L O R OPPORTUNITIES COMPUTERS! No money 
TRAINING INSTITUTE down1 Unlimited internaL, 
offers distance learning no charge everl No 
and on campus courses interest, no payments up 
for certificate and diploma to one year. Ideal for 
programs. Course children's education, 
catalogue 1-800-665- business and 
7 0 4 4 entertainment, 500 MHZ 
www.counselortraining.co computer, 17" monitor. 
m. Free printer and scanner. 
$69./month. O.A.C. 1- 
888-855-5527, National 
Computers Direct. 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs 







BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER . . . write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book, 
Toll Free 1-800-267-1829 
Fax 1-613-74g-9551 The 
Writing School 3404 - 38 
McArthur Ave, Ottawa, 




program. Selklrk College, 
Trail, BC. Jennifer 
Calhoun (250) 368-5236. 
*JOBS * JOBS * JOBS 
with the largest employer 
in the worldl Travel, 
Tourism, Hotels, Resorts, 
Airlines, Adventure/Eco 
Tourism, Cruise lines. 
Canadian Tourism 
College can open the 
doors to your futurel 
Surrey 1-800-668-9301 










front desk assistant 
w/accounting & 
management skills, 
Opportunity for working 
partner w/$140+ m, 
Guaranteed salary, 
commissions & tips, Year- 
round 12 room Wellness 
Spa & established 
Seaside ResQrt w/mineral 
springs. Some 
accommodation, Salt 




COOK needed for 4 
season Wilderness Guest 
Ranch. Open Kitchen, 




Required. Fax resume to 
(250) 238-2241. 
L I C E N S E D  
AUTOMOTIVE  
TECHNICIAN. Ford 
training and driveability 
experience preferred. 
Competitive salary and 
benefits. Great working 
environment. Fax resume 
to James Oancia, Service 
Manager, Ranchland 




by growing Chrysler 
dealership. Top wages 
and benefits. Fax 867- 
873-6688 or emaih 
ykChrysler @nt.sympatico. 
ca .  
HELP WANTED 
SALES 
YOUR DREAM JOBI 
Earn unlimited income, 
40% commissionl Join in 
the fun with the winning, 
supportive team of Please 
Mum, a quality Canadian 
designed and 
manufactured children's 
and women's wear 
company. An opportunity 
of a lifetimel 
1-800-665-9644. 
REGISTERED NURSES 
needed in Canada's SERVICES 
newest territory CRIMINAL RECORD? 
NUNAVUT Hospital, 
Public Health, Home Care Canadian pardon seals 
and Outpost Health record. U.S. waiver 
Centre Registered permits legal American 
Nursing positions entry. Why risk 
available. Salary ranges employment, licensing, 
from $51,753- $71,452 
plus Northern Allowance travel, arrest, deportation, 
up to $13,965, recruitment property confiscation? 
bonus, relocation and Canadian - U.S. 
housing assistance Immigration specialists. 1- 
provided. For more 
information contact: 800-347-2540. 
L I C E N S E D  
A U T O M aT  I V E Services: Call today! 
TECHNICIAN required for Baffin: 1-800-663-5738; 
very busy auto shop. KIvalliq: (867)645-2171; 
Excellent wages based on Kitikmeot: (867) 983- 
experience, benefits 7342. Fax #'s: Baffin 
provided. Fax resume to (867) 979.7404; Kivalliq: 
780-835-3318 or call 
Warren 780-835.3333. (867) 645-2409; 
Kltikmeot: (867)983. 
THE NORTHERN 2253. 
ROCKIES Regional 
District is seeking a LIVESTOCK 
qualified Recreation 7TH ANNUAL Horse 
Facilities Maintenance Sale. Limited Edition 
person. Unionized, term "2000". 100 horses 
position (Starting Sept including 5 Homozygous 
2000 up to April 2001), 40 Stallions. Coggins tested, 
hours/week, shift work. 48 hour soundness/blood 
Salary is $20.11 (90% for guarantee, August 26, 
first three months). Lacombe, Alberta. 12 
Closing July 28, 2000. For P.M. Catalogues 403-843- 
more Into call Tom 
Sprado 250-774-2088. 6629. Brian/Hazel Street. 
JOURNEYMAN HD PAY TELEPHONE 
MECHANIC with diesel SERV. 
engine experience 
required for field service PSYCHICS. Call us for 
and shop positions with 
Kuntz & Kramer Services 
Inc. Competitive wages 
and benefits package 
available. Fax resume 
780-450-5969. Emalh 
sales @ kuntzandkramer.c 
am, Mall: 7503 Girard 
Road, Edmonton, AS, 
T6B 2H2. No phone calls 
please. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4896 SAW 
LOGS Into boards, 
planks, beams. Large 
capacity, Best sawmill 
value anywhere. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers & 
skiddere. Free Information 
1-800-586-669g. 
Government of Nunavut, STEEL BUILDINGS 
Health and Social ............................ 
CANADA'S #1 
the answers - 24 hours. 
Accurate and Affordable 
readings on relationships, 
health, career, money and 









SALE. . .Guaranteed 
lowest pricesl Beat next 
price increase. 25x40x14 
$6,800. 30x40x16 $8,500. 
30x50x16 $9,800. 
35x50x16 $12,600. 
40x60x16 $16,500. Many 




World's Largest Reseller. 
Era Stroman since 1979, 
Call Nowl Buyers call 1- 




"O . DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities, Repo's broken 
leases, heavy duty 
equipment, Take over 
payments. Free delivery. 
Call The Untouchables 
Psychics. Relationships. now, 1,800-993-3673. 
Finances, Career, Vancouver 327-6377. 
Guidance. Live & 
confidential. 24 WANTED 
hrs/18+/$2,g9 mlnl l-g00-: ~ ~ B-Uy . 
677-5872, Vlsa/MC 1- . . . . . . . . . .  
877-478-44 i0 ,  Diesel trucks. Prefercrew 
www.mysticalconnections, cab or super cab. 250- 
com. 37i-2129. 
/ t t 
